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6/9/94 #1 HATONN seem also quite concerned about Mr. Jackson [QUOTING:] 

speaking on these subjects along with M J -  12. 
Now on to something I think i s  so interest- Well, the information is already out there so 8. Speaking of appalling, we recently came 

ing and so important as to about blow the we ASK MR. JACKSON TO KEEP A VERY LOW across an  incredible reference to chemical 
valves right out of "their" Mercedes and BMWs. PROFILE ON THESE MATTERS. MR. JACK- warfare the US military was prepared to de- 
We do wish to share these little secrets, don't SON NEEDSTO FOCUS ON RE-CONSTITUTING ploy against Canadians in the 19308, in W a r  
we readers? THE CONSTITUTIONAND NOT ON DROPPING P l a n  Redl  Imagine1 

This comes-how nice to have good Earth BOMBS, BEYOND NECESSITY FOR FREEDOM, You mentioned this would be your last 
information-from the 'North-East". I t  is  in ON THE HEADS OF THE BASTARD TROOPS I N  public speaking engagement, S.M.. I s  this 
the form of a n  interview with one Serge M o n a s t  POWER. WITH 'BLUE BEAMw, howeve r ,  YOU true and, if so, for what reason? 
done for CONTACT by Dr. Pierre Cloutier and S T E P  ON MY VERY OWN T O E S  AND I T  I S  S.M.: I have received threats to m y  l i f e  
Ricardo Lopes. I t  took place at College de QUITEACCEPTABLETO METHATYOU TAKE f r o m  the o f f i c e  o f  the Prime M i n i s t e r  and 
Maissoneuve in  M o n t r e a l ,  C a n a d a  on March C A R E  O F  S O M E  O F  T H E  G A R B A G E  T H E  VATICAN. 
19, 1994. Mr. Monast as one of two featured AROUND-ALTHOUGH, WHEN YOU START 9. *Holy" Vatican City in Rome-the Pope? 
guestspresent. Since 'I" like the references to ON GOD IN TRUTH AND MY COMMAND-IT How SO? 
inquiries numbers 8 through 10 best, WE WILL B E  BROUGHT T O  A RIGHT QUICK STOP. S.M.: B e c a u s e  I dared to unveil the NASA 
WILL BEGIN THEREWITH: YOU H I T  S O M E  O F  T H E  "BROTHERS" WHO "BLUE BEAMn Project. The V a t i c a n  does 

TRAVEL WITH ME, GOOD SIRS ,  AND I THINK not threaten the l i f e  o f  s o m e o n e  w i t h o u t  
BLUE BEAM PROJECT I T  I S  T I M E  T O  REMIND YOU THAT WE KNOW good reason. T h i s  is an extremely BIG 

WHAT YOU ARE U P  TO-IN CASE S O M E  O F  secret. I am sure C o m m a n d e r  H a t o n n  w i l l  
The Elite Committee(s) have absolutely YOUR "CREWn HAS FORGOTTEN OUR RE- have more to add. 

HATED u s  speaking about the Monarch Project LATIONSHIP AND AGREEMENTS. 10. Well, tell u s  what you can about the 
and, yet, this  one seems to bother them far So, backing u p  a bit and: (Please see BLUE BEAM, p.12 ) 
more than even that  old ongoing project. They 
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It's A Bird, It's A Plane ... 
It's That Turkey-Henry K. (Again) 

6 /8 /94#1  HATONN offer it here for its informative educational policemen (the United States, the Soviet Union, 
content. Britain and China) could not be implemented, 

A s  we sit to write this day I am flexible as To honor all copyrights, however, we shall they preferred to interpret this development 
to subject material, Dharma, but I think we only offer excerpts. But in order to take noth- as a temporary setback on the way to an 
should go for the 'gusto" first. Well, perhaps ing out of context, that which we offer will be essentially harmonious world order. Here they 
I have it in reverse-let's go for the dregs and verbatim so that understanding of the author's faced a philosophical challenge. Was Soviet 
then we can have a bit of fun with the gusto. intent i s  not influenced by our own interpreta- intransigence merely a passing phase, which 

I don? have to give you 'revelationn-I can, tion. We honor Mr. Kissinger for his ongoing Washington could wait out? Were the Ameri- 
however, offer that to which FEW have access authorship and his last 16 books. You, as cans, as  former Vice President Henry Wallace 
or resource interest. We can talk, first, about readers, can use your guidelines of 'Bureau- and his followers suggested, unwittingly caus- 
the offerings of one Henry Kissinger. Remem- cratic Intent" by KNOWING that it is better to ing the Soviets to feel paranoid by not ad- 
ber, of course, that it is NOT Henry Kissinger read for 'opposite" truth in INTENT. Kissinger, equately communicating their pacific inten- 
who is the dangerous entity-other than in a whatever else he might be, is  one of the most tions to Stalin? Did Stalin really reject post- 
most robotic, puppet-type manner-it is his IMPORTANT personages in your time. war cooperation with the strongest nation in 
'handlers" who must be attended. the world? Did he not want in the end to be 

Kissinger came up through the Soviet train- [QUOTING:] America's friend? 
ing ground of the KGB and has branched out A s  the highest policymaking circles in 
into the most powerful positions of the globe. R E F L E C T I O N S  O N  CONTAINMENT Washington considered those questions, a 
Therefore it is  worthy of your attention to T H E  S U C C E S S  A N D  PAIN O F  document arrivedon February 22, 1946, from 
watch and study whatever he presents for he T H E  STRATEGY an expert on Russia, one George Kennan, a 
is  but a spokesman for that which will come to relatively junior diplomat at the American 
pass as 'somebody" has to set the track rules, No matter what Wilsonian-minded [H: Re- embassy in Moscow, that was to provide the 
regulations and event goals. The 'Big Boy" member that WILSON (President) is  the one philosophical and conceptual framework for 
will only orchestrate. who brought in the Federal Reserve, etc. interpreting Stalin's foreign policy. Rarely 

Another thing you might well 'watch", as  I The most massively DESTRUCTIVE one thing does an embassy report by itself reshape 
have told you prior to this-is ajournal which that ever happened to  America--or the Washington's view of the world, but what later 
IS 'the" outlay of these games in progress or world.] American statesmen called them, by came to be known as  the 'Long Telegram" 
intent for the Council on Foreign Relations. late 1945 spheres of influence were emerging emphatically did. Kennan maintained that 
This journal will NOT 'seem" to be such but it across Europe, and they were to remain in the United States should stop blaming itself 
IS  and I can give you a picture example of what place until the collapse of Communism four for Soviet intransigence; the sources of Soviet 
I mean by offering you new publications of decades later. Under U.S. leadership, the foreign policy lay deep within the Soviet sys- 
Kissinger's 'old" projections. It is YOU who Western occupation zones of Germany were tem itself. For Kennan, Communist ideology 
must stay alert or you miss it, forget it, or consolidated, while the Soviet Union turned was at  the heart of Stalin's approach to the 
never find it. the countries of Eastern Europe into its ap- world. Stalin regarded the Western capitalist 

Then, after we offer this, let u s  turn to the pendages. The erstwhile Axis Powers-Italy, powers as irrevocably hostile. The friction 
more interesting, I hope, subject of space alien Japan and, after 1949, the Federal Republic of between the Soviet Union and America was 
visitors of which varieties there are over 80 on Germany-gradually moved toward alliance therefore not the product of some misunder- 
your planet for the interesting 'show-down". with the United States. The Soviet Union standing or faulty communications between 

We must also get back to the Constitution- cemented its dominance over Eastern Europe Moscow and Washington but was inherent in the 
Federalist Papers but until we have more 'fin- by means of coercion. At the same time, the Soviet Union's perception of the outside world. 
ger" help, we will take first things first and, Kremlin tried its utmost to interrupt the pro- From time immemorial, argued Kennan, 
right now, world affairs are more urgent than cess of Western consolidation by fostering a the Russian tsars had sought to expand their 
the Constitution as background. guerrilla war in Greece and by encouraging territory. They had sought to subjugate Po- 

A s  you witness your U.S. President pranc- mass demonstrations by West European Corn- land and to turn it into a dependent nation. 
ing down the isles in robes, crowns and at- munist parties, especially in France and Italy. They had regarded Bulgaria as within Russia's 
tended by ones with flowing trains to the robes [H: Since direct instructions and "how-tou sphere of influence. And they had sought a 
and lesser important 'professors", ofOXFORD, for great involvements such as Kuwait, Iraq, warm-water port on the Mediterranean, man- 
carrying the hems of the garments-are you Somalia, etc., were set forth by Kissinger dating control of the Black Sea Straits: 
not sickened? This is actually paying homage Associates-we have to  assume that Henry 'At bottom of the Kremlin's neurotic view 
to 'Rhodesu-king of the New One World knows of that which he speaks. W e  also of world affairs is  traditional and instinctive 
Order of Kings and slaves. Are not the have t o  remember that the first major busi- Russian sense of insecurity. Originally, this 
"sides" beginning to become more clari- m e s s  'announced" as start-up in Moscow was insecurity of a peaceful, agricultural 
fied? And, yes  indeed, the Soviet empire i s  after fall of the so-called Soviet bloc na- people trying to live on vast exposed plain in 
not t o  be overlooked in this scenario-BUT tions-was KISSINGER ASSOCIATES to  neighborhood of fierce nomadic peoples. To 
YOU HAD BEST MORE READILY ATTEND which Mr. Gorbachev was appointed PRESI- this was added, as Russia came into contact 
THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE! DENT.] with economically advanced West, fear of more 

In first reflection on Kissinger we will offer American leaders concluded that they had competent, more powerful, more highly orga- 
what is  reprinted in Foreign Affairs, May/ June to resist further Soviet expansion. But their nized societies in that area. But this latter 
1994. The article in point is directly from national tradition caused them to seek to jus- type ofinsecurity wasone whichaicted rather 
Henry Kissinger who was National Security tify this resistance on nearly any basis other Russian rulers than Russian people; for Rus- 
Adviser and Secretary of State in the Nixon than as an appeal to the traditional balance of sian rulers have invariably sensed that their 
and Ford Administrations. This essay i s  power. In doing this, American leaders were rule was relatively archaic in form, fragile and 
adapted from his eleventh book, Diplomacy, not being hypocriticel. When they finally came artificial in its psychological foundation, un- 
with the permission of Simon & Schuster. to recognize that Franklin D. Roosevelt's vi- able to stand comparison or contract with 
Copyright 1994 by Henry A. Kissinger. We aion of a peaceful globe guarded by the four political systems of Western countries.' [H: 
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Ah-hummnnn?] 
This historical insecurity was, according 

to Kennan, given a new sense of urgency by 
Communist dogma [H: And "WHO" were and 
are the YC~mmunistsw who both took over 
the Russian Soviet empire, set up the So- 
cialist-Fascist empire and "called" it "Com- 
munism"? Were not every one of the play- 
ers in power Khazarian Zionist Jews?-go 

board from which to proclaim a global Ameri- 
can security mission, embracing 'all demo- 
cratic countries which are in any way men- 
aced or endangered by the U.S.S.R." I t  was not 
clear what was meant by "democratic". Did 
this qualification limit America's defense to 
Western Europe, or was it a courtesy that 
extended to &ny threatened area and thus  

required the United Sta tes  to defend si- 
multaneously the jungles of Southeast Asia, 
the deserts of the Middle East and densely 
populated Central Europe? In time, the latter 
interpretation became dominant. 

Clifford rejected any similarity between 
the emerging policy of containment and tradi- 

(Continued on p. 5) 

tionalt&sdo&. ~ u t  Clifford used it as a spring- 
* ~ 
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INTRODUCTION 
On March 20, 1974, an article entitled "The 

Kissinger Caper" by Frank A. Capell appeared 
in The Review of the  News which showed that 
a former general in Communist Intelligence 
states that Henry A. Kissinger was a Soviet 
agent before he  went to Harvard University. 
The impact of this  article resulted in the re- 
print and distribution of over 100,000 copies; 
thousands of letters were sent to Senators, 
Congressmen and other Government Officials. 

Invariably, the replies to these letters stated 
that Henry Iiissinger was investigated on three 
occasions - in 1961, 1969, and 1973 - and 
was given the necessary security clearances. 
These replies were based on information sup- 
plied by the State Department. What was not 
stated, however, i s  that security clearances 
are granted by the Department of State III' 
SPITE of derogatory information developed dur- 
ing the FBI full-field investigations. 

The fact i s  that  Alger Hiss, Harry Dexter 
White, J o h n  Abt, Virginius Frank Cole, 
Laurence Duggan, Charles Kramer, and a long 
list of others who have since been identified as 
Communists and  members of Soviet espio- 
nage rings, were also investigated by the FBI 
and were also given the necessary security 
clearances. 

If it seems incredible that a Secretary of 
State can be a Soviet agent, remember that 
Alger Hiss was a top advisor to President 
Franklin D. Roosevelt and was one of the 

Thousands of diplomatic, political, military, 
scientific, and economic secrets of the  United 
States have been stolen b y  Soviet agents in  our 
Government and otherpersons closely connected 
with the Communists. 

Despite the fact that the  Federal Bureau of 
Investigation and other security agencies had 
reported extensive information about this Com- 
munist penetration, little was  done by  the Ex- 
ecutive branch to interrupt the Soviet operatives 
in their ascent i n  Government until Congres- 
sional committees brought forth to public light 
the facts of the conspiracy. 

Powerful groups and individuals within the 
Executive branch were at work obstructing and 
weakening the effort to eliminate Soviet agents 
from positions in  Government. 

Members o f  this conspiracy repeatedly 
swore to oaths denying Communist Party mem- 
bership when seeking appointments, transfers, 
and promotions and these falsifications have, 
in virtually every case, gone unpunished. .. 

Policies and programs laid down by  mem- 
bers of the Soviet conspiracy are still i n  effect 
un'thin our Government and constitute a con- 
tinuing hazard to our national security. 

Henry A. Kissinger appears to be an Un- 
touchable. Most government officials and 
elected officers are hesitant to criticize him 
although his policies and programs invariably 
have strengthened the international Com- 

munist conspiracy a t  the expense of our na- 
tional security and the U.S. pocketbook. Un- 
derstandably, Kissinger has  the support of 
many; Alger H i s s  was also favored with the 
support of many a t  the time he was arrested 
for perjury in connection with turning over 
secret documents to the Soviet Union. Among 
those who rallied to his  defense and testified 
on his behalf were the Secretary of State, a 
Supreme Court Justice and other high gov- 
ernment officials. They eulogized him and 
attested to his fine character, loyalty and pa- 
triotism. There are millions of people in East- 
ern Europe living in Communist police states 
today as a result of President Roosevelt's accep- 
tance of the advice of Alger Hiss. 

To further strengthen the Communist re- 
gimes of the U.S.S. R. and Red China, Henry A. 
Kissinger has  enabled them to obtain billions 
of dollars of credit and through his efforts the 
Communist governments of the once-free na- 
tions of Eastern Europe have been made to 
appear legitimate. 

Tom Anderson, National Chairman of the 
American Party, sent a copy of 'The Kissinger 
Caper" to every Member of both Houses of 
congress and to 9,000 newspapers. So power- 
ful is the influence and protection surround- 
ing Henry Kissinger that the major news me- 
dia have avoided any mention of it. This, 
therefore, i s  the reason for the book. 
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H: By the way, readers, 
by whom was Stalin judged 
to  be such a heinous 
leader-the Soviets or the 
Russians? 

tional diplomacy. In his view, the Soviet- toward the Mediterranean, but neither the way of life is  based upon the will of a minority 
American conflict was not caused by clashing American public nor Congress could counte- forcibly imposed upon the majority. It relies 
national interests-which by definition might nance the traditional British geopolitical ra- upon terror and oppression, a controlled press 
be negotiated-but by the moral shortcomings tionale. Resistance to Soviet expansionism and radio, f i e d  elections and the suppression 
of the Soviet leadership. Therefore, the g o d  of had to spring from principles based strictly on of personal freedoms." 
American policy was not so much to restore the American approach to foreign policy. [H: 
the balance of power as to transform Soviet Are you not realizing that you are nearing TRUMAN DOCTRINE 
society. Jus t  as in 19 17 Wilson had blamed the massive changes to be set-up by the key 
the need for a declaration of war on the Kaiser players in the United Nations in that time Had Soviet leaders been more aware of 
rather than on the threat Germany posed to span-and the ongoing total integration of American history, they would have under- 
American security, so Clifford now ascribed the players who would then take over Pales- stood the ominous nature of what the presi- 
Soviet-American tensions to 'a small ruling tine and set  up the ALLY, to later be called dent was saying. [H: Oh Barf! They knew 
clique and not the  Soviet people". [H: Indeed, Israel?] EXACTLY what it meant because THEY 
this is a brilliant man, readers-and if you This imperative became apparent at a key HELPED STRUCTURE IT!] The Truman Doc- 
perceive him to be a "bad boy" because we meeting held on February 27, 1947, in  the trine marked a watershed because, once 
write about him-remember something- Oval Office. Truman, Secre- America h a d  th rown 
SOMEBODY TRIED TO PULL HIM DOWN tary of State Marshall and As- 
OVER BANKING IRREGULARITIES WHICH sistant Secretary of State Dean 
IN TURN HE SPURNED-I would look care- Acheson [H: Yep, this is the 
fully at who might be this man for he may father of the third in com- 
well be for One World Order, etc., but he also mand of your Justice Depart- 
recognized the dangerous disadvantage of ment under Brother Reno, 
America's continuing take-over by the hoods Butch Acheson.] sought to 

down the  moral  [H: 
MORAL???] gauntlet ,  
the kind of realpolitik 
Stalin understood best 
would be forever at an 
end, and bargaining over 
reciprocal concessions 

in Zionist garb. We do not comment on his persuade a congressional del- would be out of the ques- 
own status--only on observations and ac- egation led by Senator Arthur Vandenberg (R- tion. Henceforth, the conflict could only be 
tions. Do not compare apples and turnip Mich.) of the importance of aid to Greece and settled by a change in Soviet purposes, by the 
greens or you will miss the fruit-boat.] A Turkey-a formidable assignment, since the collapse of the Soviet system, or both. Truman 
significant Soviet change of heart, and  prob- traditionally isolationist Republicans con- had proclaimed his doctrine as 'the policy of 
ably a new set  of Soviet leaders, was required trolled both houses of Congress. Marshall led the United States to support free peoples who 
before an overall Soviet-American agreement off with a dispassionate analysis setting forth are resisting attempted subjugation by armed 
would be possible. At some dramatic moment, the relationship between the proposed aid minorities or by outside pressures." Inevita- 
these new leaders would 'work out  with us a program and American interests. [H: Here i s  bly, criticism of the objective of defending 
fair and equitable settlement when they real- another time to speculate--you will find if democracy appeared at  both ends of the intel- 
ized that we are too strong to be beaten and you have interest in history, that the Greeks lectual spectrum: some protested that America 
too determined to be frightened.' have a statue of Truman on the island of was defending countries that, however impor- 

Neither Clifford nor any subsequent Ameri- Crete (the only statue in Greece honoring an tant, were morally unworthy; others objected 
can statesman involved in  the discussion of American president-for the Marshall Plan). that America was committing itself to the de- 
the Cold War ever put forward specific terms I t  is  also interesting to note that the BIG- fense of societies that, whether free or not, 
to end the confrontation or to initiate a pro- GEST HORTHROP MISSILE BASE IS ALSO were not vital to American security. It was an 
cess  that  would bring about negotiations to do ON THE ISLAHD OF CRETE!] He elicited ambiguity that refused to go away, generating 
so. So long as the Soviet Union maintained its stereotypical grumblings about  'pulling debates that  have not ended to this day about 
ideology, negotiations were treated as point- Britain's chestnuts out of the fire," the iniqui- American purposes in nearly every crisis. Ever 
less. After a Soviet change of heart, a settle- ties of the balance of power and the burdens of since, American foreign policy has  been obliged 
ment would become nearly automatic. In ei- foreign aid. Recognizing that the administra- to navigate between those who assail i t  for 
ther case, spelling out the terms of such a tion was about to lose its case, Acheson asked being amoral and those who criticize it for 
settlement in advance was deemed to inhibit Marshall in a whisper whether this was a going beyond the national interest through 
America's freedom of action-the same argu- private fight or whether anyone could join in. crusading moralism. 
ment that  had been used during World War I1 Given the floor, Acheson proceeded, in  the Once the challenge had been defined as 
to avoid discussion of the postwar world. words of one aide, 'to pull out all the stops". the very future of democracy, America could 
America now had the conceptual framework to Acheson boldly presented the group with vi- not wait until a civil war actually occurred, as 
justify political and military resistance to So- sions of a bleak future in which the forces of it had in  Greece. On June  5, less than three 
viet expansionism. [H: In all of history, if Communism stood to gain the upper hand: months after the announcement of the Truman 
you go back and check-the only "Soviet 'Only two great powers remained i n  the  Doctrine, Secretary Marshall in a commence- 
Expansionism" has come from the Khazarian world ...[ the] United States and the Soviet ment address at Harvard committed America 
Jewish element which infiltrated and took over Union. We had arrived at a situation unparal- to the task of eradicating the social and eco- 
Russia. Russians are noted for their very LACK leled since ancient times. Not since Rome and nomic conditions that tempted aggression. 
OF EXPAI?SIONISM, as truly defined.] Carthage had there been such a polarization America would aid European recovery, an- 

of power on this earth ... . For the United States nounced Marshall, to avoid. 'political distur- 
TRUMAN EXPANDS to take steps to strengthen countries threatened bances" and 'desperation," to restore the world 

T H E  CONCEPT with Soviet aggression or Communist economy and to nurture free institutions. 
subversion ... was to protect the security of the Therefore, '[any] government that is willing to 

Since the end of the war, Soviet pressures United States-it was to protect freedom itself." assist in the task oT recovery will fmd full 
had followed historical Russian patterns. The When it became evident that Acheson had cooperation, I am sure, on the part of !he 
Soviet Union controlled the Balkans (except roused the  congressional delegation, the  United States Government.' In other words, 
for Yugoslavia) and a guerrilla war was raging administration stuck to his basic approach. participation in the Marshall Plan was open 
in Greece, supported from bases in Commu- From that point on, the Greek-Turkish aid even to governments in the' Soviet arbit-a 
nist Yugoslavia and the Bulgarian Soviet sat- program was portrayed as part of the global hint taken up  in Warsaw and Prague and just  
ellite. Territorial demands were being made struggle between democracy and dictatorship. as quickly squelched by Stalin. [H: By the 
against Turkey, along with arequest  for Soviet When, on March 12,1947, Truman announced way, readers, by whom was Stalin judged to 
bases in the  Straits-very much along the the doctrine that would later be named after be such heinous leader--the Soviets or the 
lines of what Stalin had wanted from Hitler on  him, h e  dropped the  strategic aspect of Russians?] 
November 25, 1940. Ever since the end  of the Acheson's analysis and spoke in traditional Only a country as idealistic, as pioneering 
war, Great Britain had supported both Greece Wilsonian terms of a struggle between two and as relatively inexperienced as the  United 
and Turkey, economically as well as militarily. ways of life: 'One way of life is based upon the States could have advanced a plan for global 
In the winter of 1946-47, the Attlee Govern- will of the  majority, and is distinguished by economic recovery based solely on  its own 
ment of Britain informed Washington that  it free institutions, representative Government, resources. And yet the very sweep of that 
could not longer shoulder the burden. Truman free elections, guarantees of individual lib- vision elicited a national commitment that  
was prepared to take over Great Britain's his- erty, freedom of speech and religion and free- would sustain the Cold War generation through 
torical role of blocking a Russian advance dom from political oppression. The second i t s  final victory. The program of economic 
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recovery, said Secretary Marshall, would be 
'directed not  against any country or doctrine, 
but against hunger, poverty, desperation and 
chaos." Just as when the Atlantic Charter had 
been proclaimed, a global crusade against 
nunger and  despair was found to be more 
persuasive to Americans than appeals to im- 
mediate self-interest or the balance of power. 

[END OF QUOTING; END OF CHAPTER] 

Let u s  break this writing, please, as I do 
not wish to utilize any more of this document 
rn THIS document. My intent is  to adhere to 
all the rules and regulations inspired by the 
censors of information as to focused use of 
material by any author or committee. I  thank 
our goodly enemies for keeping my attention 
attuned to numbers of words allowed and 
purpose of the sharing-which is solely for 
educational (or debate) purposes. Thank you. 

I find i t  interesting that I can use ALL of the 
biblical transcriptions, the law documents, 
Congress iona l  Records,  a n d  even  
Shakespeare-but we must not overstep in 
utilization of the TRUTH? coming fiom such great 
personages and publications as such as Kissinger 
and his journal outlets. Oh well, perhaps that, 
alone, tells the story better than I can. 

6/9/94#1 HATONN 

B A C K  T O  MR. K I S S I N G E R  

T H E  X ARTICLE 

CONTINUATION FROM 6-8- 1994. (This 
will reflect as the second writing or 'Part 2". 
For continuity please refer to prior writing as 
there will be no review): 

[QUOTING:] 

At the end of all of these more or less 
random initiatives, there emerged a document 
that  would, for over a generation, serve as the 
bible for the  containment policy, indeed which 
supplied it with its very name. All the various 
strands of American postwar thought were 
brought together in an extraordinary article 
published in July 1947 in Foreiun Affairs. [H: 
Here is your confirmation that this JOUR- 
NAL is the journal for the Council on For- 
eign Relations.] Though it was anonymously 
signed by 'Xw, the author was later identified 
as George F. Kennan, by then head of the 
policy planning staff of the State Department. 
Of the thousands of articles written since the 
end of the Second World War, Kennan's 'The 
Sources of Soviet Conduct" stands in  a class by 
itself. In this lucidly written, passionately 
argued literary adaptation of his 'Long Tele- 
gram", Kennan raised the Soviet challenge to 
the level of philosophy of history. 

By the time Kennan's article appeared, 
Soviet intransigence had become the staple of 
pollcy documents. Kennan's distinctive con- 
tribution was to explain the ways in which 
hostility to the democracies was inherent in  
the Soviet domestic structure and why that  
structure would prove impervious to concilia- 
tory Western policies. Tension with the out- 
side world was inherent in the very nature of 
Communist philosophy and, above all, in the 
way the Soviet system was being run  domesti- 
cally. Internally, the Communist Party was 
the only organized group, with the rest of 
society fragmented into a n  inchoate mass. 
Thus the Soviet Union's implacable hostility 

to the outside world was an  attempt to gear 
international affairs to its own internal rhythm. 
The main concern of Soviet policy was 'to 
make sure that it has  filled every nook and 
cranny available to it in the basin of world 
power." The way to defeat Soviet strategy was 
by "a policy of firm containment, designed to 
confront the  Russians with unalterable 
counterforce a t  every point where they show 
signs of encroaching upon the interests of a 
peaceful and stable world." [H: Interpreted: 
"To bash every natural Russian while sup- 
porting and furthering the integration of 
the New World Order Zionist Khazarian 
RULE." In other words, "DESTROYw the 
Russians while protecting the %oviet Elite 
Bolsheviks" who have integrated and totally 
coordinated working relations with the New 
World Order, Henry Kfssinger and thus and so.] 

Like almost every other contemporary for- 
eign policy document, Kennan's 'X" article 
disdained the elaboration of a precise diplo- 
matic goal. What he sketched was the age-old 
American dream of a peace achieved by the 
conversion of the adversary, albeit in lan- 
guage more elevated and far more trenchant in 
i ts  perception than that of any contemporary. 
But where Kennan differed from other experts 
was when he described the mechanism by 
which, sooner or later, through one power 
struggle or another, the Soviet system would 
be fundamentally transformed. [H: Now watch 
the rationale of failure of such thought and 
a "fog factor" of about 200011 Kernan thought 
it likely that, at some point, various contes- 
tants for authority might reach down into 
these politically immature and inexperienced 
masses in order to find support for their re- 
spective claims. If this  were ever to happen, 
strange consequences could flow for the Com- 
munist Party: 'For the membership at large 
has  been exercised only in the practices of 
iron discipline and obedience and not in  the 
arts  of compromise and accommodation. If, 
consequently, anything were ever to occur to 
disrupt the unity and efficacy of the party as a 
political instrument, Soviet Russia might be 
changed overnight from one of the strongest to 
one of the weakest and most pitiable of na- 
tional societies." 

No other document forecast quite so accu- 
rately what would in fact take place after the 
advent of Mikhail Gorbachev. [H: Ah HA-now 
we have the sneak- 
in. Remember. Gor- 
bachev was made 
pres ident  of 
Kbsinger Associates 
IW MOSCOW after hi. 
"supposed ddmisew 
from Russian hierar- 
chy. He has been 
working in total con- 
junction with the  

' Elite "Kissingers of 
the world" RIGHT IN 
THE GOOD OLD 
U.S.A. ever since!] 
And in the aftermath 
of so total a collapse 
of the Soviet Union 
[H: Another to ta l  
m i s p e r c e p t i o n  
foisted off on you- 
planned and orches- 
trated just like a 
grade "F" stage 
play-with the "Di- - 

rector" being t h e  

bunch huddled around this old buzzard, 
Kissinger. THAT is what KISSINGER ASSO- 
CIATES does, readers-runs (spell that ru- 
ins) nations and planets! In every nation in 
upheaval from Somalia to Lower Outlying 
Slobovia-you WILL FIND KISSINGER AS- 
SOCIATES, at the least, Scowcroft and 
Eagleburger and the myriads of other little 
cute puppets whose strings are totally oper- 
ated by the  higher Committee. Now, I am 
about tired ofthis "higher Committee". They 
may well be more on my side than the 
Committee of openly Satanic practitioners- 
BUT, they ate not very "nicew people and 
most are NOT even people at all! Now, 
readers, when you reach out into NON- 
PEOPLE I have the trump card when the 
game gets tight and THEY know it, so it 
would behoove them to just pretend they 
LIKE me.]. it seems carping to point out just 
how back-breaking an  assignment Kennan had 
prescribed for his people. For he had charged 
America with combating Soviet pressures for 
the indefinite future all around a vast periph- 
ery that embraced the widely differing circum- 
stances of Asia, the Middle East and Europe. 
The Kremlin was, moreover, free to select i ts  
point of attack, presumably only where it cal- 
culated it would have the greatest advantage. 
Throughout subsequent crises, the American 
political objective was deemed to be the pres- 
ervation of the status quo, with the overall 
effort producing Communism's final collapse 
only after a protracted series of ostensibly 
inconclusive conflicts. I t  was surely the ulti- 
mate expression of America's national opti- 
mism and unimpaired sense of self-confidence 
that as sophisticated an  observer as George 
Kennan could have assigned his  society to a 
role so global, so s t em  and, a t  the same time, 
so reactive. [H: HOGWASH! W e  will get t o  the 
REAL terror about Russia to  these turkey- 
twaddles in a bit-and that is the NEW "threat 
to  democracyn, THANK GOD. DOES ANY- 
ONE REMEMBER THE TERM: REPUBLIC- 
WHICH IS SUPPOSED TO BE YOUR GOAL?] 

T H E  I N G R E D I E N T S  
OF CONTAINMENT 

[H: Dharma, skip right rapidly through 
the next couple of sections so we can get 
onto some good information in the form of 
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News Desk 
that "beastie" w h o  so bothers  this El i t e  
b u n c h  of garbage mongers.] 

This stark, even heroic, doctrine of per- 
petual struggle committed the American people 
to endless contests with rules that left the 
initiative to the adversary and confined 
America's role to strengthening the countries 
already on its side of the dividing line-a 
classic policy of spheres of interest. [H: Have 6/9/94 ED CLEARY with little resistance. The same is true of the 
you e v e r  seen such reverse meming?]  By International Monetary Fund and the World 
abjuring the policy THE U.N. CAIRO CONFERENCE Bank. They are agencles of the new socialist 
wasted precious time during the period of world dictatorship aborning, not to be trusted 
America's greatest strength-whi1e it The New World Order is relentless in its in any circumstance. Any country forced to 

had the m o n o ~ o l ~  1s: I t  never h a d  drive to control the entirety of the world's depend upon their financial assistance ~ 1 :  
such a and Kissinger it- population by year 2000. Since 1945 the U.N. eventually be in their complete control. 
after he SERVED THE SOVIET has been an essential factor in this action on 

sLOPPING OFF many fronts to destroy the existence of tradi- GUNS AND THE U.N. 
ONTO AMERICA!] Indeed, given the premise tional nations, states and families. 

positions Of strength had The U.N. has scheduled its 1994 Interna- Get the guns away from the people! Get the 
yet to be War became both tional Conference on Population and Develop- people to give away their guns. This policy has 

and imbued with an inaccurate ment in Cairo, Egypt for September 5-13. The been in operation for over 200 years and the 
impressi0n the West's weakness. first population conference staged by the U.N. common people have not understood, 'Why" 

The the Soviet Upion be- was held in Bucharest, Romania 20 years ago. The "Why" is  so that you can't shoot back 
came the goal ofpolicy; Since then an enormous decline in the world when the controls become slavery. All over the 
emerge after had been It economy has taken place as well as a gigantic globe, nations, states and local communities 
was no accident that Kennan's con- increase in the submission of the people of the are passing laws to control people and calling 
cluded with a~eroratiOninstructing his planet to world government under the fakery them crime control measures. 

peace-loving compatriots about the ~ i r -  of 'Socialism". The beginnings of the present On May 23rd the United Nations began its 
tues Of patience interpreting their inter- economic and social collapse were augmented program for GLOBAL gun control. The U.N. 

as a test of their country's war- then and have now reached a critical condi- Disarmament Commission has the ball rolling 
thiness: tion. to tighten controls on gun trading in the U.S. 

The issue of Soviet-American rela- In the 'Draft Program of Action" for the and other member nations in order to control 
tiOns is in essence a test Of the Cairo conference it is stated that the organiza- arms sales on an international basis. The AP 
worth the United States as a nation tion hopes to 'achieve sustainable develop- wire covered the story world wide on May 24. 
among nations. The thoughtful ob- ment... states should reduce and eliminate "The U. N. Disarmament Commission has 
server Russian-American unsustainable patterns of productions and adapted a working paper, a basis for future 

find no cause in the consumption and promote appropriate demo- debate, that proposes tighter controls on the 
challenge to American graphic policies ... The right to bear children gun trade in the United States and other mem- 

ety. He rather acertain implies responsibility to care for children and ber nations as a way of combating interna- 
gratitude a~rovidence which, pro- to consider their interests and the interest of tional arms trafficking. 
viding the American people with this the larger community." "The commission is essentially powerless, 
implacable challenge, has  made their Here we have the usual fine sounding words able only to issue recommendations. But 1ts 
entire as a nation hiding the dagger aimed at  the heart. The findings could lead to a debate over the weap- 
On their pulling themselves document goes on to demand that reproduc- ons trade, including the relatively freewheel- 
and the Of tion be controlled, that medical services be ing U.S. small-arms business, in the higher- 

and politica1 leadership that his- decreased for the poor, plus increased attacks profile U.N. General Assembly. 
tory plainly intended them to bear. on the sacredness of individual life and the "The U.S. representative on the Disarma- 

basic tenets of natural law and order. The ment Commission, which comprises all 184 
One the Outstanding features these principal targets are obvious: Africa, already a U.N. member nations, balked at  first last De- 

sentiments w- their peculiar ambiva- dying continent; Somalia, Rwanda, Kenya; the cember when the subject of arms trafficking 
lence. America to a glob* mis- Soviet Union, now perilously endangered; and was proposed for debate. 
sion but the t d m c ~ m ~ l e x t h ~ ~  America South America en masse. Even in the U.S. and 'But on May 9 the United States allowed 

tear to it. Britain the destruction of the economy is consensus adoption of the working paper 
Yet the very Of evidenced by increasing numbers of the home- which makes the issue one of two items-the 
seemed to lend an extraordinary impetus to less and unemployed. other is nuclear disarmament-on the com- 
American policy. Though passive The U.N. is afake and has been since 1945. mission agenda for its spring 1995 meetings. 
with respect to with the Soviet It is  forever the hypocrite; talking one way, A final report is not expected before 1996. 
Union, containmentevokedtenaciouscreativ- acting another. I t  is an agent for the world 'The little-noted move represents the first 
ity when it came to building 'positions government of the New World Order and it is U.N.  effort to foster regulation of the 

in the and realms- getting its work done right out in the open multibillion-dollar trade in small arms." 
This was because in containment were merged 
lessons derived from tlie two most important 
American experiences of the previous genera- 
tion: from the New Deal came the belief that 
threats to political stability arise primarily 
from gaps between economic and social expecta- 
tions and reality, hence the Marahall Plan; h m  the 
Second World War America learned that the best 
protection against aggresaionis having w e d e l m -  
ing power and the willingness to use it, hence the 
Atlantic alliance. The Marshall Plan was designed 
to get Europe on its feet economically. NATO was 
to look after its security. 

[H: If you aren't barfing by t h t  point- 
you cer ta in ly  don't unders tand  the sugar- 
c o a t e d  p o i s o n  just n o w  d u m p e d  on you. 
And, worse .  THIS IS WHAT THE COUNCIL ON 
FOREIGN RELATIONS BASES ITS OPERA- 
TIONS UPON!] 
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but also the development of the totality of 
interconnections, signals, events, and pro- 

relationships is 'equations of karma". [H: No, 
I a m  not going to-break these thin& d o w n  

And Some for you-as w e  presented  the subjec t  of 
"lightn and "thought projection" as in mani-  
f e s ta t ion  b y  / o f  God  w e  h a v e  been brought  
into Federal  Court  on charges  o f  plagiarism. 
I will not put my scr ibe  into such a position 
e v e r  agai i !  I t  i; ALL THE SAME T H ~  NG BUT Surprises Of Creation LAWYERS AND,  MORE ESPECIALLY,  
JUDGES, DO NOT READ THE MATERIAL IN 
POINT NOR GIVE A DAMN ABOUT YOU OR 
'ITn. S O  YOU WILL SIMPLY HAVE TO HUNT 
AND PECK YOUR WAY THROUGH, GOOD 

6/8/94 #2 HATONlU your world today. Surprisingly enough-THE FRIENDS. IF THIS BE "FOR YOUw IT WILL 
TWO ARE INTIMATELY CONNECTED! BE QUITE UNDERSTANDABLE. If  not, then 

SYNTHESIS OF SCIENCE I fear  you are  on y o u r  own.  Boris  I s k a k o v  is 
AND RELIGION [QUOTING:] a friend of s o m e  o f  m y  now-on-Earth compa-  

t r i o t s  a n d  I h o n o r  h i m  b u t  I wi l l  no m o r e  get 
This title, as with all titles written before MATHEMATICAL h i m  into a focal p o i n t  o f  the adversary than 

the writing on the subject seems a bit much TRANSFORMATIONS I shall m y  scribe.] A s  for karma, it is  under- 
for my scribe, not being particularly good at, stood to mean a broad philosophical category 
or in tune greatly with, either subject-much The equations of Schrodinger and Dirac, ofuniversal inter-conditionality, causality, and 
the less a synthesis of the two. Moreover, the well known in quantum physics, describe the dependence in combination with the principle 
terms used in conjunction, such as in "reli- laws of the conservation of probability for of the unity and integrity of the Universe. 
gious science", is an oxymoronic statement of fluxes of matter at the level of elementary There are two equations of karma-the di- 
the highest level. Therefore we will define this particles of the microworld. By means of cer- rect and the complex-conjugated: 
writing as simply an interesting look into quan- tain mathematical transformations I (Dr. 
tum-statistical methods of simulating energy- Iskakov) obtained equivalent equations of a ~ Y = o ;  ~ 'Y '=o;  
informational processes. The better studies of much broader applicability. They describe the where the operators I~nve rhc form: 
these integrated subjects, as with the better laws of the conservation of probability for 
UFO documentation and truth of the matter, fluxes of matter, energy, and information. The !2=2 h2A + i2h bib t - 9; 
come out of Russia. I don't need to foist that equations have a deep philosophical meaning, n'=2h2A - i2h b/i) t - 9. 
off on you readers but it is nonetheless fact which extends far beyond the interpretation of Here Y denotes the probability den- 
and you must accustom yourselves to such the Schrodinger and Dirac equations. An 
fact. appropriate name for them is, in my view,  it^ wave (the wave function); A7 tile La- 

M y  problem is  how to bring this to you in suggested by a doctrine of Oriental philoso- placeoperator; 9, the potential energyden- 
understandable terms. I usually just lay it on phy-karma. In a narrow sense, it claims that 
you and then expect Dr. Young to explain it to every deed or thought, good or bad, receives sity, and h, Planck's constant. 
you. That is unfair-but I am noted for being due reward or retribution. In a broader sense, 
'just", not 'fair". I have done a bit of research- it denotes the principle of unity, integrity, and These equations may be solved in the form 
ing into 'who" offers a bit of insight into this inter-conditionality and causality in the Uni- of karma waves and anti-waves, with quantiza- 
subject and turn to Boris Iskakov who was verse. That is how I construe the term 'equa- tion of probability waves. Connected with 
born in Magnitogorsk on November 14, 1934. tions of karma", which describe any cause- them are perturbations of the information- 
He is a graduate of the Institute of Physical and-effect relationship. energy field, i.e., wave signals. In principle, 
Engineering in Moscow. He has experience in such signals may propagate faster than light. 
explaining strange information and has writ- WHAT I S  THE The equations of karma make it possible to 
ten extensively on the theory of chain reac- "EOUATION OF KARMA"? draw certain philosophical conclusions of fun- 
tions in economics and has accomplished sev- damental significance. It follows from them 
eral great works on the application of applying The study of psychic phenomena dictated that diffraction takes place not only in space 
mathematicalmethods to agricultural econom- the need to define the concept of the informa- but also in time. Any event is, so to speak, 
ics. His most recent work I feel is the best as tion-energy field. Its material medium, ac- split in space-time. The propagation of a 
he moves into the interesting area of quan- cording to contemporary notions, may be a solitary signal is preceded by a series of pre- 
tum-statistical methods of simulating energy- global l e p t o n  gas, consisting of extremely light signals and followed by post-signals, both fad- 
informational processes. In this work he en- particles, microleptons, with a mass of - ing with distance. Perceptive analysts are 
deavors to synthesize elements of science and g. Microleptons are much lighter than able to use the first intimations of pre-signals 
religion. Dr. Iskakov has recently been inter- electrons and are capable of freely penetrating to give a precise picture of a coming event. 
rogated and we would share the interview with any body in the Universe. The gaps between This is called scientific foresight. But there is 
you. I don't want to .overindulge in explana- atomic nuclei are for them just as  spacious as also intuitive prevision. Centuries ago clair- 
tions on my own account for I would rather are the holes in a fishing net for molecules of voyants described events that are happening 
you come to understanding of the subjects air. in our time. 
before we dump "spacen, 'aliens", "space The idea of a microlepton gas appears to Pre-signals provide an explanation of rela- 
traveln, 'thought manifestations" and 'doctri- echo the 19th-century notion of the universal tive proscopy-when a sensitive person learns 
nal thesis" upon you. It is my 'chicken" way ether, but is  scientifically much more complex about an event before others do. Such a 
out of the original training sessions, perhaps. and profound. What we are talking about in person detects faint pre-signals that most 

The interview comes from Russian docu- this case is no longer an ideal space-pervading people do not perceive. 
ments so we will meander through the trans- fluid, but a quantum-granular structure of the For instance, an explosion on the Sun may 
lations as best we can and at the least you will space-time continuum, filled with whirling produce solar prominences extending for mil- 
be introduced to such as 'leptons", etc. I used streams of polarized microleptons (including lions of kilometers. Two or three days later the 
this term the other day and only Dr. Young some virtually vacuum-born). 'solar wind" reaches the Earth, causing pow- 
had ever heard it-now it seems to pop out at Such an approach enables u s  to use the erful geomagnetic storms that affect every- 
you from every direction. I believe Dr. Cleary mathematical apparatus of quantum mechan- thing living. During such periods, disease 
presented an interesting article to you in the ics to describe the information-energy field. and mortality rates increase in all countries. 
last edition of CONTACT. Keep up  with CON- Moreover, relationships of a higher level of This dependence of everything living upon 
TACT, interested observers--because we will generalization are derived than the classical solar catastrophes was proved several decades 
cover just about every 'far-out" subject, as  equations of Schrodmger. The new equations ago by Alexander Chizhevsky. Can we learn of 
well as the political mish-mash of criminals in describe not only the movements of matter, the approaching 'solar winds" in advance? It 
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appears that we can. The solar wind has pre- 
signals: swift streams of solar photons and 
neutrinos, which reach the Earth in eight 
minutes. [H: I t  is right here that an explana- 
tion of Semjase to [BillyIMeier regarding the 
time to reach Earth from their originating 
system, can make any sense at all. She said 
it took 7 to  8 minutes to make the journey. 
This simply moves with the mathematical 
cdculations of photon and neutrino speed 
of travel which from the sun in pre-signal 
reaches the earth in eight minutes. Pre- 
knowledge then can be incredibly functional 
and helpful, don't you see?] By detecting 
them it is  possible to warn the medical ser- 
vices of all countries of an imminent geomag- 

of science and religion, among them the 
founders of quantum physics. What are termed 
the conjugated equations of Schrodinger and 
Dirac point to the possibility of the existence 
of anti-particles. Similarly, the conjugated 
equation of karma suggests that there can be 
anti-signals as  well as  anti-particles. More- 
over, this equation makes it possible to de- 
scribe the spectrum of properties that these 
anti-signals possess. While ordinary signals 
travel along the river of time from the past via 
the present into the future, anti-signals travel 
in the opposite direction. They originate in 
the future and pass through the present into 
the past. This property of anti-signals stuns 
our imagination: certain particularly sensitive 

holograms, each ofwhich carries complete but 
weakened information about the person, in- 
cluding his or her innermost thoughts and 
feelings, his or her mind and conscience. It 
may be said that the sum-total of these holo- 
grams is nothing short of a person's lepton 
soul. 

Ordinarily, people do not see the energy- 
information shells that surround them. But in 
certain conditions it is  possible to make the 
first hologram glow, especially the part of it 
surrounding a person's head. The fact is  that 
upper chakras, the most power-intensive, op- 
erate at the highest frequencies. Some people 
have a first quantum shell that can become 
visible. 

netic storm two or three days in advance, people~dinstrumentsc&, -- Estimates show that the 
ample time to take the necessary measures. it turns out, receive signals 

[H: Yes indeed, I hear the majority of you from the future. [H: Paying 
readers complaining about taking time for attention, Dr. Sagan?] 
this kind o f  a deep and dreary *s well as Previsions, 
totally incomprehensible writing. However, and prophesies come under 
YOU are not the party to whom this is the scientific headingofab- 
DIRECTED, if you object. I t  is for the Dr. solute proscopy, which im- 
Youngs of the reading audience for they get plies the acquisition of in- 
their information the same wav as do vou if formation about events that 
it be "general" in offering. ~ h &  thenknow have not yet taken place. 
WHAT TO DO WITH IT! As long as this is my They have yet to occur, but 

While ordinary signals 
travel along the river of time 
from the past via the present 
into the future, anti-signals 
travel in the opposite direc- 
tion. They originate in the 
future and pass through the 
present into the past. This 
property of anti-signals stuns 
our imagination: certain par- 
ticularly sensitive people and 
instrumentscan, i t  turns out, 
receive signals from the fu- 
ture. 

energy of the first shell 
amounts to fractions of an 
electron-volt. This is  quite 
enough for a faint glow in 
the optical range of the spec- 
trum. But for the glow to 
become a reality a great deal 
of energy has to be pumped 
into the umer  chakras. This 
means a pe'rson has to adopt 
a definite mode of life: over- 

receiverlscribe and this paper is our COG- sensitives already know 
munications conduit-along with the jour- about them. 
nals-we will from time to time reflect on The problem is merely 
these impressive subjects-for UFOs and one of the threshold of sen- 
CREATION do not JUST HAPPEN! Neither sitivity and the balance of 

come base passions, and 
make his or her thoughts, 
feelings, and deeds pure, 
lofty and inspired. It .is in 
that case that the energy of 

are they "mystical" phenomena--only mys- signals and noise. Anti-sig- the upper chakras causes 
terious until understood.] nals come from the future at  a faint and very the excitation of the first shell by fractions of 

From the theoretical standpoint the works faint level. Very few people can detect them. an electron-volt, and a halo visible to other 
of the eminent Russian researcher Anatoly There is no violation here of the principle people appears around the head of such a 
Okhatrin are of definite interest. They confirm of causality. Rather, its interpretation be- person (for example, a saint). 
the idea of an ether or universal lepton gas, comes more sophisticated and more refined In Christian art, only part of the hologram 
which contains full information about the dialectically. According to the equations of around the head is  usually portrayed a s  glow- 
material world. Clusters of the lightest par- karma, time in the microworld can reverse its ing. But in Buddhist temples, there are pic- 
ticles-microleptons-carry people's thoughts direction, turning, as  it were, into 'anti time". tures showing the whole spacesuit-shaped 
and feelings; these microleptons are capable From a single point it is possible to see both hologram aglow. 
of travelling in space and time at tremendous the past and the future of microparticles at  the The most ancient Buddhist manuscripts 
speeds. same time. speak of a person's seven bodies: one dense 

The speed of light is a limiting factor only We can receive information about the fu- and six subtle. The first hologram is called the 
for a continuous stream of speeds, the so- ture only at the probability level. Only the ethereal body; the second, the astral body; the 
called continuum. However, greater speed strategic parameters of a human fate are pre- third, the mental body, and so forth. The 
levels, in excess of the speed of light, are determined. But freedom of choice too is lepton hypothesis allows a larger number of 
possible for extremely weak signals. preserved: a person is free to take any deci- holograms. 

Okhatrin's experiments and calculations sions and bears full responsibility for them. A Judging from the equations of karma, we 
show that people's thoughts are carried by the person shapes his or her destiny and pays for humans are infinitely 'larger" and our lives 
lightest microleptons. And the equations of the consequences of those decisions. Thus, are infinitely longer than we are accustomed 
karma prove that they can travel much faster there is  a predetermined part of the future, to think. This means that each person is  a 
than light. This justifies the conclusion that which a person cannot change, and there is a factor of Cosmic significance. 
humanity's potential in getting to understand probable or variable part, for which he is re- Moreover, analysis reveals that inanimate 
the Universe is  practically boundless. sponsible. objects as well as Homo Sapiens and other 

Up to now it was considered that our po- Solving stationary equations can yield cu- living beings have holograms of this kind. [H: 
tential in the conquest of outer space is  lim- rious results. Waves emitted and absorbed by Our ships have such halos of light around 
ited by what is  known as  the pessimistic ra- hundreds of biologically active points are su- them and this is one of the marks of such 
dius of Poincari-Einstein. If we multiply the perimposed on one another and form a series craft-the "auran or 'light" and the vapor 
speed of light by the .human life span, we of standing waves, which surround the human essence surrounding us in the sky as visual- 
arrive at the limit that even the most sophis- body. The body turns out to be nothing more ized in the daylight hours. We can easily 
ticated spaceships cannot surpass. No gen- than a dense nucleus shrouded on all sides by turn-off the visual realization as we can 
eration of spacemen can explore the Universe a number of energy-information holograms. manipulate the "energy fieldA but this is 
beyond that radius [it says]. The shape of the first hologram follows that of WHY these phenomena occur. Facts are, 

But from the equations of karma it follows the human body, but is enlarged and rounded, everything has an aura and field--some how- 
that at the level of extremely weak signals we remotely resembling a spacesuit. Actually, ever, are so  dense that they are actually 
can reach out far beyond the Poincare-Einstein this hologram contains all the information sucked within the being itself and the den- 
sphere. Material thought can travel to distant about the body and is carried by microleptons sity itself becomes a huge vacuum of en- 
regions of the Universe at  a speed greater than orbiting along the quantum shell, the bound- erm. These persons with such energy fields 
that of light. Man can obtain information ary of the first hologram. The second holo- will literally suck dry r person of lighted 
about what is happening at any distance from gram and its shell are larger and carry weak- aura, so to speak. I t  is as with a refrigerator 
him. This is a fundamental philosophical ened information, which is more difficult to where you have the heat-cold exchange. It 
conclusion that allows humanity to look to the decipher. The same may be said of the third is physics explained but with light-hard to  
future with optimism. and subsequent shells. The more remote shells comprehend.] 

I arrived a t  this conclusion by considering are more rounded in shape, changing from a Consider the implications of this. If each 
the equations ofkarma. But then, many scien- spacesuit to an egg and then to a sphere. Our body is present, at  the information level, 
tists before me have reflected on the synthesis atomic-molecular body is *cladn in microlepton throughout the Cosmos, then in every small 
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Thoughts and feelings are 
our offspring, who communicate 
wlth one another and with us in 

' a language o f  super-weak 
signals.,..When our offspring are 
noble eidoses of kindness, love, 
mercy, mutual assistance, truth, 
beauty, and harmony, we con- 
t r ibute t o  the health of  
humanity's leptonosphere. But 

: when we beget malformed 
eidoses, i.e., evil, envious, cow- 
ardly, vain, and arrogant 
thoughts and feelings, we 
thereby pol lu te  the 
leptonosphere we inhabit. 

region of space-time there must be, if only be like. the 9th  and the 40th day (in accordance with 
super-weak, information about the entire Uni- When our offspring are noble eidoses of the Orthodox faith) is that the living emit 
verse. [H: Remember that we also recog- kindness, love, mercy, mutual assistance, eidoses that recharge the dead person's soul 
nieed "strongw and "weak* as valid scien- truth, beauty, and harmony, we contribute to with energy and information to help it undergo 
tific terms.] the  health of humanity's leptonosphere. But the necessary changes in the lepton world. 

Gautama Buddha's famous dictum states 'ev- when we beget malformed eidoses, i.e., evil, Thanks to these rites, relatively heavy lepton 
erything is in everything" and, hence, 'everything envious, cowardly, vain, and arrogant thoughts holograms can survive much longer. A reli- 
is in the small." In an expanded form this may be a n d  feelings,  we t he re  by pol lu te  t h e  able supply of living people's thoughts and 
taken to mean that every point of space-time leptonosphere we inhabit. Should the nega- feelings can extend the life span of the heavy 
'knows" everything about all the other points. tive eidoses exceed a certain critical mass, fractions of a dead person's soul from forty 

But if every zone of space 'knows" every- humankind will be doomed. At present our days to several millennia. As long as a person 
thing, i t  is a most complete encyclopaedia, in survival depends to a great extent on the is remembered and his or her days of birth and 
infinite storage of knowl- ecology of the spirit. death are observed, that person's soul is preserved 
edge about the Universe. All 
that  is needed is to learn 
how to plug into this source 
of information, which can 
tell a person about anything 
and everything in the world. 

It follows from the lep- 
ton hypothesis that the soul 
is real and material. A hu- 
man being, in  the custom- 
ary sense of the term, i s  
nothing but  a dense nucleus 
around which streams of 
leptons circulate. The to- 
tality of lepton shells is a 
cold bioplasma, which con- 
tains complete information 
about the nucleus. Thus, it 

Here we also come up  almost intact, just as it was when the person was 
against a legal problem. alive. One can communicate with it by means of 
Mere criminal intent is not special techniques known to mystics. 
yet a crime a t  the atomic- The soul also ha s  medium and light frac- 
molecular level, but when tions. We cannot yet ver* this experimen- 
aperson conceives, say, a tally, but  there i s  reason to think that their 
murder, he or she spawns half-lives and total decay periods are much 
criminal eidoses, which longer than those of the heavy fractions. I t  is 
contaminate humankind's even quite possible that the lightest fractions 
leptonosphere. live eternally-the soul is immortal according 

That  i s  why when  to all the world religions. So far science can- 
someone steers a nation not confirm or deny this in strict terms. This 
or country onto a road problem remains unsolved and requires an  
leading to disaster, that experimental solution. 
person commits the grav- 
e s t  offence above a l l  [END OF QUOTING] 
against the whole of hu- 
manity. Although eco- The next most logical question might well 

can be termed a person's nomic and political catas- be, "Isn't there any way to measure this lepton 
lepton soul. This notion has  a quite precise trophe is still many years off, it has  already energy or aura? Yes indeed and again the only 
materialistic content. taken place at  the lepton level, in the public ALLOWED presentation comes silently from 

According to the lepton concept, thoughts mind. The collapse of a vast State can con- Russia. There are two scientists--the engi- 
and feelings are material. They are carried by taminate humanity's leptonosphere to such a neer and inventor Uri Kravchenko and the 
superweak pulses of electromagnetic and degree that humanity's very existence becomes physician Nikolai Kalashchenko-who have 
microlepton fields. Visual, audible, and other threatened. And no clan, no state, nor coali- developed an original instrument: the phase 
images, and all thoughts and feelings, exist in  tion that conceived such a crime against other aurometer. This is a highly sensitive instru- 
the form of clusters of superlight elementary nations can survive. ment for the remote measurement of the elec- 
particles. This brings to mind Plato's inspired The lepton hypothesis can provide a scien- tromagnetic radiation of any object, biological 
guess that  all eidoses, i.e., ideas or thoughts, tific explanation of the essence of God. When included. The instrument and the method are 
exist autonomously, 'float in the air" and rec- congregations gather in their temples, they protected by a Certificate of Authorship is- 
ognize no boundaries. [H: This is a FACT and, create eidoses of prayer, which assemble into sued in 1990. This is a n  easy-to-prove con- 
as with Russell's work on LIGHT--so too a collective egregor-eidos of a deity. When cept and because of this implication I will not 
were the facts as given to  him also given in millions of people worship it, the material introduce much about it other than generali- 
every direction to all receivers.] deity eidos acquires tremendous energy a t  the ties about which much has  been shared. This 

Plato intuitively arrived at that conclusion lepton level of matter. There arises feedback: is something which Dr. Young has already 
over two thousand years ago. [H: Too bad he a believer not only supplies the deity with devised though he doesn't recognize it as this 
had such a warped factual knowledge of energy, but receives genuine assistance from and I would think would remind our own 'tink- 
philosophy.] Today we can put this  into the it upon supplication. There exist eidoses of erers* that thisis  nothing more than a measur- 
language of mathematical formulae. We can Christ, Buddha, and Allah, and they actually ing device or a production device for electro- 
measure the mass of a single human thought. interact with their worshippers when the lat- magnetic fields MEASURED I N  HERTZ. 
Its weight varies from 10-j0 to g. To be ter tune into the proper frequencies. This is The particular phase aurometer in point is 
sure, the opinion of sensitives and Okhatrin's something like a deposit in a savings bank-it only for measurement or recording a'patient's" 
experiments cannot serve as proof. Similar helps the client at a time of need. The own radiation by a contact-free method and 
investigations have to be carried out a t  other microlepton 'savings bank" is not responsible ha s  no impact whatever on the environment. 
laboratories. This will furnish the statistical for other banks' clients: there is no resonance BUT, LISTEN UP: THE APPLICATIONS OFTHE 
data for reliable conclusions. If they confirm correspondence between them. Alien gods PHASE AUROMETER CAN BE CONSIDERABLY 
Okhatrin'sfmdings, he will become the author hold no power over a flock-only their own EXPANDED FURTHER INTO, FOR EXAMPLE, 
of the greatest discovery of the latter half of God ha s  such powers. [H: 80, it REALLY DOWSING, TESTING FOLK HEALERS AND 
the 20th century. DOES mean serious attention to having the SENSITIVES AND SUCH SEEMINGLY DISTANT 

Thoughts and feelings generated by hu- Ucorrectw GOD, doesn't it?] FIELDS AS AGRICULTURAL SELECTION OR 
man beings begin their independent existence Gods, thus, actually exist at the lepton CONSTRUCTION AND PERFORMANCE SUPER- 
in space and  time. Both theory and experi- level of matter. In fact, the world religions VISION. 
ments show that  these eidoses are capable of describe different aspects of one and the same I am not going to publish this information 
exchanging information. What is most impor- Supreme Rational Being. All the people of the in  general format as above. However, I do ask 
tant of all is that one person's thoughts can Earth worship a single God, but in H i s  mul- that several of the attached 'tinkerers" be 
occur to other people. Eidoses are like small tiple manifestations. supplied with the documentation. We need to 
living beings, but  at the lepton level of matter. After the death of a person's atomic-mo- introduce frequency upgrading into seed for 
Thoughts and  feelings are our offspring, who lecular nucleus, his or her lepton holograms crops, etc. This is easily done but  someone 
communicate with one another and with us in may take different courses. Some of them may has to do it and I cannot spend time educating 
a language of super-weak signals. likewise disintegrate. But this happens only those at random distance. So, please make sure 

Estimates show that during a lifetime a to the holograms that are made up  of the that Dr. Young, Dr. Hoffman, Dr. James and Dr. 
person generates millions and even billions of heavier microleptons. Estimates show that Trelle are made privy to the document in point. 
eidoses. This makes it clear that we bear an the relatively heavy holograms have a natural Thank you. I t  will seem quite primitive to you 
enormous responsibility before the whole of half-life of seven to nine days; their ninety- ones-but sometimes simplicity is where we must 
humankind and before ourselves for what our nine percent decay takes about forty days. RE-begin in order to conceptually change direc- 
offspring, i.e., our thoughts and feelings, will Thus, the meaning of the funeral repast a n  tions. I salute you for your patience. 
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Earthquake Update & 
Related Antics 

6/9/94 11 HATONN Rainier who i s  already GROWLING. Southern 
California i s  already so unstable as to be a 

EVERY WHICH WAY BUT UP 

EARTHOUAKES 

I have no NEW comments to make on earth- 
quake activity and  I doubt that Soltec does. 
Those PACIFIC Plates are deadly, friends, and 
they are MOVING! I hesitate to remind you 
but  yesterday's massively powerful quake 
which i s  touted to be the South American- 
Pacific Plate running into the Nazca Plate is 
amusing if not downright deceptive. All those 
plates are integral to one another as to be like 
a finely meshed gear mechanism-YOU CAN- 
NOT HAVE ACTION ON ONE WITHOUT AC- 
TION ON ALL. HOW MUCH ACTION IS THE 
ONLY CONSIDERATION. And, furthermore, 
moving on u p  to the north from South America 
(Peru-Bolivia) to  the Colombia disaster is right 
on track. You had better LISTEN to your 
geologists about the San Andreas and Hayward 
Faults as today those are THE two most un- 
stable-and the  activities from that  area are 
destined to rumble right on u p  through Mt.  

catch-as-catch-can. The Elite have told you 
they intend to bump off one of those areas 
between the 6 th  and 11th of J u n e  (NOW). 
What is left to be said? In watching the 
maneuvers of troops of foreign origin flooding 
over into the U.S., as we write, and moving 
into the areas along the Mississippi-I would 
REALLY watch the New Madrid line. Ifyou had 
a quake in  Peru last night which was reflected 
all the way into Canada (which you did), there 
will be nothing to triggering the New Madrid 
from Gulf to Canada. When a nation can be 
deliberately 'captured" by use of 'natural" 
disasters-all the better. 

Along these lines, I remind the politicians 
playing games with ME that my patience is 
RUNNING THIN. I expect your commitments 
to be met BEFORE you further inconvenience 
me and my own crew. You seem to keep 
considering i t  annoying to YOU-well, i t  IS 
going to get more and more annoying TO YOU! 
Thank you, surveillance team, for forwarding 
this information immediately. I want my team- 
mates RELEASED and allowed to get their 

business completed so that we can quietly go 
about our business. Your compromises and 
negotiations with people is your business-I 
AM TIRED OF NEGOTIATING AND WILL NOT 
COMPROMISE-so, it behooves the ones in 
charge to get with this  program and MEET THE 
AGREEMENTS OFTHE PRIOR NEGOTIATIONS. 
I TRULY CANNOT BELIEVE YOU DESIRE A 
CONFRONTATION OFTHE KIND WITH WHICH 
YOU KEEPTINKERING! You have had enough 
"time" so today is a very good day to get on with 
our interchange and transfers. There is shortly 
going to be more 'chicken poop" scattered 
around than little Zacky Farms indiscretions with 
Clintonistas. Perhaps Chicken C.O.U.P.E.S. HAD 
BETTER HEED MY WARNING? 

I also suggest that  the group i n  Chicago, 
around the Rockefeller property, mind your 
manners and business as well. I would also 
like that information couriered, please. My 
attention i s  NOT 'the worldw-I suggest you 
not make it my attention. We are EVERY- 
WHERE you look in the heavens-I suggest all 
you nice agents take agood look EVERY NIGHT! 
Furthermore-IF you do not want an 'under- 
ground" uprising, I suggest you keep your 
promises to me because, when push comes to 
shove-those nice aliens you have under- 
ground WILL BE ON MY TEAM!! Now, isn't 
th i s  getting t o  be a whole lot  of FUN? The 
solution to the "Elite" problem is quite easy 
and quite quickly resolved-but I can promise 
you that promises will be kept OR information 
i s  going to pour forth through every pore and 
crevasse (that means from tiny openings to 
massive openings-your choice!). 

Wolfe she was directly confronted with the 
signs and continuous chants of 'child-killei". 
She proceeded to the softball field and at- H ow To M a ke A Po i n t tempted to bask in the reflected do ry  of the 
S.A.P.D.'s excellent project for the youth of 
that  crime-infested neighborhood. 

Since no interview could be conducted with- 

CC Picketing Ms." Reno out 'child-killefl chants in the background, 
Reno decided to forego the walk to the Barbara 
Jordan Cultural Center where the garden is 
located. To her dismay, there was no place to 
hide at  Jordan Center either, as the children's 

Editor's note: We share the following Press Davidian sentences next week for their use of garden had been planted inside a fence right 
Release with you because it makes a verypow- automatic weapons, and finally she  acknowl- at the edge of the sidewalk. The Sons of 
erful point about the matter of getting out there edged that she had. Liberty grew to the incredible size of five per- 
and DOING something as opposed to sitting and Janet  Reno has  accepted responsibility for sons at this point. Chanting continued there 
griping about how bad things are. Can you FBI actions at Mt. Carmel, Texas which re- along with challenges to Mayor Wolfe to stop 
imagine how steamed *Ms." Reno must have sulted in  the murder of eighty-one persons, kowtowing to the Federal Government, and 
been over this flop in her parade of pageantry. yet after one year she has  authorized neither encouragement called to the entourage to dis- 

an  investigation nor prosecution of the mur- associate themselves with this child killer. 
PRESS RELEASE: ders. Sons of Liberty in San Antonio could not Throughtout the day reports of the picket 
FOR IMMEDIATE PUBLICATION permit today's effort to display this  evil woman dominated local radio news coverage on sta- 

as a kind and caring federal official who works tions WOAI and KTSA. Each sound bite with 
J u n e  7, 1994 to stamp out crime without exposing her wick- Reno was punctuated with 'child-killer" in the 

edness, incompetence and irresponsibility. background. 
Page 1 1-A of this  morning's San Antonio Although there was no time to prepare a In arelated matter, Hillary Clintonis sched- 

Express News provided the itinerary of 'ACT- major demonstration, a few signs were hastily uled to be in town on Saturday, June  1 l t h  for 
ING" Attorney General Janet  Reno during her prepared which readUREMEMBER WACO" and the American Nurses Association at 4:00 p.m. 
visit to San Antonio for a speech to the  United 'ABORTION AND J. RENO KILL LITTLE CHIL- at S.A.'s Hemisfair Arena. Sons of Liberty take 
States Federal Judges' Conference. At 10:45 DREN" and 'PROSECUTE RENO FOR WACO note! 
a.m. she  was to visit a former 'crackhouse" 
being converted to civic usefulness a t  126 
Anderson St. From there she  would proceed to 
the Springview Softball Field which the San 
Antonio Police Department ha s  sponsored for 
the neighborhood kids. She was then sched- 
uled to walk three blocks through the housing 
project to the Community Center where neigh- 
borhood children had planted a vegetable gar- 
den. WOAI news reporter, J im Forsythe, kept 
pushing Reno to confirm the report that she 
had approved quadrupling of the  Branch 

CRIMES". 
The f i rs t  picketer  to  ar r ive  a t  t h e  

'crackhouse" single-handedly diverted Reno's 
tour to by-pass it, according to the reporters 
who were there. Four Sons of Liberty followed 
thepress and TV caravan to the softball field 
for Reno's second scheduled public appear- 
ance. Sixteen uniformed S.A.P.D. officers ar- 
rived soon after the picketers along with an 
entourage of FBI agents and U.S. Marshals 
disguised as respectable businessman. When 
Reno arrived with San Antonio's Mayor Nelson 
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Naturally, this superbly staged, full-scale falsifi- 
cation will result in social/religious disorder on a 
grand scale, including millions of programmed 
religious fanatics. [H: And where do you think 
such as Falwell, Robertson and the other avowed 
ZIONISTS will be? Where do vou think a11 those 

Holographic imagery 
will be used in a simula- 
tion of "the ending" in 
which, says Sananda, 
"You are given scenes 
which cause collective 
thought which focuses on 
fulfillment of that which 
i s  desired for you to 
project-to fit the needs 
of those adversary hap- 
penings." 

massively scattered TBN trinsmitters and re- 
ceivers will be that day-along with the GREAT 

(Continued from Front Page) PRETENDERS W ~ O  carry forth this very day?] 
Many scenarios are possible, including a Holy War 
in the Middle East. In addition, this event will 

NASA 'Blue Beam" Project. PENING FROM A BASE IN PUERTO RICO! occur at a time of great political anarchy and 
[H: I don't believe I care t o  add more to Indeed, h e  told all about it o n  t h e  Larry general tumult-at the edge of something big. The 

t h i s  at t h i s  time. I t  seems to give you t h e  King Live show a couple of months  back- U.N. even now plans to use the Beethoven Song of 
overall "Ideaw, well presented and WELL- r ight  a f ter  h e  RETURNED FROM KOREA ON JOY as the official anthem for the NWO. 
PUBLISHED by SEVERAL sources so we don't HIS "DIPLOMATIC TOURw. Billy tells t h e  1 1. I s  this the only reason the Vatican is 
need to concern about o n e  or two more world t h a t  after these  "big projectionsw so attempting to suppress you? 
ge t t ing  egg o n  t h e  Committee's faces.] t h a t  t h e  "wordw i n  show-and-tell is scat- S.M.: No. Let me explain. We have been 

[Preamble: In a banned Journal (PHOE- tered  to t h e  four comers (according t o  proph- given the accepted scenario involving estab- 
NIX) published in 1991, Sananda (Esu Im- ecy)-"THE END WILL COME!" Now, people, lished prophecies, Armageddon, the Anti- 
manuel Jesus)  tells of a SIMULATED SECOND I suggest you check on it-for I think I recall Christ and so on. What the world does not 
COMING OF CHRIST, supposed to have taken something being mentioned about Spring of know, and  is not given to know, is that other 
place by year 1985, 'The script, as they have 1995 or possibly even this year, 1994. I think UNKNOWN prophecies exist that very accu- 
written it, if successfully staged could deceive it will come off next Early Summer! Better rately chart the course ofhuman history to the 
the very elect, BEWARE!" Holographic imag- check out the  members of present day and beyond and 
ery will be used in a simulation of 'the ending" the  Committee(s), also, and 
in  which, says Sananda, "You are given scenes see who you might find aboard 
which cause collective thought which focuses the  roster! The "system" has 
on  fulfillment of that which i s  desired for you already been tested and ho- 
to project-to fit the needs of those adversary lographic projections of the 
happenings." The result of this deliberately "Christ image" have already 
staged FALSE CHRIST will be for the imple- been massively seen over 
menta t ion of a new Universal Religion. deserts, in sand-storms, dust, 
'Enough truth will be foisted off on u s  to hook mist-you name it and the 
u s  into the lie. They project one statement vision reports, of all sorts, 
and bear definition of a n  entirely different are pouring back fkom every- 
intent." where. These, of course, only 

[H: By t h e  way, readers, FROM WHO AND show up in the YTabloidsw so 
FROM WHERE d o  you t h i n k  got entered  i n t o  a re  instantly discounted. 
t h e  "teachingsw of a RAPTURE AND WHISK- "THEYw are just setting you 
AWAY? Ah Ha, now it gets serious, does  it up. By the  way, they can also 
not?  Better  be  o n  guard, my friends, for project craft, aliens, mon- 

in which is SHOWN THE 
DOWNFALL OF THE ANTI- 
CHRIST! 

These documents ,  o r  
copies of them, are housed 
in the Vatican Archives, to 
be sure, but they are also 
scattered elsewhere. I am 
reluctant to say more. [H: 
I'm not,  bu t  I won't-AT 
THIS TIME.] Ones  a r e  
known to possess this infor- 
mation. Needless to say, i t  
could dramatically al ter  t h e  
course of o u r  present  civi- 
lization. [H: But n o t  un- 
less you WAKE UP!] 

coming o u t  of t h e  "MontaukW projects is t h e  sters, angels-you name it ....I 12. Have you had access 
ability to t a k e  up  a whole bunch of people a s  Computers will coordinate the satellites to these documents in truth? 
i n  a "rapturew type  of s i tua t ion  and whisk and software will run the show-and-tell. [Ho- S.M.: Yes. 
t h e  whole bunch in to  never-never-land. Just  lography is based on very nearly identical 13. You are saying that something else, 
l ike  a whole bunch of people got  whisked signals combining to produce a n  image, or besides what we are given to know by the 
away in to  time-space warp "forever and hologram, with depth perception, which is controlled media, exists that is more magnifi- 
ever--- !] equally applicable to acoustic (ELF, VLF, LF cently greater and which has  yet to surface? 

"It i s  truly enough to break the heart for waves) AS IT IS TO OPTICAL PHENOMENA]. S.M.: Yes, precisely. And the church 
portions of the projection are worthy of chang- Advanced technology was ready in  t h e  earlv KNOWS. What is more, these prophecies have 
ing the entire planet into oneness with God. '80s-the event planned for 1983. This means come down to u s  from the Frenchlineage, from 
But you must  remember-there is not intent t h e  NWO would have been implemented France, and are extant in Quebec [Quebec i s  
of God in relationship to Man-but the premise shor t ly  af ter  t h e  appearance of "The Christw. the only surviving remnant of original Euro- 
that  Man shall somehow become God in hu- But something went wrong. .. [H: Oh really? I pean ancestry in North America!]. [H: Be very 
man form and control other Men and dictate wonder what?] Specifically, the show will careful wi th  t h i s  o n e  for it is not  QUITE 
all act ions and  thoughts." [H: Ummm- consist of laser projections of multiple holo- right, readers-at least-wise, n o t  a s  t h i s  
hummmnn!] graphic images to different parts of the world, seems to be  presented here. The t ru th  is 

The calculated resistance to the new Reli- each receiving different images according to abundant  i n  t h e  old Sumarian seals and 
gion, the new Order and the new 'Messiah" predominating regionalfnational religious tablets  b u t  "Francew doesn't have much of 
will be human loss'on a massive scale in the faith. Not a single area will be excluded. anything to d o  with it. There are o ther  
ensuing 'Holy Wars". With computer animation and sound effects scrolls, etc., also--but do  not depend o n  

Mr. Monast fills in some details: appearing to come from the depths of space, as- those  you call t h e  Dead Sea  bunch of non- 
S.M.: The 'Blue Beam" Project will pretend tonished followers of the various creeds will wit- sense  now loosed upon you. Remember t h a t  

to be the universal fulfillment of the prophe- ness their own returned Messiah in spectacularly t h e  Israelis have control  of Uthose" and t h a t  
cies of old; as major a n  event as that which convincing lifelike realness [H: Well, a whole lot was t h e  END OF TRUTH.] 
took place 2000 years ago. In principle, it will BIGGER than life.] Then, the projections of 'The 14. Extraordinaxyl So there i s  known 
make use of the sky as a movie screen as Christ, of Mohammed, Buddha, Krishna, etc., rill prophecy, and there is secret prophecy? 
spaced-based laser-generating satel l i tes merge into one, after correct explanation of the S.M.: That's right. The present U.N. ma- 
project simultaneous images to the four cor- mysteries, prophecies, and revelations will have neuver i n  Quebec not only is strategic but i s  
ners  of the planet, in every language, in every been disclosed. THIS ORE GOD WILL IR FACT BE also for religious/spiritual reasons. I t  is fore- 
dialect according to region ... it deals with the THE AITI-CHRIST, who will explain that the vari- told in these prophecies of which we speak 
religious aspect of the NWO and is a large ous scriptures have been misunderstood; that the that the Anti-Christ [the leading figurehead of 
scale seduction. [H: Better  keep your eyes  religions of old are responsible for turning brother the Khazarian Satanist cabal] will come to 
firmly planted on Billy Graham when h e  against brother, nation against nation; therefore Quebec in order to seek and destroy this 
does  h i s  c u t e  little crusade "to t h e  four the world's religions must be abolished to make source. Does t h i s  explain t h e  U.I. foothold 
corners of t h e  worldw through technology way for the Golden Age (New Age) of the ORE in this strategic part of t h e  world we are 
hookup  a n d  projection by satellite--AL- WORLD RELIGIOX, representing the one god (Anti- witness to? 
READY PLANAED AND ADVERTISED AS HAP- Christ in this instance) they see before them. 1 5. Amazing! In essence, you have insight 
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Not a single area will be excluded. 
With computer animation and 

sound effects appearing to come from 
the depths of space, astonished fob 
lowers of the various creeds will wit- 
ness their own returned Messiah in 
spectacularly convincing l i fel ike 
realness .... The U.N. even now plans to 
use the Beethoven Song of JOY as the 
official anthem for the NWO. 

~ a n a d i a n  government announces Draconian 
budget cuts  and states it will have to shu t  
down bases throughout the country, includ- 
ing Cornwallis. Out of the blue, three days 
later, the media announces it will be turned 
over to the U. N. Why is it not mentioned? Still 
2-3 days later our government declares it will 
GIFT five million dollars to the U.N. in fed- 
eral assistance; plus one million ayear  to this 
base alone. 'Budget cuts"?I Something i s  
wrong here! 

7 .  Can you identify the source of the 
accompanying United Nations advertisement, 
as appalling and blatantly insulting as it is to 
the American populace? 

S.M.: Yes. This was sent to me from a 
journalist in Kansas, at a time when the Sovi- 
e ts  were training in  that State. [H: W e  only 
have the very bad copy attached for this 
reference. Please print anyway .] 

into God's Plan. firmed heading for the St.Hubert [Montreal] and ing the scientific material of one, Walter 
S.M. Yes, but 1 am not God ...[ laughter]. Val Cartier [Quebec City] bases. In his book, Russell, but are the target of the Brooking. 
[H: Now we will return to  the beginning of Bordering on Aggression, author Floyd Rudmin Institute which is  the leader institute branch 

the interview and fill in the missing num- speaks of "rapid reaction assault forces" training of Tavistock (MIND-CONTROL) Institute and 
bers;] at Fort Drum [in upstate New Yorkj who specialize MI-6. What a tangled web?? Don't we think 

1. Would you have a n  update for u s  re- in house-to-house urban attacks, winter war- it about time to back off-it must be evident 
garding the massive foreign military incursion fare and night corn- t o  EVERYONE 

[END OF QUOTING; END OF INTERVIEW ] 

into Quebec Province from adjacent north- bat1 Moreover, theU.S. 
eastern United States, as witnessed i n  recent troops presently train- 
weeks? ing at a little-known 

S. M. : Yes, as a matter of fact I am preparing army base in northern 
a full-scale investigative report for CONTACT Maine [adjacent to the 
on all current United Nations installations New Brunswick border] 
throughout Canada. This will be of special were formerly used for 
interest to our American brethren, as such social disorder and 
developments here tend as a rule to precede torture in Central and 
their introduction in the U.S. South America1 

2. There have been reports in the local 4. Were you aware 
media of alleged premeditated "terrorist" acts, that in 1987 Fort Drum 
coincident with these military maneuvers. I s  in New York was allot- 
there a connection between these seemingly ted in excess of one 
unrelated events? billion dollars? 

S.M.: Definitely there is  a link. The police S.M.: Yes, and at 

Now, surveillance agents: I suggestyou get 
on with distribution of this  information to the 
proper authorities. We are playing by our 
agreements and we can see and know your 
every change of plans: IT IS NOT NICE TO TRY 
TO FOOL 'MOTHER NATURE". I want my 
people released and YOU KNOW WHO THEY 
ARE-I WOULDNT THINK YOU WOULD LIKE 
ME TO START NAMING THEM?? 

When you strategize to  walk a crooked 
road a n d  double-cross the very hand t h a t  
feeds you-it is unwise. That  road will circle 
right back t o  your 'coyote" backsides where 
the 'roadrunner" will nip you smartly. Thank 
you for your pleasant  and agreeable service. 
Salu. 

that the Ekkerr 
don't really have 
anything t o  do 
with anything- 
especially plagia- 
rizing information! 
Mr. Green may well 
have a LOT to do 
with the ongoing 
situation but not 
the Ekkers! The 
grand plan was ok 
in the upstart-but 
it certainly LOOKS 
QUITE FOOLISH 
the longer it goes 

account of the several hydro-electric tower a time of widespread budget cutting! on.] 
explosions point to three weeks ago. The . 5. U.S. military strategists in the '60s, and 6. In your latest book, The United Nations 
troop and tactical air support also began three more recently the BROOKINGS INSTITUTE, Concentration Camps Program in America-Book 
weeks ago. The events could not have been have long been "predicting" the break-up of 1 (of four), available April 15th, we are won- 
unrelated. The explosions served as cover for Canada. Now, thanks to your research, there dering if you mention the fate of a number of 
accidental discovery of the incoming troops. i s  evidence of covert design, if not outright U.S. military base 'closures" rumored to have 
The terrorist element also serves as psycho- preparation, for such a scenario. [H: Remem- been overtaken by-or willingly given over 
logical preparation of things to come. ber: the Ekkers and the Phoenix Institute to-the United Nations? Commander Hatonn 

3. What kind of troops? are not up against a little nothing like Uni- is on record as stating that many have been 
S.M.: Black-garbed, FEMA troops were con- versity of Science and Philosophy for shar- converted into civilian incarceration facilities 

for patriots and other "troublemakers", once 
martial law is imposed under Executive Or- 
ders, 1s this  correct? 

S.M.: Yes to bothparts. Quite correct. You 
will note that  clues are important. For in- 
stance, if we look at the Cornwallis [Nova 
Scotial base closure for a moment: First the 
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Latest JOURNAL Goes To Press 

Zionists At Work 
Behind The Scenes 

Editor's note: Readers, please keep in mind 
that it takes a good 8-1 0 weeks of publication 
and printing activities between the time that we 
announce the latest JOURNAL here, only 
GOING to press, and when that new JOURNAL 
is actually completed and available for 
purchase through Phoenix Source Distributors. 
Always look to the Back Page of CONTACT for 
JOURNAL availability information. 

6/10/94#l HATONN 

FOREWORD 

SHARKS HAVE N O  BONES 

How many of you realize that sharks HAVE 
NO BONES? NOT ONE! How many ofyou know - 
there is  a reddish worm that lives deep under 
the surface of the seas that ranges up to 25 
feet long, ingests its food, but has no organs 
that correspond to a mouth or intestines? 
These creatures are nourished by bacteria 
that live inside their cells. further, they have 
an entire phylum of their own. How many of 
you know what the word 'phylum" means? 
Well, it simply means 'a major division of the 
plant or animal kingdom". How many of you 
realize that there are almost as many crea- 
tures with exoskeletons as endoskeletons? 
Back to 'phylum": How many of you know 
what 'phyla" is your own category? Are you a 
chordate or a subphylum vertebrate? Do you 
give a damn? 

With all the wondrous things about you 
that you do not know-why can you not func- 
tion without having to know if Pleiadians have 
sex like humans or no sex at  all. Can you not 
find important things upon which to dwell and 
expand your minds? No? Then what hope is 
there for your world? 

BUT SHARKS DO 
HAVE TEETH! 

Since this is  the third book of the 'HEAVE* 
series and will represent,'PhaseIII", let's con- 
sider things briefly. This will be called, of 
course, HEAVE 'EM OUT. However, since this 
volume will split at  least three ongoing sub- 
jects we will have to continue the volume 
numbering someway for identification pur- 
poses. How about 'Vol. 111, Part I"? This will 
allow u s  as many 'parts* as necessary-but I 
especially want the connections made for 'good 
old Kissinger' as well as some ongoing discus- 
sion regarding the Russian, Zhirinovsky. The 
CONSTITUTION- FEDERALIST PAPERS [not 
presented yet in CONTACT] will be so ongoing 
that we will ultimately set an entire volume or 
two in separation with 'just" that information. 
Our purpose is  to offer variety a s  with any 
good journalized magazine so we thank you 
readers for bearing along with us. 

We do not claim to be publishers, knowl- 

edgeable or even very good at  format or how to 
handle content. If we were better informed 
personally (as we thought George Green as 
publisher, was) we would not have handled 
any of our early documents a s  we did. It still 
strikes me as interesting that no-one claims 
as plagiarism an article of news, true, etc., in 
the New York Times which may well have run 
somewhere else, say, the London Times. This 
is  not considered plagiarism (especially when 
credit i s  given to original sources) and is not 
the original publication conduit. But we run 
the smallest thing a scientist says, proclaim- 
ing that to be truth and suddenly 'ALL" our 
work i s  somehow plagiarized. 

Well, we are a newspaper and news maga- 
zine; I don't know how else to run the 'news"! 
I do note that to be a human doing anything- 
you have to be prepared for every heinous 
attack there is and, furthermore, be prepared 
to LOSE EVERYTHING UNDER THE POINT OF 
A GUN AND THE LEGAL CABAL. Funny thing- 
I believe that even the National Enquirer can 
run anything about anyone, no matter how 
poor is  the taste, and if it is  truth-it is  consid- 
ered  journali ism". Worse, it and other tab- 
loids can print outright lies and still it is 
considered journalism if 'source" is offered as 
'being told". 

FACTS I S  FACTS 

Readers, I hereby go on record as telling 
you that there are 'aliens" among you, under 
the ground, around you, and working with 
some of the elders of the veryGovernment you 
serve. Whose side are 'they" on? Well, it 
depends on which side YOU are on as  to whom 
you consider a friend or enemy. I hope you will 
read right through this journal-or go to the 
last portion about the 'Blue Beam" project 
[seep. 12)-and see if my writings seem quite 
so false and amusing to you. It is YOUR CHAR- 
ACTERS WHO PLAN THESE CUTE GAMES AT 
YOUR EXPENSE AND HAVE BEEN FOR 
YEARS-I ONLY TELL YOU ABOUT THEM. 

Here is why the heading above regarding 
shark's teeth. I t  is remarkable that sharks do 
not have bones-that is  scientifically proven- 
BUTTHEY CERTAINLY DO HAVE 'TEETH" AND 
THAT, TOO, IS SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN. 
Well, good friends, you can bet the sharks out 
there among you who want to enslave you- 
will use those teeth every chance-every 
chance! 

NEWS ITEMS 
ABOUT "US" 

Since the nit-wit write-up in a Las  Vegas 
ad-sheet, I am asked about it and if it hurts my 
feelings? Feelings? I find it pathetic and some 
things evenmore interesting than others. Here 
is  THE state with guardianship laws for men 
and businesses and the people doing that 

paper in point, out of Las Vegas-knew noth- 
ing about the laws they listen to George Green 
BLAST. Why would this Mr. Cohen go speak to 
Cort Christie about incorporation in Nevada? 
Because he, even working I N  NEVADA-had 
no idea there were coverages and protections 
under their laws. He went to find out about 
it-because his very own business is incorpo- 
rated in Arizona. 

Further, I enjoy the way he quotes George 
Green as telling the world that the Phoenix 
Institute and Ekkers are just working a Pyra- 
mid- Ponzi scam. (333) Mr. Green established 
the very plan and got all the money up front 
and then took off-to cover his assets in Ne- 
vada (which now he also knocks) along with 
gold coins he took from the Institute. He was 
an Officer AND a Director. Would this not 
seem to absolutely incriminate him as to IN- 
TENT, if nothing more? 

No one here claims to have known any- 
thing about either publishing or running a 
ponzi scheme of some kind. That may not be 
an admission of super-intelligence but, as  a 
publisher-I note that he even lied about copy- 
rights! He had a good argument, I suppose, in 
blaming me for everything, except that he still 
has the books under such label all stashed 
away AND also refuses to h~llcpr his 'note" 
with the Institute. If others who owe the 
Institute fail to pay their notes and obliga- 
tions-is that not like a bank? How can any 
business honor one set of notes above those of 
another? The point was to have business to 
meet obligations. ALL limited requests fnr 
obligations could easily be met if Mr. Green 
would simply pay his own note and return the 
gold taken and buried in his back yard for safe 
hiding1 

Perhaps the most amusing accusation is 
that of shouting about the Institute using 
money to defend itself-legally. Well, some- 
one tell me how a corporation can NOT do 
same??? If it were YOUR funds in jeopardy- 
wouldn't YOU want your interests served? Mr. 
Green even told one party he planned to get 
her money out (some way) and then use it 
against her to pay his legal bills! I s  this 
honor? Now that we have been offered both 
legal reference and over $2 million in a loan to 
defend ourselves-that too is pounced on like 
choice blood-feast. That money will come 
from one we all know, but that 'side" seems to 
say does not exist: Ronn Jackson. It is his 
money and I would think he could support 
anyone or anything he wishes. In exchange, 
the paper will basically be turned over to him 
for his further informing the public of ongoing 
operations in your enemy Government and 
help organize some unification of outlying play- 
ers. There is no intent of fighting, unlawful 
behavior or anything of the kind-just simple 
truth and information flow. Further, THAT 
loan will be covered by 'gold" waiting a rise in 
pricing. Which is  now SCHEDULED to be set 
at $1,200 to $2,000 per ounce very shortly. I 
think it plain to see that if you purchase an 
ounce of gold at $383 and its value is straight 
across at  $2,00O/oz that there is  ample cover- 
age in security-with a note against it. Or, is 
there something WRONG with my arithmetic. 
There was never anything else presented to 
anyone-even by Mr. Green, who was going to 
start his own program within the past few 
months. 

The funds WERE BORROWED to cover costs 
of getting information out to you and other 
projects--as is PROVEN by the very notes Mr. 
Green refuses to pay. H e  said he 'borrowed" 
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the money for publication expenses. Well, ber of other women, who have come forward tions that I have not mentioned or made.' 
good readers, those books published were not with similar accusations against the presi- 
even all ours-as agreed upon! Besides, he dent. [END OF QUOTING] 
has both the money, now, and the books-all The chatges faced by the president in the 
nicely and untruthfully marked 'copyrighted Jones case are the worst ever leveled at  a I find the more important statement in the 
by America West". So be it. sitting president. above being the statement regarding Israel. 

My people find it hard to believe that this Jones charges that after having a member Why? Because I am a bigot? No, readers, 
kind of a thrust would be publicly made- of his state police staff entice her to his room because of the way everything is  handled in 
about the Institute defending itself for protec- at  the hotel, Clinton made several sexual ad- the Establishment media--especially anything 
tion of participants. THAT IS THE LAW, READ- vances, then dropped his pants and asked her regarding Jews or Israel. Am I against Israel? 
ERS! AND, FURTHERMORE-A LAWYER IS to perform a sexual act. No, in fact it is  a nice little piece of terrible 
REQUIRED BY LAW TO HANDLE THE CASE- Regarding Clinton's questionable use of land mass called PALESTINE. The United 
BY LAW1 Justice Department attorneys to help in his Nations decided that Palestine was of no value 

defense, one ofJones'attorneys, Gilbert Davis, and gave it to the Zionists-not even the 
BILL CLINTON said he feels 'a bit outgunned". Judeans--but rather the Zionist Khazarian 

'But David won his battle with a slingshot, Bolsheviks. They have NEVER kept a single 
Now, tell me where you are on this obser- and we feel confident we have a pretty good promise nor peace overture. A 'Jew"(s) mas- 

vation: "YOU PAY FOR BILL'S DEFENSE". case," the attorney added. sacred a whole big bunch of Palestinians in a 
"President Bill Clinton i s  using taxpayer Mosque and yet now that things aren't so great 
dollars to defend himself against a personal [END OF QUOTING] on the 'peace treaty" front-it 'is all Yassir 
morals charge (Paula Jones)." You bash Arafat's fault". Mideast PEACE? The Jewish 
people for following the law and defending NOW, as to my refusing interviews and other Israelis have NEVER WANTED PEACE. In fact, 
against destruction of an Institute and yet- confrontations with writers, radio talk-show the very LAST THING they want is PEACE1 
this other garbage is  ongoing just like the hosts, etc., I think the next will show you a Most specially in the places around the 'Holy" 
Eveready rabbit. In fact, let's look at this good example of WHY. There is little truth or lands, Jerusalem, etc. How else can they 
Clinton 'morals" case. Thank you, SPOTLIGHT, even similarity of content with what is offered, excuse the tearing down of the Mosque and 
for this insight. This is by Mike Blair-one of published or construed with truth or the origi- putting up their own temple on the same 
the best investigative journalists anywhere! nal statements. Here is an excellent example: spot-so you hoodwinked people can have 

[QUOTING:] your Rapture? Will you NEVER wake up? 
President Bill Clinton is  using lawyers from [QUOTING:] Let's look at this article in U.S. News 8s 

the Justice Department, funded by U.S. tax- World Report, an editorial by the Editor-in- 
payers, to help his private attorneys prepare YOU CAN'T ALWAYS Chief, Mortimer B. Zuckerman. This is, after 
his  defense against sexual discrimination BELIEVE WHAT YOU READ all, one of 'their" publications (the controlled 
charges filed against him by Paula Jones. IN AN ESTABLISHMENT media). 

She is claiming Clinton made extremely NEWSPAPER, A S  A U.N. ENVOY 
crude sexual advances to her while he was DISCOVERED RECENTLY. [QUOTING:] 
governor of Arkansas. Although the statute of by Warren Hough 
limitations on sexual harassment has run out, THE END O F  
she claims she suffered in her state job for The Washington Times has 'misquoted me 'A PATCHED-UP AFFAIR'? 
rejecting Clinton by being ostracized and de- and utterly misrepresented my views," U.N. 
nied promotions, and so has filed sex dis- diplomat Patti Londono Jaramillo told the The fnst few days of Palestinian control 
crimination charges. SPOTLIGHT on May 24. over Gaza and Jericho do not augur well for 

At the request of the White House, the Only hours earlier, a report in the Wash- the Mideast peace process. Two Israeli sol- 
Justice Department is studying whether Clinton ington Times, a daily newspaper published in diers were killed by Gazans who melted into 
can be protected from Jones' sex discrimination the nation's capital and financed by mysteri- the Palestinian population without Arab po- 
suit while he remains in office as president. our, Korean cult leader and ex-convict Sun lice pursuit; three Israelis were arrested by 

In 1982 the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that Myung Moon, blamed the U.N.s growing pre- the Palestinian police in breach of the agree- 
presidents cannot be sued for acts committed occupation with gun control on the 'freewheel- ment; without legal authority; Yassir Arafat 
while in office, [H: I didn't read that in  your ing U.S. small-arms businessw. canceled most regulations and orders for Gaza 
Constitution!] but the charges Clinton is  fac- To support the claim that smaller nations and Jericho that Israel had enacted for the 
ing occurred some 20 months before he took feel threatened by the Constitutional right of occupied territories. 
office as president. American citizens to own guns, the Washing- Worst of all, on May 10, the chairman of the 

ton Times invoked an alleged statement made Palestine Liberation Organization let the mask 
NOT EXEMPT by M s .  Londono, the respected counselor of slip in a speech in Johannesburg. Arafat was 

Colombia's U.N. delegation. secretly recorded when he told amosque audi- 
Many legal scholars contend that since he According to the Times, Ms.  Londono as- ence: 'You have to come and fight ajihad [holy 

was not president at the time, he must face the serted, 'Colombia's problem is that in the U.S. war] to liberate Jerusalem, your precious 
charges just a s  any other citizen. you can legally buy and sell arms, and those arms shrine." Then he likened the Oslo and Cairo 

It i s  this contention that the Justice De- are transferred illegally out of the country. But in agreements with Israel to the prophet 
partment lawyers are studying to assist the Colombia any purchase of arms is illegal." Muhammad's agreement with the Quraysh 
president's attorneys, led by high-powered Wash- tribe in A.D. 628. Unable to conquer Holy 
ington lawyer Robert Bennett, brother of former STORY REPUDIATED Mecca with his army, Muhammad adopted the 
Education Secretary William Bennett. stratagem of agreeing to a 10-year peace to lull 

Bennett is also currently counsel for Rep. 'I never said anything like that, and the the Meccans into a false sense of security 
Dan Rostenkowski (D-IL), powerful chairman Times knows it," Ms .  Londono told this popu- while building up his own forces. He had no 
of the House Ways and Means Committee, who list newspaper. 'To declare that in Colombia intention of keeping this agreement, and two years 
is  fighting charges of misuse of public funds in 'any purchase of firearms is  illegal', is ridicu- later he fell on the city when he felt strong enough 
a scandal involving the House post office. [H: lous. And the U.N. study of international gun to conquer it. Arafat's implication was clear: If 
Yes but i t  i s  costing Mr. Rostenkowski right controls isnot driven by the 'freewheeling U.S. Muhammad could violate such a pact with the 
through his OWN proverbial nose!] small-arms business', as the Times put it. I t  Meccans, as Arafat described it, so could Arafat 

It is  believed that Clinton's legal expenses was triggered by a series of extraordinary violate his pact with the Jews. 
could cost millions (of dollars). The work crimes committed, often in paramilitary fash- There is no possible camouflage for Arafat's 
being done on his behalf by Justice Depart- ion, by drug gangsters and terrorist hit squads hint of treachery. He had no political need, in 
ment personnel, presumably with the guidance of whose illicit weapons and tactics came not a South African mosque, to assert his revolu- 
Attorney General Janet Reno, could ultimately from the U.S. BUT FROM ISRAEL," she added. tionary credentials. It is  all of a piece with his 
cost the taxpayers additional millions. In a written repudiation to the Washington past references to the so-called phased plan of 

Jones is one of several individuals includ- Times, M s .  Londono stated that 'For the sake 1974, in which PLO policy became: We will 
ing Arkansas state troopers assigned to pro- of clarity and justice, I would appreciate it if take whatever part of Israel we can get now, 
tect Clinton while he wasgovernor and anum- you do not attribute to me concepts and rela- and the rest later. It is  all of a piece with the 
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PLO's return to pre-Oslo terrorism. Arafat has other articles are in that magazine? This is people, identified either by religion or birth by 
disregarded the public letter he signed in Sep- from the June 6 issue. It has Oliver North a Jewish mother, continues within the frame- 
tember, renouncing and denouncing all ter- pictured on the front. There is reference to work of a 'democracy' of privileging Jews in 
rorist activities and promising to discipline Hillary Clinton AND Oliver North-I hope you Israel. This affects the structure of the 
those engaged in them. Instead, he has con- each have an opportunity to witness the dif- economy, educational opportunities, rights of 
tinued to finance and support the killers, even ferent slants on each. I remind you people- political organizations, public subsidies for 
within his own Fatah faction. More Israelis were if you cannot get some freedoms and unbiased activities such as agriculture, provisions of 
murdered in the six months following the Septem- information back into the media and publica- public services such as roads, utilities and 
ber handshake than in the six months before. tions-what chance do you have for reclaiming housing, among others.' 

Now the Israeli public is  in an uproar. freedom? 'Israel is a state, therefore, in which if 
Many leading commentators conclude that Yes I realize that you are rather forced to apartheid is  not as blatant or as territorially 
Arafat is  not serious about peace, that the expect me to be against the ones who blatantly viable as South Africa, Jews are nevertheless 
decisive view in the Arab world is not one of call themselves 'Anti-Christ", being as I am an more equal than others. The application of 
reconciliation but of 'only a cease-fire until immediate compatriot WITH the 'Christm. Zionist laws make discrimination a matter of 
the next stagem, as Abbas Zaki of the PLO However, readers, attitudes nor allegations national politics. This being so, it is an aban- 
Central Committee put it. The seeming un- present facts as such-only historic evidence donment of democratic principle to accuse 
willingness of Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin I N  TRUTH. I repeat for all to hear and see: those who oppose these public policies of 
and Foreign Minister Shimon Peres to hold ZIONISM IS NOT JUDAISM! Perhaps we need malevolent or 'obscene' motivations." 
Arafat's feet to the fire is a profound disillu- to again offer a document by an American Rabbi Berger adds: 'I am unsure of what 
sionment for the long-suffering Israelis. They rabbi on the subject and then, perhaps, you racism may mean to all of those who partici- 
regard the Rabin-Peres rationalization of PLO will consider possibilities of truth in that whlch pated in the U. N. debate or have been witness 
actions as craven, confirming in their minds we have offered unto you. to it or some of its side shows. But if racism is 
that most Arabs still believe unremitting hostility, This is  not a NEW conjured statement of a form of government or a structure of society 
violence, pressure and betrayal can extract more some kind-this was issued all the way back in which national rights and responsibilities 
concessions and force the Jews out. in December of 1975. The facts are that the are officially legislated upon the basis of creed, 

The Israelis began this process with good- Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith and color or ethnic derivation, then the Zionist 
will. [H: T h e  Israel is  h a v e  never  s tar ted  innumerable PAC groups and all manner of character of much basic Israel law qualifies." 
ANYTHING w i t h  "goodwi11"1] They hoped subtle takeovers by these Zionist groups are Recently a Jew named Alvin Levine wrote 
that the Arabs were as exhausted as  they evident, public-even if not shown in any an article for the Jewish periodical Jewish 
were, that they had moved away from ideologi- media, and are prevalent everywhere you look. Weekly American Examiner. He said: T h e  
cal hatred and had pragmatically opted to What of the 'Jews" who actually mistakenly cause of anti-Semitism in the U.S. is  not the 
share the land with the Jewish state in peace. call themselves 'Jews"? What recourse do Ku Klux Klan or Liberty Lobby or the Minute 
But Arafat's words come on top of a menacing THEY have to claim their rightful heritage Men. The main cause is our Jewish leaders, 
poll taken by an Arab academic. It showed according to the old Hebrew laws? The Zion- who are becoming more and more short- 
that none of the 1,000 Arabs and Palestinians ists are Talmudic people who base every ac- sighted, dogmatic, inflexible and arrogant. In 
polled wants to make genuine peace. Respon- tion on the Zionist Protocols of the Elders, this country the Jewish people are treated 
dents saw the agreements only as a stopgap, whether or not even the followers realize as better than in any other country in the world, 
pending resumption of the conflict when the much. including Israel. This mood may soon disap- 
Palestinians would be stronger and Israel pear unless sensible reason prevails." 
weaker. The Israelis now fear there will never ZIONISM ISN'T JUDAISM 
be a 'last concession', that terrorism will never BY RABBI ELMER BERGER [END OF QUOTING] 
end-or, as T.S. Elliot wrote: 

[QUOTING:] Well, that was in 1975-almost two de- 
I s  it war or peace? cades ago. Where are you now? Let me 

Peace, but not the kiss of peace. An American rabbi, Elmer Berger, wrote suggest that you had better start to pay atten- 
A patched-up affair, i fyou ask my opinion the Saudi Ambassador to the U.N. recently tion because, little ones, with Project Blue 

... I think that this peace (about Nov.-Dec. 1975). A s  president of Jew- Beam you are going to get 'rapturedw by those 
Is nothing like an end, or like a beginning. ish Alternatives to Zionism, Inc., he reprinted nice Zionists-right out into ever-loving never- 

his letter as a full page ad in the Washington never land and it 'ain't" into HEAVEN1 Salu. 
The Israelis now have confirmation of what Post and other papers. Because the U.N. is 

they suspected: that Arafat is not a man of his now being excoriated in the press on its vote This volume shall be identified as: 
word. They would be well advised to hold back that Zionism is racist, the ad did much to 
further withdrawals. They should have the explain the difference between Zionism and 
support of all nations seeking peace if they Judaism. 

HEAVE 'EM OUT 
insist that they will yield no more until they Rabbi Berger's letter begins, 'As an Ameri- (Phase 111, Part 1) 
are sure the PLO is really honoring its commit- can Jew, and a long-time anti-Zionist, I wel- [or whatever is appropriate] 
ments and surer still that their security can- come your invitation to attempt to clarify the 
not be threatened. [H: T h e  Israel is  NEVER meaning of Zionism in the context of the re- It is very difficult to tell the "white hats" from the 
FOR ONE MINUTE EVEN 'THOUGHTw OF cent United Nations debate. It is, in my opin- "black hatsw if you have no vision. If you are 
GIVING UP ANY LAND! T h i s  is s i m p l y  the ion, unfortunate that the problem was not blind, you are going to have to sharpen up to 
u s e f u l  t h o r n  to present  to the world and  addressed more precisely in the course of the energy signals and learn of *directionsw and 
whine ,  s c r e a m  a n d  p o i n t  fingers-the atroci- debate. "players". Citizen "mankindw is basically but a 
ties aga ins t  the Pales t in ians  have b e e n  so 'It should be made clear that there are a paurn in the Elite game ofwho gets to run things. You 
terrible ar: to not even bear relationship.  number of varieties of Zionism. There is Mes- must learn to play the game BETTER than the scrip! 
AND, THIS I S  WHAT I S  WRONG IN AMERICA sianic Zionism, held as a tenet of faith by writers for until YOU WRITE THE SCRIPT--you are 
(ISRAEL HOMELAND-NOT O F  GOD'S CHO- many Christian faiths as well as by Judaism. destined to be caught in 'their" play. 
SEN BUT O F  THE KHAZARIAN ZIONISTS).] And then there is Israeli Zionism, oriented, 

Arafat invites the world's censure. He predicated on Israel's Declaration of Indepen- 
should be made to understand that the Israe- dence in 1948, which said, 'Israel wil l  b e  
lis must have an agreement that is  self-regu- o p e n  for  J e w i s h  immigrat ion a n d  for the 
lating and self-sustaining, one that does not Ingathering of Exiles'. 
depend on the goodwill of a PLO seemingly 'The Declaration of Establishment also 
bent on destroying any atmosphere of opti- states, The mission of gathering in the exiles 
mism. A s  Francis Bacon said, hope is  a good is  the central task of the State of Israel and the 
breakfast but a poor supper. Zionist movement in our days and requires 

constant efforts by the Jewish people in the 
[END OF QUOTING] Diaspora'." 

Berger then goes on, 'It is clear that the 
And just how unbiased do you think the process of building up a state for the Jewish 
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Vladimir Zhirinovskv 
Major Threat To The Crooks 

6/9/94 #2 HATONN Vladimir Zhirinovsky has  shouldered his way granting privileges to Russian businessmen 
to center stage with a bellicose, attention- facing foreign competitors, increasing arms 

T.TLADIMIR ZHIRINOVSKY grabbing performance. Some Russian and export sales, ending Russia's 'humiliations" 
Western observers have quickly concluded that abroad, and even getting husbands for unwed 

How can you tell when the Elite are RE- this  ultranationalist i s  a bit player, thrust women and cheap vodka for all. 
ALLY concerned about someone? Watch how forward less by his own devices than by the In response, Yeltsin has  shorn his  govern- 
they do a fourteen-page blast and horror trip inadequacies of Russian reformers in  the De- ment of reformers and adopted Zhirinovsky's 
about them in FOREIGN AFFAIRS, the CFR cember parliamentary elections. Yet it would calls for a crackdown on crime, an assertive 
(Council on Foreign Relations) journal. Then be dangerous to dismiss Zhirinovsky, with his foreign policy and strong state controls over 
look to see who got commissioned to write the rash, outlandish statements to the press, as a economic and social activities. Some experts, 
article and t h u s  and so. In the instance we are self-destructive clown. H i s  writings and the including former U.S. State Department offi- 
going to utilize now we will take u p  Mr. statements by key ideologues of h is  Liberal cial Paul Goble, see the real danger not in 
Zhirinovsky and the fourteen-page article in Democratic Party (LDP), as well as his elec- Zhirinovskybutratheruinthe way BorisYeltsin 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS commissioned by the CFR tioneering skills, make him a potent threat to and other Russian 'reformers' are likely to 
and author of the article in  point, Jacob W. Russian democracy. Post-election surveys exploit the Zhirinovsky vote to pressure the 
Kipp. Won't this  remind my own crew, who indicate voters support his ideas, and not just former Soviet republics, and in the extraordi- 
just  got blasted in a rag-sheet from L a s  Vegas as a protest against economic conditions. nary likelihood that the West will compla- 
by one Aaron Cohen! Since the article about Zhirinovsky and his  year-old Liberal Demo- cently accept whatever demands the Russian 
me was 100% about garbage and certainly not cratic Party surfaced in June  199 1 when he president makes on them." 
about the  Trillion Dollar Lie, I have to surmise drew six million votes, almost eight percent of Russian reformers and Western observers 
he  hasn't read much of my work. the total election returns, to finish third in  the have tended to underestimate the appeal of 

Well, I always like publicity and especially Russian presidential election won by Boris Zhirinovsky and his party. Even as late as the 
from a weekly compilation of all the 'dirty" Yeltsin. [H: Yes, and t h i s  was wi th  t h e  usual summer of 1993, foreign observersplayeddown 
gamboling spots in Vegas. I a m  only sorry to "fixed" election places AND TOTAL INABIL- the threat to Russian democracy and the West 
not have made the same page with the adver- ITY TO HAVE ANY MEDIA COVERAGE AT coming from Zhirinovsky and other 'Red- 
tisement for surgical enlargements of male ALL-JUST LIKE THE LITTLE INDEPENDENT Brownsw. Richard Pipes, a leading historian of 
penisesandnipples-byupto threefullinchesl RUNNERS I10 AMERICA-IN FACT THIS modem Russia and the Soviet Union, writing 
Pow THAT i s  important 'stuff", readers. So be WHOLE THING WAS SET-UP BY THE AMERI- on the eve of the constitutional crisis that 
it. I'm afraid the attention will ultimately hur t  CANS-OF ZIONIST DESCENT.] Two-and-a- would pit President Yeltsin against his vice 
me no more than it has  hurt  Zhirinovsky! half years later, in December's parliamentary president and the Supreme Court, dismissed 

Worried about-Zhirinovsky really? Oh in- elections, his populist television campaigning the Red-Brown threat as portrayed in Walter 
deed, for the  minute these Elite New World garnered the LDP nearly 25 percent of the Laqueur's Black Hundred, a work devoted to 
Order lame-brains blink-he will wipe them vote. Russia's political leaders and intellectu- the rise of the extreme right in Russia. Pipes 
off the  map! als, along with the West, were aghast to find spoke of fanatics seeking power and 'the rav- 

So who is Kipp? this demagogue commanding a strategic posi- ings of extremist intellectuals" but concluded 
Jacob W. Kipp is  a Senior Analyst with the tion in the new 450-seat assembly, along with that Laqueur's warningwas a'false alarm". As 

Foreign Military S tudy  Office at Fort a fairly large bloc of hard-line, anti-reform theeventsofthenextfewmonthswouldshow, 
Leavenworth in Kansas and Adjunct Professor Communists. Although mutually hostile on a Russia was far less stable than Pipes' analysis 
of History at the University of Kansas. He i s  number of key issues, the Communists and suggested. 
also U.S. Editor of European Security. The the LDP are proving capable of selective coop- A major problem was thatYeltsinYs govern- 
views expressed are those of the author and eration. Together they voted to release those ment used its control of the media during the 
should not be interpreted as representing those who had led both the 199 1 coup against former electoral campaign to play down the growing 
of the Department of the Army or the Depart- Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev and the power of the Red-Browns in general, and Zhiri- 
ment of Defense. [H: Golly, how about t h e  October 1993 insurrection in the Parliament. novsky's LDP in particular. During the last 
Council  on Foreign Relations?] Zhirinovsky instigated the surprise anti- week of the campaign, when the LDP bought 

[H: Now just why would w e  want to waste Yeltsin maneuver fully aware that  freeing 220 minutes of television time to get i ts  mes- 
t i m e  on t h i s  topic? Because i t  is evident i t  Aleksandr Rutskoi might empower amore cen- sage to the voters, that attitude began to 
h a s  a LOT to d o  'with t h e  rest  o f  t h e  global trist rival for the political leadership of nation- change. A last-minute effort by Vyuacheslav 
polit ics  and perhaps survival itself. If it k alist forces. Bragin, then chief of Ostankino Television, to 
t h i s  important a topic  to t h e  CFR when With hindsight it i s  evident that Zhirinovsky use a program on Zhirinovsky and the LDP to 
m o s t  o f  Americans haven't ever heard o f  t h e  expertly organized for election success while 'sober up" the electorate to the Zhirinovsky 
m a n  in point-IT MUST BE IMPORTANT! We openly portraying the effort a s  merely posi- threat backfired. Only on the eve of elections 
m u s t  have  a REAL THREAT here-to A tioning himself for the next presidential elec- did Russia's Choice, the top reform party, led 
WHOLE LOT OF PEOPLE!] tion, whenever it may come. Rising discontent by Yegor Gaidar, warn that it was time to stop 

about Russia's declining economic condition considering Zhirinovsky a 'harmless clown" 
(QUOTING:] increased Zhirinovsky's appeal between the and to recognize him as 'a threat to Russia's 

199 1 and 1993 elections and, a s  the economy existence". [H: No, just to t h e  Elite Zionist's 
THE ZHIRINOVSKY THREAT continues to falter, Russian commentators existence! With such  a man i n  power-- 

A DANGER TO RUSSIAN suggest that his appeal will continue to grow. Russia might just have a chance.] 
DEMOCRACY His base of support consists of relatively well- There has been a strong tendency to dis- 

educated young males from larger cities, older miss Zhirinovsky's success as part protest 
In the ongoing drama of what Russia is to less-educated males from smaller cities, dis- vote and part personal charisma. [H: Personal 

be-state or empire, democracy or autocracy gruntled rural residents and numerous mem- charisma?? This man is dirt-poor, hard 
[H: Everybody in t h e  Elite corps o f  disaster bers of the Russian armed forces. Zhirinovsky labor one-of-the-poor-peasant people! This  
makers-REPUBLIC is avoided like AIDS.], pledged to resolve the country's problems-by hardly smacks of  s o m e  hierarchical pol i tb 
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cal CHARISMA.] Laqueur characterized notion of moderate reform and Westerniza- federalism and expects "small nations" to ac- 
Zhirinovsky as 'afine orator-demagogue" with tion. Russian liberals sought to build a civic cept their fate. 
shrewd political instincts but no real party or society under law and were hardly radical While declaring that he is not a chauvinist, 
program. [H: Well, there you have IT, read- democrats. Moreover, conservative national- Zhirinovsky speaks of a state run only for 
ers, as Mr. Laqueur just proved hi. own work ists, populists and Marxists, who were at odds Russians and tells other nationalities who do 
to  be totally absurd and that  is what this with one another on almost every issue, were not like it to leave. [H: No snit-fit? I can 
article, likewise absurd, is based upon. Ah, united in their rejection of liberals. Liberal- promise you dreamers-that there isn't any- 
but next we bring Mr. William Safire into the ism was branded as  part of a utopian dream, one from any other place than my national- 
mouth-wagging equation and you can be disconnected from Russian realities. Liberals ity that is going to  run MY SHIP WHICH IS 
SURE that Mr. Zhirinovsky has some good were depicted as compromisers, spouting noble AS BIG AS YOUR GLOBE WHEN WE TALK 
attributes, after all. Keep alert, readers, sentiments but achieving petty deeds. ABOUT "HOME BASEw.] An ethnically pure 
and you'llget the picture without everbeing No concept was more rejected than the Russian state is his answer to the threat of 
shown the ACTUAL PICTURE!] Political col- ideaofgradual reform. Indeed, Western schol- anarchy. [H: See how slippery this old dude 
umnist William Safire dismissed the 'panic ars, in gauging the failure of prerevolutionary writer really is? Ue uses "nationality* as an 
over Mr. Z" a s  excessive. More recently, '60 liberal bureaucrats, zemstvoreformers (locally implication of no other color, creed, person, 
Minutes" broadcast a feature on Zhirinovsky and provincially elected assemblies created spouse or whatever. For instance, you arc 
by Australian television entitled THE MAD by the tsarist government) and Constitutional supposed to have "citizens of the U.S. in 
RUSSIAN. [H: Again-I'd say tha t  is about as Democrats, have emphasized the disjunction places of government-BUT THE ENTIRE 
good as "complimentA as you can get from between backward Russia and the liberals' RULING CLASS OF ADVISORS, ETC., ARE 
the  controlled MEDIA!] In an interview with advocacy of individual freedom within a civic FOREIGN-MOSTLY RUSSIAN JEWS WHO 
Zhirinovsky, the reporter asked him to com- society. For prerevolutionary liberals, the WEREN'T ETHNICALLY RUSSIAN-EITHER. 
ment on whether he was 'a harmless clown or emancipation of the individual and society Again:] A n  ethnically pure Russian state is 
an evil clown." Zhirinovsky dismissed both from the oppression of an autocratic state his answer to the threat of anarchy. [H: In 
those characterizations as 'propaganda* by could come only through a state under law. other words-the intent would be to  have a 
his enemies. [H: Well, good reader, how But how to create such a state in a multina- "nationw, not a influx of unlawful bullies 
would YOU answer such a complimentary tional empire proved an unsolvable dilemma. and counterfeits? Or would that  type of a 
question? Could Mr. Z. win either way? For Zhitinovsky, statism is a key ingredient statement make us ALL somehow "anti- 
Why don't you just ask Sir Reno if she only but, unlike the historical liberals and more Semitica? Well,  we are getting close t o  the 
murders children or actually is m arsonist like Lenin's Bolsheviks in 19 17, his LDP is PROBLEM (the REAL PROBLEM), AREN'T 
who just burns them t o  death?] ready to take state power into its own hands. WE?] In place of the existing federal system, 

Such commentary underplays the real which safeguards the rights of national mi- 
threat Zhirinovsky represents to Russian de- STATE AND EMPIRE norities, Zhirinovsky has proposed a return to 
mocracy. Were conditions to worsen, a provincial system of local government [H: My 
Zhirinovsky's skills at marshaling public dis- For Zhirinovsky, the idea of a strong God! What a heretic. Now, in addition, Mr. 
temper and the appeal of his ideas could pro- Russified state is not antithetical to empire. Z. wants provincialism-whatever happened 
duce additional unwanted surprises. Thus Rather, it is the preferred tool for recreating to  "Imperialbmw from the last paragraph?] 
the ideas that propel him, apart from his im- the Russian imperial reality of old. [H: Oh, where the provinces, as in tsarist times, are 
promptu, headline-grabbing outbursts, are how 803 Does this mean if you get rid of the controlled by the central government through 
worth serious examination. (Hr l ow  I am Zionist Communists as brought into power the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Zhirinovsky 
asked, "Whose side are you on anyway, b J the Revolution that you long for and will posits that the Russian empire is  not a luxury 
America's or Russia's?" MEITHER. Dharma have an "IMPERIAL* reality, much less as- but a means of national survival. Of current 
happens t o  be an American-I AM NEITHER sume Zhirinovsky WANTS ONE? How dare conditions in the federation and adjacent new 
RUSSIAN NOR AMERICAI! Perhaps that is this foolish author to  even ASSUME such a states, he writes, 'Russians everywhere be- 
WHY I can be objective and point out the stan-rtainly Zhirinovsky has NEVER come a national minority, gradually being de- 
t ruth of this  fine kettle of fish you have STATED ANY SUCH DESIRE.] Thus, he starkly strayed. This will be the slow murder of the 
caught and can't see because the  pot water rejects the 75-year-old Soviet totalitarim ex- Russian nation. Because nowhere is there 
is so dirty.] perirnent based on federalism in form and purely Russian territory, nowhere. ... If we 

empire in content. [H: Good grief, the man follow such a path, the Russian nation will 
WHAT'S IN A NAME? just said he wanted an "Imperial realityw- die." [H: Yep, just like the good old U.S.A. 

even this amazing author cannot have it HAS DIED!] 
At first glance the designation 'liberal BOTH WAYS. This work is so badly done Zhirinovsky speaks of restoring Russia to 

democraticw seems a misnomer. Yet that  I'm not sure, readers, I can make it all the imperial frontiers of 1900, when Russia 
Zhirinovsky's choice of the terms liberal and the  way through it for it is difficult to  let a included parts of contemporary Poland and 
democratic to describe his party is no acci- single sentence pass rn-noted. The really Finland. He warns that denying Russia its 
dent. It is a conscious effort to distinguish his dangerous entities to  you-the-people are historical borders will only lead to war. Thus 
movement from other nationalist movements ones just like this author who work for the mere acceptance of the dissolution of the 
that range from monarchist to Coznmunist. Kissinger Associates on the CFR, Tri-Lat- Soviet Union into sovereign successor states 
[H: What would you expect him t o  call a eral Commission and other such deceivers.] is an act of treason. The Liberal Democratic 
Party, United Socialist Soviet Republic?? In his memoirs, Zhirinovsky speaks of go- Party rejects the creation of the Common- 
Wasn't something similar t o  tha t  already ing 'forward bravely toward a Europe- model wealth of Independent States as an 'illegal, 
"taken"?] of society: a free economy, the rights of the anti-constitutional act". [H: 1 won't even 

In Zhirinovsky's hands 'liberal' is an individual in first place, a civic society." But TOUCH that  'Constitutlonal" bit as relates 
ahistorical category designating his outsider he would pursue such an objective through a to  similarfties of treason in the U.S.A.] Party 
status. This is necessary for his political revolution from above, wrought by a state that ideologues refer to the commonwealth as  con- 
success because it allows him to invoke a is centralized, authoritarian and expansion- sisting of 'the countries of beggars and the 
mythic past before Soviet power and to place ist. [H: Gosh, he must be talking about the hungry" and 'a public toilet*. 
himself outside the political process that United States of America.] He has only con- While he speaks of restoring Russia's 
brought about the current crisis. [H: And tempt for the doctrine of separation of powers: historical frontiers, Zhirinovsky has also called 
what does "liberala mean in English? I me-- .What isneededis a strict, centralized author- upon Russia to expand southward. 
every category claims a QJFFEREUT deffpi- ity, otherwise no reforms will be achieved. Zhirinovsky has associated this final spurt to 
tibh?] 'Liberid" in this sense .is used by There must be one state, one president. But the south with a 'final division of the worldw. 
Zhirinovsky to invoke the idea that his party without a centralized economy." Finally, there This geopolitical coup is to be done as 'shock 
stands in the center of the political spectrum, must be no challenges to Russian sovereignty therapy, suddenly, rapidly and effectively", 
while the democrats and Communists occupy and authority. For Zhirinovsky, Russia is the and will end with Russia and India sharing a 
the extremes. The party's slogan, Through a empire. 'For us  the main [point] is  the terri- common border. This would bring order from 
pluralism of opinions of the superiority of the tory of our state. Return to u s  the historical Kabul to Istanbul, eliminate the 'red, Muslim, 
law," consciously invokes ties with past Rua- borders and name of the state-we only want Turkic and Islamic threats," and remove the 
sian liberalism. thatlw [H: Are you sleepyheads ever going to  threat of a third world war. [H: Now readers, 

Previously, Russian liberalism carried a u k  for YOURS BACK?] He has no time for I heard that  interview also-and nothing of 
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t h e  s o r t  was  e v e n  implied. T h e  h o p e  was  to ers  are labeled 'false democrats". With its the Ekkers. Insurrection? I warn you that I 
b r ing  peace  a n d  working coopera t ion  wi th in  notion of a national bourgeoisie in the service will have no association with any of you who 
t h e  n a t i o n s  a n d  become as one working of foreign capital, Zhirinovsky's use of the advocate overthrow of even this sickly and 
region for  the b e t t e r m e n t  of  BOTH. What h e  term is a a throwback to Marxist criticism but treasonous government-you reclaim through 
ac tua l ly  sa id  is now offered in i ta l ics  a n d  it from a nationalist perspective. [H: O h  my  CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. I warn you about 
is n o t  w h a t  this m a n  ju s t  implied.] gosh ,  t h i s  dastardly m a n  e v e n  sugges t s  sovereignizing yourselves except for State sta- 

GOVERNMENT BY AND FOR THE PEOPLE. tus  in  all instances and I abhor even the 
The final Yhrustm to the south: As I HOW LONG HAS ANYONE FOUGHT FOR YOUR THOUGHT of you picking up  guns and weap- 

dream of it, Russian soldiers will wash GOVERNMENT FOR AND BY THE PEOPLE? ons. Insurrection? I think not. I do not lie, 
their boots in the warm waters of the OR, DO YOU JUST GO ALONG WITH EVERY cheat or steal and I abide no-one in my ranks 
Indian Ocean and forever change to sum- TOM, DICK AND JACOB THAT COMES ALONG who does. I expect each to utilize his/her 
mer uniforms. ... We must pacify that ACTING LIKE SOME KIND OF AN AUTHOR- talents and abide by the Laws of God-and the 
region forever. [H: Pacify as properly ITY WHEN IN FACT IS BUT THE WORST O F  Constitution of the United States of America 
defined means: PEACE AND FURTHER THE WORST DESTROYERS O F  YOUR RE- which WAS the law of the land and has  NEVER 
AS STATED HERE: PEACE IN THE PUBLIC AND TEACHES THIS GARBAGE TO been legally changed-only in practice. I 
REGION.] THE REST O F  THE SELF-STYLED, SO- NEVER even sanction the breaking of the local 

CALLED ELITE RULERS OF  THE CFR, ET AL. rules-even though they be stupid and unlaw- 
Rejecting Communist Federalism as 'a THIS HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH RUSSIA AS fully applied or made. If awakening citizens to 

pretty Bolshevik [H: And j u s t  WHO were a n d  YOU RECOGNIZE RUSSIA OR WITH SOME- the truth in the midst of the treason is  'insur- 
a r e  t h e  Bolsheviks?] myth," Zhirinovsky's ONE CALLED ZHIRINOVSKY. THIS HAS rection" or 'inciting to insurrection" by use of 
supporters oppose the idea of a territorial EVERYTHING TO DO WITH STOPPING ANY a pen, then you have proven my point for me, 
state in which citizenship is a function of IDEA O F  UPSETTING THE ONE WORLD OR- good Sirs-there i s  no longer freedom of press, 
residence. They reject a multinational Rus- DER AND ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT IBY speech, religion or any other form of remain- 
sian Federation in favor or a centralized Rus- THE ELITE PUPPET-MASTERS] AND YOU ARE ing Constitutional rules OR Bill of Rights. So 
sia of one nationality, Russian, sharing one GOING TO BE STRUCK DUMB WHEN YOU be it. 
culture and language. In short, they reject a FIND OUT JUST WHO THEY ARE HEADED- Good evening and thank you. 
civic state in favor of a n  ethnic state. [H: Say  UP BY.1 
what?] According to Zhirinovsky, non-Rus- 6111/94#1 HATONN 
sians would be Russified and the Orthodox STOP (CONTINUED I N  NEXT WRITING) 
religion given a 'dominant position*. [H: Well, EXPLANATIONS 
remember  y o u r  publ ic  law that now states I t  h a s  been a long, long day and now it is 
you  in the U.S. have  a one religion country,  past the dinner hour also. This is worth If you are annoyed with me over the hop, 
Noahedic  Law! I would gues s  that y o u  d o  further discussion because it is so typical of skip and jump way in which we write, I apolo- 
not longer have SOVEREIGN s t a t e s ,  e i ther ,  the examples I search for continually to share gize. There are a couple of good REASONS for 
lest all those states wouldn't  have  to b e  with you readers-so that YOU can bring bal- doing this: 
going back  into t h e  c o u r t s  to regain a n y  ance into your perceptions. 1. I must get information regarding a spe- 
s emblance  o f  sovereignty f rom y o u r  con- This author of the above garbage is so cific 'subject?, 'player" or 'event* to certain 
trolling p u p p e t s  in Washington, Q e d d e d l y  obviously AGAINST anything that smacks of ones who get the writings for SPECIFIC in- 
Criminal.  If y o u  can t u r n  America into a n  national FREEDOM as to make you toss your structions or information. 
'Israeli homelandw, as is t o u t e d  as already turkey, and that insults the 'turkey*. I will 2. If I am utilizing any information other 
accompl i shed  by J e w i s h  lawyer  Dershowitz,  grant this  much-EVERYTHING in  this  par- than that  of my own team or presentation- 
then is it a n y  wonder  Russ ia  migh t  j u s t  l ike  ticular journal, FOREIGN AFFAIRS, is, after even if it be simply for reference-I refuse to 
to m a k e  her o w n  decisions? Since w h e n  d o  study-tantamount to TREASON and yet you further bring down the wrath or the accusa- 
YOU a t  any level  have  to b u t t  i n t o  their accuse "me* oftreasonous writings and "citing tions of wrongdoing upon any head. I don't 
bus iness?  T h e  f ac t s  are that you  have  n o  to insurrection*. mind the personal assault-but it hurts  my 
longer a nation or a n y  freedom-AND THAT. Well. that  is  what the 'Feds" want to   in on human counter~ar ts .  

The new Russia is a state under law, 
an enlightened state. This is a powerful 
presidential  regime, a powerful, 
multiparty parliament. This is legisla- 
tion, which is for the ages, which w e  
won't have to change every ten years. 
This is a constitution, which respects 
everyone from infant to elder. This is a 
unified symbol throughout the entire 
country-the black, yellow, white flag, 
the state flag of Russia. It must wave 
over all state institutions in every region 
of our huge Fatherland. This is the 
country's anthem, one anthem. This is 
the state language, the language of in- 
terethnic communication, Russian. This 
is a single monetary unit-the ruble. [H: 
S e e m s  to me, good people, t h a t  a lot 
o f  y o u  cou ld  take s o m e  lessons.] 

Zhirinovsky's LDP ideologues understand 
the force of such ideas in the struggle for 
power and note the weakness of their Commu- 
nist  and democratic opponents in trying to 
enlist Russian nationalists. Those democrats 
who were responsible for establishing the com- 
monwealth and the ensuing reforms, accord- 
ing to the  LDP's ideologues, embraced radical 
reform and revolution in  the interests of their 
master, the United States. Thus Gaidar, the 
architect of 'shock therapy," and his  support- 
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And, indeed there are more: and catching up  with the West. This position, converting the monetary system to a 'noncash, 
3. I j u s t  wish to call attention and  a sk  which owes more to Friedrich List than Karl convertible ruble" [H: Well, YOU guys in h i g h  

you to do your own follow-up. As with t he  Marx, rejects shock therapy in favor of state- p l a c e s  a r e  p l a n n i n g t o  turn not only the U.S. 
Zhirinovsky overview from FOREIGN AF- directed development in order for Russia to b u t  the WORLD into a n o n c a s h ,  conver t ib l e  
FAIRS, t h e  CFR journal, I want you to READ avoid becoming an  economic colony within the currency!] that would exchange at one ruble 
THE INFORMATION WHILE CONSIDERING world market-supplier of raw materials and to one dollar. This would be achieved by 
THE SOURCE, THE PUBLICATION AND THE importer of industrial goods. Friedrich List restoring state control over trading in foreign 
PURPOSE O F  SUCH INFORMATION I N  wasanineteenth-century German advocateof currencies via the state bank, which would 
BASHING A MAN WHO IS VERY POPULAR state-directed economic development. His control the buying and selling of noncash, 
TO THE PEOPLE IN THE RUSSIAS BUT VERY ideas strongly influenced Sergei Witte, minis- convertible rubles and would effectively re- 
UNPOPULAR WITH THE ELITE -0 NE- ter of finance under Alexander 111 and Nicho- store state control over exports and imports. 
WORLDERS. With Kissinger, I just want las 11, in his  drive to industrialize tsarist Rus- [H: D o  you actually think the state d o e s  NOT 
you to see  what  is being used as guidelines sia. [Mr. Kipp b l a s t s  t h i s  as s o m e t h i n g  h a v e  control o v e r  e x p o r t s  a n d  imports--and 
a n d  treated as authoritarian-expert coun- terr ible  but I a s k  YOU, w h a t  d o  YOU have? e v e r y t h i n g  else--NOW?] 
se l  a n d  instructions to the  various Commit- D o e s  not the c o m m e r c i a l  economic El i t e  Nowhere i s  Zhirinovsky's reliance on a 
tees, disinformation a n d  working material CONTROL y o u r  g o v e r n m e n t  w h i c h  in t u r n  particularly Russian version of state capital- 
for t he  Council on  Foreign Relations, e t  al. c o n t r o l s  EVERYTHING?? D o  you see how- ism more evident than on the issues of land 
You do not, in  these  instances, need a n  b y  calling something b y  a d i f f erent  n a m e  ownership and the peasant question. [H: 
entire article to GET THE POINT! NEITHER a n d  shouting "free", "democratic" a n d  o t h e r  Watch it here-remember: Zhir inovsky IS  A 
DO WE HAVE THE TIME OR THE SPACE TO n o n - m e a n i n g f u l  terms-you p r e s e n t  an en- PEASANT!] Stability and order are viewed as 
PRESENT IT ALL-WE ARE AT BEST A RE- t i r e l y  d i f f erent  p i c t u r e  t h r o u g h  t h e  t o t a l  paramount, and their genesis lies in the link 
VIEW SERVICE TO POINT OUT WHAT YOU "distraction"?] between Russian national consciousness and 
SHOULD BE ATTENDING. One model for such a course is imperial the village. Russians are, in this view, a 

I do, however, feel the Zhirinovsky mate- Japan,  where the state directed the gradual colonizing people, and their forms of land- 
rial i s  important enough to repeat most of the transformation of the country into an indus- holding, especially the commune, are ways to 
article because it is already "public" and ifyou trial superpower. [H: WHO d i r e c t e d  it into a preserve order and prevent the emergence of a 
read it carefully according to the rules you superpower? T h e  "Committeen c o n t r o l s  rural proletariat. I t  i s  not a n  argument about 
have now learned-you will learn a lot about J a p a n ,  h o o k ,  line a n d  sinker!] This has  led economic rationality or efficiency, but a social 
the man who will be very important in Russia. S.F. Dergunov, one ofthe LDP's (Liberal Demo- policy of stabilization, reflecting the interests 
The Elite continue to back Yeltsin so you can cratic Party) key ideologues, to posit the fol- of the collective and state farm managers. 
have continuity of One World Government but lowing thesis regarding Russia's economic Thus the interests of the industrial and agri- 
the ones you DON'T hear about are the IM- transformation: the transitionaleconomymust cul tura l  managerial elite a re  served in 
PORTANT players in a thrust for a FREE world. operate on the basis of state programs that Zhirinovsky's state capitalism. [H: Say what?? 

Why do authors 'COPYRIGHT" information create competitive sectors, modern infrastruc- Have you ever before  heard such doublespeak 
which i s  simply public, supposedly, truth? ture and the structural transformation of the a n d  meaningless drivel? Yes,  you have...! 
Because it is NOT truth and it is not desired economy. Moreover, 'an obligatory element of CONSTANTLY AND PERPETUALLY.] 
that  any of US take the information and dis- these programs is a plan for gradual organized The LDP views capital as objectively 'anti- 
count it with REASON. COPY RIGHTS ARE curtailment and transfer of state property into national" and will use state control to limit 
THE HIGHEST FORM OF CENSORSHIP! market structures." such tendencies by controlling investments 

REGARDLESS OF WHAT AMERICA WEST For Dergunov, there are two key reasons and profits. This system of political economy 
MAY PRESENT I N  THE EARLY 50-60 JOUR- why this  program of state capitalism would would seek to exclude the possibility of for- 
NALS-NONE OF THOSE JOURNALS ARE work. First, it is true to national traditions: eign trade 'tricks" stemming from the differ- 
COPYRIGHTED! WE BEG, PLEAD AND ASK "For our country, state programs are natural." ence between internal and world prices. In 
THAT YOU COPY, DISTRIBUTE, STUDY, CON- Second, it would require minimal retraining short, this  would be a state dedicated to na- 
SIDER AND DISCUSS ANYTHING AND EV- for the industrial managers of the Communist tional self-sufficiency of a statist and milita- 
ERYTHING YOU FIND I N  EITHER THE JOUR- era. The model of state capitalism invoked rized nature: "Of course, all enterprises nec- 
NALS OR THE PAPERS. here assumes 'tough mobilization methods" essary for the functioning of the state struc- 

I s  it fair to make this statement regarding like those used in the relocation of industry in tures must be state property. For example, 
copyrights while speaking of an  article on 194 1. In th is  manner the LDP's program com- defense industry enterprises, railroads, major 
Zhirinovsky by one Jacob W. Kipp? Actually, bines the supposed benefits of Communist enterprises under the contol of republics." 
no-because we find no copyright registered enterprise managers working under state di- This position, of course, rejects the economic 
in  print on the material. The Elite WANT YOU- rection with personal enrichment through reforms of Yeltsin's democrats, which the LDP 
THE-PEOPLE TO BELIEVE THESE THINGS state-directed privatization. The program blames for bringing inflation, unemployment, 
ABOUT MR. ZHIRINOVSKY. THE JOURNAL IS promises to take privatization out ofthe hands poverty, chaos and disorder. [H: R ight  so 
MORE WIDELY READ I N  OTHER COUNTRIES of bureaucrats and put it into the hands of far--THE NEW WORLD ORDER!] By rejecting 
THAN THE U.S.A., I WOULD SURMISE, ELSE citizens. [H: S o u n d s  very  g o o d  to me.] It Communism and democratic reform and using 
WHY WRITE ON THE SUBJECT AS THE U.S.A. calls for a three-year process that converts them as scapegoats, the LDP ideologues have 
SHOULDN'T HAVE A THING TO SAY ABOUT most enterprisesinto 'self-financing" ventures, positioned themselves as saviors with no re- 
RUSSIA! a leasing arrangement with funds used to sponsibility for past failures or current prob- 

cover social programs, and financing for the lems. 
CONTINUATION: THE privatization fund run by the Russian State [H: Why d o  w e  b o t h e r  to continue this 

ZHIRINOVSKY THREAT. Part 2 Bank. In the first year, resources would be dialogue? BECAUSE THIS IS  THE CFR WE 
by Jacob W. Kipp as presented in divided evenly between the three efforts. After ARE TALKING ABOUT-"THE" BIG OLD COM- 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS, Vol. 73, No. 3: that, more would go to the privatization fund MITTEE WHO DOES THE BIDDING O F  THE 

to finance state privatization certificates on HIGHER AND MINISCULE COMMITTEES- 
[QUOTING:] which an annual  dividend would be paid. The THIS I S  THE SUBSTANCE O F  WHICH TRIL- 

ownership of such certificates would be con- LIONS O F  DOLLARS ARE POURED INTO 
STATE CAPITALISM T O  fmed to Russian citizens and Russians living "BEATING" POLITICALLY SUCH A YRASCAL" 

T H E  R E S C U E  abroad i n  order to avoid the injustice of "for- A S  ZHIRINOVSKY AT BAT. IN OTHER 
eign or shady capital" buying up  enterprises WORDS-HIT HIM WZTHTHE BALL INSTEAD 

The economic program of the Liberal Demo- cheaply. O F  PLAYING THE GAME WITH HONOR. Next  
cratic Party could be described as a return to Playing on the economic chaos created by you w i l l  find the HANDS o f  the d i r t y  crew a t  
state capitalism under the banner of a highly hyperinflation, the LDP blames declining pro- work,  the Khazarian B o l s h e v i k s  ( t h e  J e w s )  
efficient, socially oriented economy that would duction and  the collapse of many enterprises as w e  make this o l d  b o y  an ant i -Semi te .  
embrace privatization and even private prop- on the Yeltsin government's 'slavish" behav- F u n n y  thing, though, is t h a t  the J e w s  use it 
erty. But i t  is a program designed to protect ior in  the  face of the demands of the World e i t h e r  way-they f i n d  poss ib i l i ty  o f  "Jewish  
the  state structure and promote stability. Bank and the International Monetary Fund. bloodline" in this terr ible  man-and use 
State-directed Crimean War and Stalin serve The LDP's program calls for a state-regulated that against him too, in propaganda.  YOU 
as the models for building a national economy program to stimulate production by gradually ( main text continued on p.23 ) 
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SHOULD REALLY PAY ATTENTION TO THIS confine its version of the final solution to gram and saying that  his organization 
NEXT SEGMENT! I wonder  if y o u  German Zionists. Viewing the governments of the 'stands opposed to America's supremacy 
PEOPLE will e v e r  get weary of this garbage United States, France and Great Britain as in the world and seeks that Russia should 
d u m p e d  on y o u  deliberately. I t  reminds  m e  tools of international Zionism, the LDP ideo- be powerful and occupy a deserved place in 
o f  the execu t ione r  caus ing  you  to pay  for  logues want to reduce contact with those gov- the world'.") 
y o u r  o w n  execu t ion  equipment , ]  ernments. They would also accelerate the In short, the foreign policy objectives of 

emigration of Jews from Russia and reduce Zhirinovshy's movement can only be achieved 
HITLER RECONSIDERED the influence of Jews in the mass media by by overthrowing the existing world order [H: 

imposing proportional representation on such There y o u  have  it.] and undermining the 
Along with small bands of overt Russian positions. [H: I s  this bad? I t  s e e m s  to m e  position of the United States. In December, at  

fascists, such as A.P. Barkashov and the Rus- t h a t  y o u  remained  i n  a "Coldm war  s i t ua t i on  the end of the electoral campaign, Zhirinovsky 
sian National Unity movement, Zhirinovsky w i t h  Russ i a  for  YEARS because t h e y  would penned and then signed his own map of a new 
takes a revisionist view of Adolf Hitler and NOT ALLOW JEWS TO LEAVE. NOW IT IS  Europe and gave it to Rolf Gauffin, the former 
national socialism. [H: Again I a s k  you-is BAD TO ALLOW THEM, EVEN ENCOURAGE Swedish ambassador to Russia. The map 
the rev is ion is t  t h e  o n e  w h o  FIRST changed  THEM, TO GO TO WHERE THEY WISH TO shows two great powers dominating Central 
the truth f r o m  ac tua l i ty  i n  fac t  to a s t o r y  BE?] They view proportional representation and Eastern Europe. The first i s  a revived 
t h a t  s u i t s  the El i te  Khazar ians  OR is it ones as the  vehicle for maintaining Russian hege- Russian empire that reincorporates Ukraine 
w h o  t r y  to change  h i s to ry  BACK INTO THE mony in a centralized, multiethnic state. [H: and Belarus. The second is a Grossdeutschland 
TRUTH O F  THE HAPPENINGS? UNTIL YOU Please n o t e  t h a t  t h e  au thor ,  J a c o b  W. Kipp that includes Austria, Bohemia-Moravia and 
KNOW THE DIFFERENCE-YOU ARE RE- IS a Khazarian Zionist  Jew-regardless of Poland's western territories. Poland would be 
MAINING PEOPLE O F  THE LIE. Do YOU w h a t  h e  will tell you!] compensated by getting the Lvov region back 
know a n y t h i n g  abou t  A.P. Barkashov? Have In seeking to create a n  alliance motivated from Ukraine. Slovakia would go to Russia. 
YOU ever  heard  of  A.P. Barkashov-how about  by anti-Zionism, the LDP ideologues look to Russia would give u p  Kaliningrad to Germany 
Aleis ter  Crowley? Anybody heard  of  Aleister capitalist countries that have retained a gov- and be compensated by getting back the Baltic 
Crowley? H e  is one of  t h e  m o s t  impor t an t  ernment with a 'national," as opposed to cos- states, except for Tallinn, which would be 
p a r t i e s  y o u  will EVER h e a r  of-if you eve r  mopolitan, character. Not surprisingly, this turned into a city-state 'like Luxembourg or 
do. Do y o u  see how someone  can p re sen t  leads to a rather ahistorical interpretation of Lichtenstein." Lithuaniawould disappear and 
s o m e t h i n g  in au tho r i t y  a n d  y o u  jus t  go contemporary Germanand Japanese societies be replaced by a special zone around Kaunas, 
a long  w i t h  it-as if? Well, Aleister Crowley and a search for nationalist allies in those its capital during the interwar years. Yugosla- 
IS-I d o n ' t  k n o w  m u c h  a b o u t  a A.P. societies. Igor Minimwrites: via would be partitioned between Croats and 
Barkashov  a n d  a lmos t  NONE of  you  know We are speaking first of all about Japan Serbs. Zhirinovsky would sanction the cre- 
a n y t h i n g  a b o u t  e i t h e r  one so you  a r e  easi ly  and  Germany. Everyone knows the patrio- ation of a 'Greater Bulgaria," which would 
k e p t  t h e  fool a n d  ignorant--or a t  t h e  least, tism and faithfulness to national values of include Macedonia and Thrace. Romania, it 
t o u t i n g  t h e  i nco r r ec t  s t o r y  while  becoming the Japanese people. The Japanese govern- would appear, i s  to gain a t  Moldova's expense. 
a 'revisionist".] While noting that some of ment maximally, to that degree allowed by [H: Do I agree w i th  s u c h  ant ics?  Of 
Hitler's "extreme" measures did harm Ger- capitalism, has used the features of Japa- course  NOT. Every man,  woman a n d  child 
mans, Zhirinovsky concludes that 'in general, nese national character and in its turn has m u s t  have sovereignty AND THEN, EVERY 
his  ideology does not contain anything nega- adapted to them as much as possible. Now STATE MUST HAVE SOVEREIGNTY AND 
tive in itself." [H: N o  idea,  ideal  or ideology it feeds off the fruits of its correct strategy. EVERY 'OTHERu STATE, NATION OR EM- 
c o n t a i n s  o n e  iota of  power, negat ive or posi- Germany has  had a different fate. It i s  PIRE HAS TO STOP GOBBLING UP, DIVID- 
tive-UNTIL ACTED UPON!] Ideologues of located in the very center of Europe and ING UP AND KILLING OFF THAT WHICH IS  
the Liberal Democratic Party have gone fur- that means in the very epicenter of subjec- NOT HIS TO DIVIDE. IT WOULD SEEM THAT 
ther in  claiming ties to Nazi German and Hitler. tive anti-nationalist forces and, as a con- AS LONG AS THERE IS  MAN-HE WILL DE- 
LDP theorist Igor Minin has  said that national sequence, 150 years of its history have STROY, ENSLAVE AND PRONOUNCE HIS 
socialists form the 'third force" in Russian taken place under the influence of the OWN EVIL UPON ALL OTHERS. NO, I CER- 
politics between communists and democrats, continual struggle of the German nation TAINLY DO NOT AGREE WITH ANY O F  THE 
both of which have discredited themselves by against these influences. We will not dis- MEASURESOUTLINED-uTHATw, HOWEVER, 
their hostility to the national idea. 'The true cuss  the details of this struggle or the DOES NOT MAKE MR. ZHIRIAOVSKY THAT 
carrier of the ideals of national socialism is the mistakes made by the Germans. What is O F  WHICH HE IS  ACCUSED BY JACOB KIPP.] 
national-patriotic movement," of which the important is that this struggle did not end Race figures prominently in LDP foreign 
Liberal Democratic Party will assume leader- with the unification of the German states policy. LDP ideologues speak of the yellowing, 
ship. In this  fashion Zhirinovsky's party in- but  entered a new phase. reddening and blackening of the world's popu- 
tends to co-opt and militarize the Russian National socialism supports the maxi- lation and even use the metaphor of a white 
right. The national-patriotic movement will mum widening of cooperation with the most Fay Wray in the hands of King Kong to de- 
require its own paramilitary formations, called nationalist governments, in  particular Ja- scribe the threat facing the white race. To 
the druzhina (guard) and organized into 'agi- pan and Germany. Only this  cooperation avoid such afate and preserve the white race's 
tation and propaganda groups" and 'protec- can bring good to our nation and help in civilization, 'which gives more than it receives,' 
tion-assault groups" for street operations dur- the matter of constructing a national gov- the LDP would challenge the dominant cosmo- 
ing electoral campaigns. These groups are to ernment.  (Author's footnote: Minin, politan order represented by the United States. 
be organizedbydistrict, blockandfactoryand be 'Teoreticheskie osnovy nats ional-  [H: Read t h a t  again-l Do you  think this is 
composed of "10 to 15 persons, including one or sotsializma." 'German radical right par- a s t a t e m e n t  by  a bigoted Zhirinovsky or 
two experienced activists, and several military." ties share this view of the world. Gerhard p lan t ing  o f  poison hemlock  seedm by one 

Anti-Semitism is a n  organizing tool for Frey of the German People's Union at- J a c o b  Kipp?] In its place, the LDP wants an 
Zhirinovsky as it was for Hitler. At home it tended the Third Congress of the LDP and international order of "parallel civilizations", 
results in the LDP's persistent caricature of i s  quoted in the LDP newspaper, Liberal, as the development of each being directed by a 
former Finance Minister Gaidar as Yeltsin's speaking with admiration of the LDP's pro- dominant regional power. 
'ideological Jerd .  Gaidar the democrat be- 1;m~ 8 mllfn 
came Gaidar the thief, the court Jew, using his  
position for personal gain. Abroad, the LDP * 
seeks to build connections through a n  inter- . . 
national anti-Semitic alliance. The chief source 
of anti-national forces is Zionism. Minin has  
asserted that 'Zionism h a s  as i ts  final goal the 
establishment of the economic and political 
supremacy of Jewry in  all the leading coun- 
tries of the world and is a direct result of the 
basic features of the national character of the 
Jewish people." The LDP claims that  it will o 1094 NU. Inc. T~AVES 5-  2 o 
practice a 'humane" policy toward Jews and E-M~I: F M ~ E  BO~TBAOL.CW 
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IT HAS BEEN MADE SURE THAT 
THE RULING CLASS OF PEOPLE IN 
YOUR U.S.A.-ARE IN THE COUNCIL 
ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, WHICH 
TAKES I T S  ORDERS FROM THE BAS- 
TARDS SET TO RULE THE WORLD- 
A N D  YOU SIT AND HONOR THE 
NERDS FOR THEIR HONORABLE PAR- 
TICIPATION IN SUCH A CLUB, MAY 
COD HAVE MERCY! 

Zhirinovsky predicts the United States will candidates were listed as  military servicemen someth ing-because  you cer ta in ly  cannot 
collapse because of the internal contradic- or members of the Ministry of Internal Affairs. just h a v e  c h u r c h e s  a n d  patr io t i c  l e a d e n .  If 
tions stemming from its cosmopolitan charac- While some other parties recruited star candi- you can't see w h a t  t h i s  wri ter  a n d  this 
ter. [H: I f  not stemmed-IT WILL!] This datesfrom among the establishedrnilitary leader- wri t ing  is about ,  then I t h i n k  w e  m a y  a s  w e l l  
crisis will force a weak and divided America to ship, the LDP chose mid-level officers, the strata s t o p  trying to u n d e r s t a n d  t h e  TRUTH.] 
give u p  i ts  leading role in defending the cur- that the LDP hadidentifiedas the military's center The difficulty of containing threats such a s  
rent world order and lead it to adopt its own of gravity. [H: Superb obsemation.] t hose  posed by Zhirinovsky h a s  been  
version of the final thrust to the south, bring- The LDP's efforts in the military paid off in poignantly captured by the Polish writer Adam 
ing Latin America under its authority. [H: the December elections for parliament. Presi- Michnik: 
Want to try to r e p e a t  o r  e x p l a i n  t h a t  one?] dent Yeltsin attributed one-third of the vote 

within the military to the LDP. At a press Today Russia stands before a dra- 
[END QUOTING FOR THIS SEGMENT] conference he said, "We are worried about this matic dilemma, to which no one has  yet 

and appropriate measures have been taken." given a reasonable answer. What is  
6 / 1 1 / 9 4  #2 HATONN These measures included a shake-up of the better: Disrupt the rules of democracy 

military leadership. The significance of these and chase out the totalitarian parties 
CONTINUATION: THE ZHIRINOVSKY developments for Russian political stability while they are still sufficiently weak? 

THREAT, Part 3 should not be underestimated. Zhirinovsky Or respect the democratic order and 
by Jacob W. Kipp as presented in and the LDP have penetrated the army from open to these parties the road to power? 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS, Vol. 73, No. 3: below to mount a challenge to the president's Russia, burdened with a young, 

authority as commander in chief. weak democracy and staggering eco- 
THE ARMY TO nomic and social problems, does not 
THE RESCUE THE CHARISMA FACTOR have the capacity to resolve Michnik's 

"dramatic dilemma" alone. Nor does it 
H: BETTER PAY ATTENTION! THEY HAVE While the ideology and program of the Lib- stand alone as a potential victim of the 

CAPABILITY AND A "LOT" O F  NIFTY LITTLE eral Democratic Party are important guides to Zhirinovsky threat. 
ALIENS A S  WELL. the popular appeal and intentions of the LDP, 

Zhirinovsky as a leader and symbol has  much [END OF QUOTING] 
[QUOTING:] to do with the movement's success. There is 

no shortage of radical Red-Brown opponents Readers,  if t h i s  l a s t  paragraph doesn't  
Zhirinovsky views the army as a potential to Yeltsin, but Zhirinovsky has  been able to s c a r e  you to death-nothing can. T h e s e  are  

ally in  restoring order if it can be won over to steal their thunder and emerge as the undis- the f o u n d a t i o n s  u p o n  w h i c h  ALL LAW, LEG- 
the LDP. "I see such a Russia: she will have puted voice of the opposition. [H: Yes ,  a n d  ISLATION, WARS, FOREIGN ASSISTANCE 
the most powerful army in the world, strategic that I S  IN SPITE of b e i n g  re fused  any MEDIA FOR YOUR OWN ENEMIES, ETC., I S  BASED! 
rocke t  forces,  ou r  r e c o g n i t i o n  o r  IT HAS BEEN MADE SURE THAT THE RUL- 
missiles with multiple 
warheads. Our space 
combat platforms [H: 
C O S M O S P H E R E S ] ,  
our spaceship Buran 
and our Energiya mis- 
siles-this will be the 
missile SHIELD of the 
country." 

Zhirinovsky's ap- 
proach to winning 
over the army is to 
mobilize the nation 
around a shared im- 
age of a 'foreign en- 

time--AT ALL.] He ING CLASS O F  PEOPLE IN YOUR U.8.A.- 
cultivates the clown ARE IN THE COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELA- 
image to attract me- TIONS, WHICH TAKES ITS ORDERS FROM 
dia attention, which THE BASTARDS SET TO RULE THE WORLD- 
he skillfully uses to AND YOU S I T  AND HONOR THE NERDS FOR 
his own ends. In an THEIR HONORABLE PARTICIPATIOA IA 
age of sound bites and SUCH A CLUB. MAY GOD HAVE MERCY! 
shallow coverage, he Is  this not all alot like the movie, Schindler's 
is a powerful orator List? How? Well that movie I S  TAKEN FROM 
who speaks simply A FICTIONAL NOVEL-IT IS  NOT A DOCU- 
and persuasively to MENTARY. I note, however, that it immedi- 
his constituency. [H: ately became not only a Zionist version of 
You patr io t s  w h o  are  "truth" but  a demand is now afoot and being 
only discounted,  dis-  enacted to CAUSE EVERY SCHOOLCHILD TO 
a l lowedhear ing ,d i s -  HAVE THIS 'HISTORY" SHOWN I N  HIS 

emf. For all practi- a l l o w e d  j u d i c i a l  SCHOOLROOM AS PART OF HIS HISTORY 
cal purposes the enemies are the United States h e a r i n g  a n d  thus a n d  so-probably s h o u l d  LESSONS! IN OTHER WORDS, READERS, AS 
as a power and ZIONISM as an  ideology. He i s  take lessons b e c a u s e  you h a v e  it every b i t  as YOU ARE CAUSED BY LAW TO TAKE OUT ALL 
holding out  future glories to the army through bad  as it possibly could be in Russia-the TRADITIONAL REFERENCE TO 'CHRISTIANm 
which i t  will be reborn. At the LDP's Third suppression of all FREEDOM-HAS STARTED FROM YOUR SCHOOLS-YOU ARE NOW OR- 
Congress, many speakers addressed the mili- AND WILL CIRCLE RIGHT BACK TO GOOD OLD DERED BY LAW TO SHOW SOMETHING THAT 
tary and i t s  fate. The LDP set out to use the U.S.A.] IS ADMITTEDLY TOTALLY FICTIONAL TO 
politicization of the military to i ts  own ends, Zhirinovsky's propagandists present him YOUR CHILDREN. EVEN THE 'JEWS" ARE 
seeking to discredit the government and the as a man of the people, who understands their MAD-AS-HELL and are trying to do something 
current military leadership. I t  played on the suffering and  longing. As a Russian in  about it-but to come against the World Zion- 
loss of prestige felt by the officer corps. K.N. Kazakhstan he found his path blocked by what ist Organization, The Jewish Leagues, the 
Popov, a spokesman for the military in  the he called 'colonialism in  reverse", so he  had to Politocrat One Worlders, ADL B'nai B'rith and 
LDP, talked about the collapse of discipline, develop his  skills as a fighter and expend his  a Zionists-controlledCongre~whatprayerdoes 
tanks rusting in Siberia, warships that were energy in the process of entering into the a little group of non-recognized 'Jews" have? 
not seaworthy and planes that could not fly. political arena. He i s  depicted as the con- That movie was done with managed decep- 
He criticized the current military commanders tinual victim of distorted press reports: un- tion utilizing a hand-held  camera technique 
as mere businessmen. The only hope, he founded charges that he i s  a fascist, commu- a n d  filmed in black a n d  white-TO GIVE IT 
argued, was to spread the party's ideas among nist, drug abuser or KGB spy. Reading this A "FEEL" O F  A WARTIME DOCUMENTARY. 
the 'mid-level officer corps, where many are propaganda, one is struck by the utter naivete People, you are feasting on hog-swill as is 
sympathetic to our  ideas." The party's propa- of these representations and by his calculated dished out to you by the Elite perpetrators. 
gandists were instructed to take their mes- image as a cult figure, whose power and ap- Why don't you stop apologizing for yourselves 
sage into the barracks and academies to gain peal are vested in the masses themselves, who and stop this insane madness? You don't take 
support against a compromised military lead- see in him the embodiment of their collective u p  ARMS-you take up  your pen and TRUTH- 
ership. The implications of this position were experience. [H: Doesn't  that s o u n d  EXACTLY and bring it forth for the world to see. The evil- 
made clear in another speech, when a naval like a n  Ant i -Defamat ion League B'nai B'rith mongers CANNOT BEAR TRUTH! THEY ARE 
officer spoke of the party's efforts to organize use of insightful terms? Cult  figure? Be- THE LIE AND CANNOT SURVIVE I N  THE PRES- 
its own detachments within the armed forces. c a u s e  Washington (George) s a i d  things about  ENCE OF LIGHTED TRUTH-THEIR PLACES 

In the election campaign for parliament f reedom a n d  nation-was he a "cult" leader? ARE I N  THE DECEIT PITS OF LIES. I DO NOT 
the LDP, more than any other party, recruited Perhaps  Amer ican  Patr iots  might d o  w e l l  to 'ASK" YOU TO BELIEVE ME-GO GET THE 
candidates from the military-a total of ten  b e c o m e  a cult-but d o  it one b y  one o r  PROOF-IT ABOUNDS ABOUT YOU. 
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Dr. Peter Beter On The Subject Of 
Deaths Brought To "Life 99 

6/11/9412 HATONN Tape No: 

While we are at 'lies", I am accused of 42 Nelson A. Rockefeller-shot in head. 
lying, deceptive practices and outright thiev- 1-26-79 
ery of stories and information. HowcanTRUTH 
be thefted? However, if you desire a bit of 43 & 44 David Rockefeller-shot. 2-9-79 
thought-provoking information-go for the 
'gusto" readers. The TRUTH was coming forth 43 & 44 Laurance Rockefeller-shot in nape 
from one Peter Beter before the 'big boys" of neck. 2- 17-79 
threatened to kill his family and finally did get 
him. 38 John D. Rockefeller 111-33 auto 

I tell you there a re  'doubles" and accident. ? 
'robotoids", 'aliens" and Elite rulers? Yes 
indeed! Now they are all AMONG you and head 44 Dr. John Knowles-shot in head. 
up  some of the neatest and meanest and most 3- 6-79 
powerful committees on your planet. 

Oh, but I said Mr. Kissinger 'just isn't his 43 Hugh Morrow-shot between the 
original selfl"?? Yes I did. Henry and Nancy eyes. 2- 13-79 
Kissinger were killed in a mid-air explosion 
over the Atlantic ocean on February 5, 1979. 39 Pope John Paul I-shot in back of 
So WHO is that natty ruler of nations running neck. 10- 13-78 
about looking like Henry Kissinger? Indeed, 
World, you have some REAL problems. 41 Pope John Paul 11-poisoned. 

Want a taste of others who ARENT WHAT 1 1-20-78 
THEY 'SEEM" TO BE? A nice person has 
bothered to take documents, research and 43 Megan Ruth Marshack-shot in fore 
historical information and offer the following. head. 2-8-79 

This person just couldn't believe what his 
eyes and ears were telling him so he went and 43 8a 44 Ponchita Pearce-shot in head. 
investigated-moreover, he shares a few (Date missing) 
'death" dates with u s  and I would like to share 
the information with you-just as it appears 46 Zbigniew Brzezinski-died in crash 
here. If, further, you wish the full information of Air Force 11: 4-20-79 
on things from aliens, shuttle take-outs, 
planned nuclear wars, etc., I suggest you get 46 W. Michael Blumenthal deaded 
Dr. Beter's information. He got a whole lot of 5- 13-79 
it directly from insiders-and ALIENS who 
KNEW. 46 Harold Brown deaded 5-13-79 

If you still CANT BELIEVE-I suggest you 
go back and read about Montauk, Monarch, 46 James Schlesinger deaded 
MK-Ultra, The Phoenix Project in Vietnam, 5-13-79 
Blue Beam and other 'cute" operations 
whereby there is  total genetic, DNA alter- 46 Pres. Carter-shot between eyes on 
ations, alien (as in 'space") sellouts by your 4-21-79 in Plains, Ga. died in 
Government and on and on. It will certainly Bethesda Naval Hosp. 4-22-79 
cause you, I HOPE, to question just WHO 
MIGHT BE PULLING STRINGS IF SO MANY OF 46 Rosalynn Carter-shot between eyes 
THE RECOGNIZED PLAYERS ARE DUPLI- while under heavy sedation at 
CATES. THERE LS SOMEONE PULLING THE WhiteHouse. 4-22-79 
PUPPET-STRINGS, GOOD FRIENDS-EVERY 
TIME. 46 Walter Mondale-shot in forehead. 

4-20-79 - -  . -  

ANONYMOUS CORRESPONDENCE 
[H: I don't blame hlm.] 44 Henry 86 Nancy Kissinreer killed in 

[QUOTING:] 

The pabulum of the major media, T.V. and 
radio is  certainly avery poor version of honest 
reporting and actually amounts to a form of 
traitorism for the citizens of this Republic. 

J u s t  who . i s  'minding the store" these 
days? 

From Dr. Peter Beter's audio tapes I have 
learned the following of which not a line has  
been in the newspapers or broadcast to my 
knowledge. If Dr. Beter is  telling lies WHY 
HASN'T SOMEONE COME FORTH TO DE- 
CRY THEM? 

mid-& explos~on over Ktlantic ocean. 
2-5-79 (Soon after giving a moving 
eulogy for Nelson Rockefeller.) 

33 Leonid Brezhnev-died and replaced. 
1- 19-78 

Cyrus Vance 4-'79 

Anwar Sadat 4-'79 

Menachem Begin 4-79 

Dr. Beter: 
Most of the above have been replaced by 

some human doubles and lately by 'Russian 
Robotoids". See: Tape #47, of June 1979. 

Our base on the Moon was wiped out by the 
Russians on 9-27-77 and they made their 1st 
Moon landing on 10- 16-77 (Letter 42). Charged 
particle beam weapons now are operational 
from many bases. Cosmospheres are used. 
Re: DOUBLES, ROBOTOIDS AND REPLICAS, 
SEE Phoenix Journal Express, Feb. 1, 1991, 
pages 14 and 15. 

The regeneration of Robotoids is done at  
Camp David. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Camp David is NOT, BY A LONG WAY, the 
only place where there is robotic regeneration. 
A lot of set-up is  taken at Bethesda Naval 
Hospital and many other 'ports". It is  simply 
that Camp David is  SO OBVIOUS I DONT SEE 
HOW ANY OF YOU CAN MISS IT. Even Andy 
Rooney (last Sunday's 60 Minutes) tried to get 
in, get pictures or even just talk to somebody 
about Camp David. He ended up being the one 
under interrogation and all but got arrested. 
It still isn't a s  good as Area 51 and a few other 
prime vortex centers. Citizens-you are still 
living, mentally, in the DARK AGES! It is  truly 
sad to witness. 

I think you need a lunch-break, Dharma, 
before we go on. I think we need a rest 
because I think the audience may not be ready 
for-nor do you have the stamina to speak 
on- things like duplication, DNA-reproduced 
cloning, surface-barrier transistors and the 
like. This is so much more interesting and 
entertaining than simple old transistors, is it 
not, Dr. Young? Salu. 
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A Resounding 
99 "NO! TO The UmNm 

A.P.F.N. Fax Network defend this nation against insurrection or foreign 
June  9 ,  1994 invasion, not promote an agenda for some 'new 

Oklahoma State Representative John Monks world order'." No one disagreed; it passed on a 
is  more than just a bit upset with the direction the voice vote without any dissent. 
President and Congress have taken with regard to -William F. Jaspisk 
placing America's armed forces a t  the disposal of 
the United Nations. As a veteran with 30 years of Resolution of the House of 
service in active and reserve status with the U.S. Representatives 
Army, he is angered and alarmed by the deploy- of the State of Oklahoma 
ment of U.S. troops throughout the world for the 
furtherance of U.N. objectives and in service of a WHEREAS, President Clinton has affirmed that 
'new world order." As a senior State Legislator he his foreign policy regarding the deployment of the 

- 
form of global government (see below). The doci- sion; and 

- 

ment will be  resented to the clerk of the U.S. WHEREAS. the United States is a n  i n d e ~ e n -  I 11 

decided he  had not only the opportunity but the United s ta tes  military forces under the authority 
duty to do something about it. of the United Nations will bear little change from 

On March 28th, the Oklahoma House of Repre- that of his predecessor; and 
sentatives adopted Resolution No. 1047 by Repre- WHEREAS, the constitutional role of the United 
sentative Monks memorializing Congress to cease States military is to protect the life, liberty and 
funding and  engaging in any UN military activities property of United States citizens and to defend 
and to cease support of the establishment of any our nation against insurrection or foreign inva- 

House of ~ e h e s e n t a t i v e s ,  the secretary of the dent sovereign nation and not a tributary oi the GATHERED TOGETHER 
U.S. Senate, and each member of the Oklahoma United Nations; and 

Jack Schaefer 
Plus the latest alternative therapies 

for AIDS and CANCER 

The most complctt and shocking rcoord of political, 
social, and scientific data on AIDS ewr! 

congressional delegation. Monks knows that  the 
resolution has  no binding authority, but  told The 
New American he believes actions like this are 
necessary to let the politicians in Washington 
know that  'there is no popular support for these 
UN military operations and,  in fact, considerable 
opposition to our growing involvement in them." 

With 24 years in office, John Monks is one of 
the 'deans" of the State Legislature: only one 
other current member of the 101-member House 
has  served a s  long. A democrat, he represents 

WHEREAS, there is no popular support for the 
establishment of a 'new world ordern or world 
sovereignty of any kind either under the United 
Nations or under any world body in any form of 
global government; and 

WHEREAS, global government would mean 
the destruction of our Constitution and corrup- 
tion of the  spirit of the Declaration of Indepen- 
dence, our freedom, and our way of life. 

Now, therefore, be it resolved by the House of 
Representatives of the 2nd session of the 44th 

The deadly scientific facts about 
condoms and saliva. The incredible rate of 
HIV itzfection among many high school stu- 
dents, The real dangers in: hospitals, medi- 
cal and dental offices. the blood supply, 
restaurants, schools, tanning beds, gyms, 
pools, public restrooms, insects, hospitals, 
and hotels. How a negative AlDS test can 
mean nothing.. .for years. 

Muskogee ('where even squares can have a ball") ~ k l a h o m a  Legislature: 
and rural, small-town, eastern Oklahoma. He is That the United States C o n ~ r e s s  is hereby 111 The truth about political cover-up and 111 

can Legion. 
Monks said h e  didn't find any opposition to the 

measure and very quickly signed on 45 co-spon- 
sors. 'It fit pretty much with the current mood 
here concerning the federal government," he said, 
noting that  the Legislature had just voted down a 
mandatory motorcycle helmet law for adults, even 
thouah Washinnton had threatened to cut off $2 

- 
chairman of the veterans Affairs Committee and memorialized to: . 
an active member of the Disabled American Veter- 1. Cease the appropriation of United States 
ans,  the Veterans of Foreign Wars, and the Ameri- funds for any military activity not authorized by 

Congress; 
2. Cease engagement in any military activity 

under the  authority of the United Nations or any 
world body; 

3. Cease the rendering of aid to any activity or 
engagement under the jurisdiction of the United 
Nations or any world body; and 

4. Cease anv suuuort for the establishment of 
million in fedecal highway funds if it did so. 'I a 'new world ord> or to any form of global 
think a lot of people and a lot of State Legislators government. 
around the country are getting sick of this kind of That the United States Congress is hereby 
blackmail and all of.these federal mandates," he said. memorialized to refrain from taking any further 

In introducing the resolution, Monks told The steps toward the economic or political merger of 
New American, 'I simply explained that the pur- the United States into a world body or any form of 
pose of the  United States military is to protect the world government. 
life, liberty, and property of U.S. citizens and to THE NEW AMERICAN1 MAY 2, 1994 

THAT THING REALLY SHOULD 

the major AIDS propaganda - and 
disinformation campaign, Incredible evi- 
dence about the origins of the AIDS virus, I 
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BULLETIN! !! PRESS RELEASE BULLETIN! ! ! mit, Morresville; Alabama: North Port, 
Tuscaloosa, Birmingham; Tennessee: 
Antioch, Hermitage, Nashville, Bristol; 
Texas: Conroe, Odessa, Tijerina Odessa, 

AMERICANS Houston, Leander, McAllen, Abilene, 
Garland, Austin, Mathis, Midland, Forth 
Worth, Fredericksburg, El Paso, Ft. 

TAKE ON THE Worth; South Carolina: Leesville, Greer, 
Columbia; Iowa: Rigsby, Whitmore, 
Hyden ~ a k e s ;  ~ebraska:  Lincoln; 

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE Florida: Jupiter, Tampa, Atlantic Beach, 
Orlando, Punta Gorda, Taverner, Royal 
Palm Beach, Coral Springs, Valrico, 
Jensen Beach, South Miami, St. Peters- 
burg, Palm Harbor, Boynton Beach, 

On April 2 1, 1994, a Class Action Com- Defendants. Islamorada; Arizona: Chandler, Apache 
plaint representative of all Americans Plaintiffs, for themselves and all other Junction, Phoenix; Washington: Yelm, 

was members of the class hereinafter de- Spokane, Tacoma; Virginia: Annandale, 
filed in: scribed or persons similarly situated, Powhatan, Ports ~ o u t h ,  Norfolk; Okla- 

The United States District Court allege: homa: Dewey, Edmond, Ponca City, 
District of Utah, Central Division Tulsa;  Kentucky: Covington, Ft .  

I. - Mitchell, Versailles, Lexington, Ashland; 
Case No 94-C-427-S Massachusetts: Sheffield, No. Hamp- 

The jurisdiction of this court arises ton, Westfield, West Springs; New H-p- 
by Paul J. Young, Attorney at Law under 28 USCSections 1331, 1332(a)(l), shire: Merrimack; Illinois: Breese, 

And is known as  1346(a), 5 USC Section 702, Article 111 Godfrey; Wyoming: Rawlings, Big Piney; 
Albert Carter Et Al. Section 2 of the United States Constitu- Kansas: Bucyrus, Oris, Ness City, South 

V s  tion. Haven; New Mexico, Fairview; New Jer- 
The Internal Revenue Service Et Al. sey: Pt. Murray, Ft. Wayne, Sommerville, 

11. - Lincroft; Alaska: Houston, Sterling, An- 
Over Four-Hundred Americans from chorage, Douglas; Montana: Fairview, 

all fifty States who are representative of The named plaintiffs are residents of Chester, Great Falls; Wiscondn: Neosho, 
all the people who have been injured, the following Cities and States: Birnamwood, Nelsonville, Amherst; West 
filed the Class Action for Declaratory Virginia: Bridgeport; North Carolina: 
relief contesting the fraudulent acts, California: El Cajon, Rock Valley, Asheville, Charlotte; Georgia: Atlanta, 
behavioral misconduct, and the misuse Long Beach, San Jose, Arroyo Grande, Alpharetta, Calhoun; New York: Roch- 
of procedure in violation of Americans' Clayton, Marina Del Rey, Sacramento, ester, East Northport; Oregon: Ontario, 
Statutory Constitutional rights by Agents Los Angeles, Fullerton, San Diego, Castro Roseburg; Minnesota: Maplewood, 
of the IRS. Valley, Riverside, Visalia, Oceanside, Hopkins, Maple Grove; Nevada: Fallon; 

ALL AMERICANS who feel they have Ventura, Chula Vista, Santa Barbara, Maine: Westbrook, Fryeburg, Old Or- 
been injured or suffered economic loss Big Sur, Laguna Beach, Santa Rosa, chard Beach; New Mexico: Farmington, 
in any way by the acts of any agents or Sonoma, Hemet, Gardena, Jamul, Red- Santa Fe; Missouri: Rayton, Kansas City. 
the IRS are invited to take part. You may wood City, Paradise, Bethel, Borrego 
join this class action law suit  by sending Springs, Castro Valley, Bella Vista; Indi- - 111. 
your name and a minimum legal fee ana: Franklin, South Bend, Ft. Wayne, 
contribution of $100 to the American Goshen, Elkhart, Idianapolis, Geneva, The Defendants are those whose duty 
Institute for the Republic (Make your Chesterfield, Kendallville, Marion; Ohio: it is to manage and direct the tax laws of 
check out to AIR) and mail to: Woster, North Royalton, Cuy. Falls, the United States of America and whose 

AIR Orrville, Westchester, Hamilton, Rich- actions are controlled by statute and the 
60 East 100 South, Suite 201 znond Heights, Badfield, Bedford Hts., United States Constitution and include, 

Provo, Utah 84606 Maple Hts. ,  Ironton, Tallmadge, the agency itself the Internal Revenue 
For more information, please call: Cincinatti, Logan, Gambler, Toledo, Co- Service, the Commissioner of the Inter- 

80 1-377-0570 lumbus,  Pioneer, Youngstown, Mt. nal Revenue Service, District Directors, 
*** Vernon, Cedarville, Royalton, Marysville, and all delegated agents with authority 

Paul J. Young, #4701 Lancas ter ,  Canal  Winchester ,  under the Internal Revenue Code to offi- 
Attorney At Law W apakonela ;  Utah: Orem, Provo, ciate in the proper administration of the 
197 South Main Street Riverton, Salt Lake City, American Fork, laws of the United States. 
Springville, UT 84663 Spanish Fork, Pleasant Grove, Hyrum, 
(80 1) 489-6925 Sandy, Roosevelt, St. George, Springville, - IV. 
FAX (80 1)489- 11 16 West Valley City, Manti, Miner, Midvale, 

Price, Bountiful, Vernal, Wellington, This action was brought by the plain- 
In the United States District Court Ogden, Hooper; Michigan: Rodney, tiffs as a class action, on their own 
District of Utah, Central Division Bellaire, Belding, Clare, Bryon, Saginaw, behalf and on behalf of all others simi- 

Gailsburg, Clarkston, Bridgeport, Pigeon, larly situated, under the provisions of 
Complaint-Class Action Temperance;  Colorado: Colorado Rules 23(a) and 23(b)(I),(2), and (3) of the 

(Declaratory Relief) Springs, Denver, Evergreen, Englewood, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, for 
Case No. 94-C-427-S Boulder, Westmore, Littleton; Pennsyl- declaratory relief pursuant to 5 USC 702 

vania: Bulger, Meadville, Pittsburg, under which no monetary relief is sought 
Several hundred Plaintiffs listed (not Claysville, Monongahela, Allentown, Her- however the case in controversy could 

included here), mitage, Library; North Carolina: Greens- impact on millions of dollars, and relief 
Vs.  boro, Yodkinville, Apex, Fairview, incident and subordinate thereto, in- 

The Internal Revenue Service, Com- Oakridge, New Hill, Garner,  Cory, cluding costs and attorneys' fees. This 
missioner of the IRS, District Direc- Rosman, Gastonia, Charlotte, Winston- action seeks declaratory relief in the 
tors, and all other delegated agents, Salem, IndianTrail, Taylors, Brown Sum- form of a declaration by this court as to 
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the proper administration of specific stat- relief sought herein. There is no conflict vacy, right to due process, and right to 
utes so a s  to cause the defendants, who as  between any individual named plain- equal protection under the laws are hon- 
for lack of communication with the plain- tiff and other members of the class with ored and respected. There has devel- 
tiff, have in many cases refused to obey respect to this action, or with respect to oped a certain frustration between the 
and have ignored the strict guidelines of claims for relief herein set forth. body of taxpayers as  represented by the 
the statutes and the Constitution. plaintiffs and the agency which is charged 

IX. - with collecting the taxes. This suit does 
v. - not attack the rightness or fairness of 

The named plaintiffs are the repre- any tax nor the right of the government 
The class so represented by plaintiffs sentative parties for the class, and are to collect it. What it does attack however 

in this action, and of which plaintiffs are able to, and will, fairly and adequately is the behavior and conduct of the IRS 
themselves members, consists of any protect the interests of the class. The and its agents in how this collection is 
and all Americans who have experienced attorneys for the plaintiffs are experi- being accomplished. In the subsequent 
abuse by the Internal Revenue Service enced and capable in litigation in the counts the plaintiffs will refer to specific 
and/or its agents. More particularly field of Constitutional law, taxation and incidents where communications and 
from actions which have been inconsis- civil rights and have successfully repre- conduct between the IRS and plaintiffs 
tent with the strict letter of the law and sented claimants in other litigations of has broken down. This has resulted in 
its fair and just operation as  indicated this nature. Of the attorneys designed abuses by the IRS, which under the color 
by the intent of Congress and the record as  counsel for plaintiffs Paul J. Young of law and the authority which its agents 
of their proceedings. This is not a case will actively conduct and be responsible control, has been able to extract rev- 
against the fair collection of taxes and for plaintiffs' case herein. enues in ways which plaintiffs allege 
the honoring of the laws as established. were not intended by Congress. A s  such, 
This is not a suit to prohibit the collec- X. upon presentation of specific facts and 
tion of taxes as  prohibited under 26 USC evidence, plaintiffs seek a declaratory 
742 1 (Anti-Injunction Act). This is not This action is properly maintained as  judgment from this court that the law is 
an action regarding taxes thus preclud- a class action inasmuch a s  the defen- to be followed as it appears on its face 
ing 28 USC Section 220 1 which does not dants herein, all of whom oppose the and that deviations are unauthorized. 
apply. It is a non-monetary action (5 class, have acted or refused to act, as  
USC 702) to seek declaratory relief from hereinafter more specifically alleged, on THIRD COUNT 
the District Court with regards to the grounds which are applicable to the class, 
procedure, conduct and behavior of the and have by reason of such conduct, That pursuant to 26 USC Section 
IRS, its Commissioner, Directors and made appropriate final injunctive relief 6331 there is a correct method to levy 
delegated agents. or corresponding declaratory relief with against property and that to do so ac- 

respect to the entire class, as sought in cording to paragraph (d) of that section 
VI. - this action. requires proper notice to be given. The 

notice required prior to levy must meet 
The exact number of members of the FIRST COUNT the requirements of (d) (2) through (4) 

class, as herein above identified and including in particular subparts (4) (A) 
described, is not known, but is esti- In 1993 the Government Accounting through (F). Among other things prior to 
mated that there are not less than 20,000 Office (hereinafter GAO) concluded its own property being levied upon the property 
members and could number in the mil- audit of the Internal Revenue Service (here- owner/ taxpayer must be given the no- 
lions. The class is so numerous that inafter IRS). The results of that audit were tice that he could execute an installment 
joinder of individual members herein is published to Congress and made a part of agreement under 26 USC Section 6159. 
impracticable. the record thereof. Pursuant to that record Also under subpart (C) an administra- 

it was discovered that the audit was not tive appeals may be made available to 
VII. - complete. The reason given was that the the taxpayer 'with respect to such levy 

systems of the IRS were not fully opera- and salew. Plaintiffs allege that rarely 
There are common questions of law tional and for that reason only approxi- are such noticesgiven with the complete 

and fact in the action that relate to and mately one-third of the actual records could information on them and that violation 
affect the rights of each member of the be reviewed. Even though it was only a of this rule has become so wide spread 
class and the relief sought which are portion of the records the audit revealed a that it has become standard procedure 
common to the entire class, namely, that great deal about how much the IRS was to obviate the necessary elements of due 
to deprive, seize, levy, distraint, take having problems with its own accounting process and strike directly at  the home. 
away, without notice or adequate notice practices and principals. The plaintiffs Plaintiffs ask only that the court de- 
and a right to be heard, by administra- wish to present to this court substantial clare, based on a preponderance of the 
tive appeal, such property, assets and evidence that will show that the behavior evidence, that regardless of the present 
freedom from individuals without con- discovered by the GAO is not inconsistent situation between agents and Ameri- 
sideration to ~ u e  Process and Equal with the behavior of the IRS personnel in cans that they placed under declaratory 
Protection found in the Constitution of the field as they administer the guidelines. judgment the true procedures, as  out- 
the United States and those safeguards Plaintiffs allege that the GAO audit was lined in the statutes, the United States 
built into the statutes and Constitution necessary and that the people of the United Constitution, and approved by Congress. 
of the United States, is contrary to the States as a right should have the audit 
authority extended under those stat- repeated and the results published and FOURTH COUNT 
utes. available for scrutiny by the general public 

at large. That pursuant to 26 USC 6334 (a)(13) 
VIII. - and (e) there is a correct procedure in 

SECOND COUNT seizing someones home for taxes owing 
The claims of plaintiffs, whose repre- and that the procedure set forth has 

sentatives of the class herein are typical The IRS is charged and authorized to certain exemptions. Plaintiffs allege that 
of the claims of the class, in that the administer the tax laws of this country. the defendants have not been following 
claims of all members of the class, in- However, Congress has given guidelines such a procedure. Plaintiffs seek a de- 
cluding plaintiffs, depend on a showing and safeguards which have been upheld claratory judgment so as  to assert the 
of the acts and omissions of defendants by the judiciary to insure that Constitu- proper procedure and to insure that all 
giving rise to the right of plaintiffs to the tional rights, such a s  the right to pri- parties correctly observe the safeguards. 
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FIFTH COUNT 

That the powers entrusted with the 
IRS which are contained under Title 26 
of the Code and the 16th Amendment of 
the Constitution have not been the only 
powers used by the IRS in accomplishing 
its collection objectives. Plaintiffs allege 
that the IRS in its collection activities 
has illegally used sections of the Bureau 
of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms portion 
of the United States Code underTitle 27, 
amongst others, as  though they were 
with the same authority a s  granted un- 
der Title 26 and subject to some discre- 
tionary power yet to be attained through 
any proper delegation from Congress. 
Plaintiffs will present evidence and tes- 
timony pursuant to the allegations un- 
der this count the substance of which is 
to demonstrate an inappropriate use of 
the statues and law contrary to the origi- 
nal intent of Conaress and which in fact 
will demonstrate-a use which is beyond 
the original intent of Congress. Plain- 
tiffs will ask the court to issue a declara- 
tory judgment that will confine of each 
title to the extent that it is shown and 
that it appears that Congress intended 
and restrict any such application which 
goes beyond the reasonable interpreta- 
tion of those statutes and laws. Plain- 
tiffs will show by evidence and testimony 
where such deviations exist. 

SIXTH COUNT 

The IRS has also seized 100% of the 
wages and property of certain Americans 
in a practice which affects all plaintiffs 
whereas under 26 USC 6334 (a)(9) and 
(d)(l)-(3) there is provided a standard 
deduction which allows a minimum of 
funds to be available to support and feed 
the family during periods in which the 
IRS is seeking to collect unpaid taxes 
and/ or penalties. The plaintiffs would 
ask this court to issue a declaratory 
judgment in that the law is clear, and 
that the taxpayer has a right to a t  the 
very least an existence. 

SEVENTH COUNT 

Plaintiffs ask for declaratory judg- 
ment that the IRS not be permitted to 
compel citizens to perform services and 
give up resources without just compen- 
sation. The completion of tax forms and 
keeping of payroll records and accounts 
on behalf of employees after a business 
has been closed by the IRS is tanta- 
mount to peonage or inequitable servi- 
tude. 

EIGHTH COUNT 

where does the information for the as- proper function of those rules specified 
sessment come from, whether or not the based on a review of the statutes and 
figures are based on the Department of United States Constitution and a s  such 
Labor Statistics and not really on the the rights be adjudicated and declared; 
actual income of the 'taxpayers", all of 2. That the defendants be restrained 
which have not been answered or have and enjoined from any collection activi- 
been responded to with simple form let- ties which are contrary to the guidelines 
ters containing no substance. Plaintiffs set forth in the statutes; 
seek declaratory judgment based on the 3. That plaintiffs be awarded reason- 
statutes and the law as to the responsi- able attorneys fees. 
bility of the IRS to be open and honest 4. That declaratory judgments be is- 
with taxpayers and to be responsible for sued where appropriate t r  identify the 
giving true, correct, and straight for- proper behavior and conduct of the IRS 
ward information. and its delegated authorities with re- 

gards to the interests and rights of Ameri- 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray, for cans. 

themselves and all other members of the 5. That plaintiffs have sucG other 
class: relief as  to the court may seem appropri- 

ate, including costs and expenses. 
1. That the rights of class members to 

having the procedures of the law de- Dated: April 2 1, 1994 
clared by this court to be correct and the / s/ Paul J. Young 

There have been numerous reports of 
the IRS not responding to reasonable 
inquiries by the plaintiffs. Questions 
regarding the law and which statues are 
specifically involved, when and if an 
administrative hearing is appropriate, 
how an  assessment has been derived, 
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Noahide Laws R evisited: 
Zionist Talmud Scare 

6 1  1 2 1 9 4  1 1  HATONN 

Our job here i s  to offer you myriads of 
pieces of insight as quickly as possible and 
then offer you confirmation of those t ru ths  as 
they become available-either before or after 
the fact of a given incident. That which in  the 
past 'seemed" to be outrageous science-fic- 
tion i s  now becoming evolved FACT but YOU 
had to grow enough to see and hear. Every 
day, now, the confirmations flow in to the 
point we have hardly time to offer them to you 
and the paper would swell to ten times i ts  
already overwhelming size. We shall attend 
that also, as we can, but meanwhile-we do 
that  which we CAN. 

Along these lines in this writing I will share 
some things which arrive to my attention this  
very morning. Many, just like YOU, find some 
things to be so outrageous when we offer them 
to you that i t  i s  often months, years even, 
before confirmation can be found and then 
'shock" se t s  in. Even in  th is  one day's 
receivings of mail there i s  too much to even 
consider all for sharing, but I believe the one 
regarding the Noahide Laws as having become 
U.S. LAW is worthy of first note. This ha s  
received more denial than almost all other 
subjects other than 'Jesus" references-of 
which we have another lengthy diatribe about 
our lack of biblical knowledge. I respect and 
honor this  person who has  researched and 
written many pages 'proving" the J e s u s  story 
and us to, be  New Age. The only source, of 
course, for his  most eloquent dissertation is 
from the book called Bible as he is a minister 
of the Christian Faith. Please, I do not de- 
nounce your choices-I only ask that  if you 
can be open enough to hear other truth-that 
you pay attention to possibilities of usurpa- 
tion of your texts for other than Godly pur- 
poses. I AM NOT NEW AGE! This one state- 
ment of that  writer proves he has  not availed 
himself of my dictations for I have said many, 
many times that this which you call 'New Age" 
will be the death of your planet as it is the 
basis (quite physically and humanistically ori- 
ented, even though you hug trees, etc.) upon 
which the ONE WORLD RELIGION WILL BE 
BASED-AND THAT WILL BE, I N  TURN, TO- 
TALLY ORIENTED TO WHATYOU MIGHT NOW 
CALL 'ANTI-CHRIST". Unfortunately, unless 
integrated in the infinite realization of the 
infinite soul being-there CAN BE NO BAL- 
ANCE I N  YOUR EXPRESSION. I t  is God ex- 
pression in thought energy which allows for 
CREATION and it i s  SOUL ENERGY WITH GOD 
WHICH ALLOWS FOR INFINITE LIFE. 

A discussion of that correspondence in  bit- 
by-bit consideration would be the most impor- 
tant offering of the day and, yet, because of 
pressures, we will need to first consider these 
other inputs while hopefully the spiritual cor- 
respondence will not be lost to the entropy 
heap. 

I may well offer spiritual teachings-but I 
am not intended as your SPIRITUAL TEACHER 
as total focus any more than "Jesus" was your 

total political teacher. I t  i s  the 'Christ" 
knowingness and consciousness which i s  in 
focus here-not a man-and THIS i s  the part 
which i s  hard to accept or understand-even 
though your BIBLES will tell you as much. 

I am always interested in those who dis- 
claim the possibility of your experiencing more 
than 'once"-when the man Jesus,  himself 
your guide for so many, said he would be back 
and you expect him to do so. He also said, 'All 
these things I do you can do-and more." 
Must you be so selective as to exclude one 
while touting the other? Jus t  as with the 
Master Teachers, however, ifyou fail to attend 
ALL of the offerings in teachings-how can you 
base knowledge on the fragmented out-of- 
context bits and portions you CHOOSE to look 
at? It i s  fine if you do otherwise, but it i s  not 
my business. And, have I not the RIGHT to 
'interpretw a passage the same as you?-in 
any book including the Bible? Why am I dis- 
counted when another is "accounted" as valid? 
Because I claim, somehow, to come from 'out 
there" somewhere? Well, where is  this  Master 
Christ Jesus  you await? You do not recognize 
his  presence WITHIN at all times as you are 
perched on an  assumed location Earthbound- 
OR YOU WOULD NOT BE EXPECTING HIM 
'BACK" FROM 'SOMEWHERE" 'OUT THERE"! 
Furthermore, if you READ ALL THE INSTRUC- 
TIONS, it will CLEARLY present to you from 
these teachings you continue to quote to me 
as if I know them not-that HIS messengers, 
his  angels, etc., would return to make ready a 
'landing place" (to paraphrase). I also have 
the right to paraphrase as ALL YOU PREACH- 
ERS DO! Further, God accounts for HIS an- 
gels and messengers-how is it that YOU CAN- 
NOT? How.did YOU think it would be? Where 
did YOU perceive it would happen? WHEN did 
YOU think these things would be fulfilled as to 
prophecy? HOW DO YOU KNOW S O  SURELY 
THAT I AM NOT VALID?-FOR I AM! If, 
further, YOU read and study dl that I have 
offered with my brethren-it is TH ERE and you 
will find nothing lacking in my presentation. 
God's enemies recognize me for the valid being 
I AM-but those who CLAIM to be the followers 
of 'Christ" cannot?? Why might this be? I 
think it might be wise to ponder upon this 
circumstance. 

NOAHIDE LAWS 

FROM: 'Sincerely, kindly don't mention 
my name as I have enough trouble already." 

Dear 'Sincerely", we understand your 
'trouble already" and thank you for sharing 
with us. We, in same reference, have so MANY 
troubles already that one more i s  not going to 
matter much! 

The correspondence [QUOTING]: 

May 29, 1994 
Dear Sirs: 

I have some information to share with you 
that throws considerable light on the 'seven 
Noahide Laws" whose enactment as the 'law of 

the land" you mentioned earlier in CONTACT. 
When Congress voted that resolution endors- 
ing these laws as the 'highest moral stan- 
dard", etc.,you reported this as a n  attempt to 
make Judaism the State religion. That didn't 
quite ring true to me as I saw no follow-thru on 
this. There was no attempt to teach these laws 
in  school or impose them on Christ ian 
Churches. The Laws seemed to be a 'dead 
letter" and no more, a resolution to please a 
special group but meaning nothing. 

But this is not the case. I found the answer 
to this mystery in the Nation of Islam's book: 
The Secret Relationship Between Blacks and 
Jews on page 202. This page starts the chap- 
ter on Slavery in the Jewish Law" and sum- 
marized the TALMUDIC laws regarding sla- 
very. 

A Jew i s  permitted to enslave a n o n - J e w  . 
Indeed,  in a n o t h e r  part o f  t h e  TALMUD it 
specifies that the reason GOD created non- 
Jewish humans was so that the Holy Race 
(Jews) would "not be served by animals only". 
[H: In teres t ing  since the very  t e r m  "Jew* 
w a s  not conjugated  until the 18th c e n t u r y  
a n d  along w i t h  it c a m e  "Zionist" to b e  u s e d  
wide ly  in the 19th-and especial ly-in the 
20th century .  T h e  poss ib ly  m o r e  in teres t -  
ing po int ,  however ,  is that t h e  TALMUD is 
not a n d  n e v e r  w a s  a supposed ly  GOD-GIVEN 
document- i t  is wr i t t en  b y  a n d  touted as 
the l a w s  o f  the Elders o f  the "Jewish" faith.  
So you have a man-made  book  of rules a n d  
l a w s  f o r  a man-self-proclaimed grouping  of 
p e o p l e  w h o  a s s u m e  whatever  they w i s h  as to 
race,  c r e e d  a n d  co lor  and proc la im them- 
selves to b e  non-Christ ian in e v e r y  m a n n e r  
possible-THE ANTI-CHRIST! Why a m  I o r  
any m a n  c o n s i d e r e d  a heret ic ,  ha te -monger  
o r  o t h e n v i s e  to res ta te  WHAT THEY HAVE 
ALREADY STATED? T h e y  c la im us to b e  
h a t e f u l  "ant i -Semitesn at e v e r y  political 
turn.  Anti-Semite?? I AM A SEMITE AND 
MOST OF YOU ARE LIKEWISE. THIS GROUP 
O F  TALMUDIC ZIONIST JEWS-ARE NOT O F  
THE SEMITES--NEVER WERE! THEY SIM- 
PLY TURN LIES AND PRESENT THEM AS 
TRUTH-AND WHAM, BAY, THANK YOU 
GOOD PEOPLE--IT BECOMES ENFORCED 
BY LAW, ACCEPTED-WHETHER YOU LIKE 
IT OR NOT.] However, a Jew is required to 
convert a slave to the Jewish religion. If the 
slave refuses to convert, the Jew is required to 
sell him after a year. Then comes the sen- 
tence: 'In order to keep an uncircumcised 
slave, the slave must agree to obey the 
seven commandments of the descendants 
of Noah." This i s  what we agreed to do when 
'our" representatives in Congress voted to 
make the seven Noahide Laws the Law of the 
Landl This resolution, far from being a dead 
letter, is the religious, legal and moral basis 
for the Jews to keep the American p e o p l e  as 
t h e i r  slaves! 

Another interesting bit of religious sym- 
bolism is the six pointed star and the Israeli 
flag. [H: P lease  t h i n k  back,  HARD, readers,  
a n d  see h o w  many o f  you have heard  me tell 
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you this severa l  t imes . ]  The latter (flag) looks Jerusa lem.  The six pointed star is thus not NOW, around the globe!] 
like a towel. It has two blue stripes with the the symbol of Jewry, rather it represents one 
six pointed star of Zionism in the middle. faction of Jewry: the Zionist heresy. [ END 3F QUOTING] 
What this refers to is the promise from Genesis Since the above was written, Khalid 
that the seed of Israel shall be given all the Mohammed was shot, in California, with the I cannot strongly enough urge you to get 
land "from the river of Egypt unto the heads of major Zionist organizations in New this volume-I don't care what creed, color, 
Euphrates". The two blue stripes on the flag York cheering on the crime. Jews believe in race or even if aUpretend" being you might be. 
represent the Nile and Euphrates Rivers. The free speech only for themselves and cry foul It ranks in information and interest right up 
Zionist star between the rivers is self explana- whenever anyone exposes their crimes. It was there with history books of the highest 
tory. The Israeli flag is  a claim to most of the from the book above that Khalid Mohammed calibre. 
Middle East: Syria, Lebanon, much of Iraq, was quoting when the Jews accused him of How do I know? Because it is fully refer- 
Jordan and the whole Arabian Peninsula! 'hate" rhetoric. [H: Now THAT is i n t e r e s t i n g  enced and almost all the information comes 

The six pointed star is NOT the "Star of b e c a u s e  w h e n  s p e a k i n g  t h e  p o r t i o n  about  directly from JEWISH RESOURCES! 
David". Its first appearance is  on the coins of the slaves, etc., HE WAS QUOTING FROM Title: The Secret Relationship Between 
Herod the Great who built the great Temple THE TALMUD! THE REST IS WELL-KNOWN Blacks and Jews, Vol. One.; P.O. Box 551, 
and it is  a s y m b o l  o f  his Empire  WHICH WAS TO HISTORIANS.] Boston, MA, U.3.A. 021 19. 1-800-48-TRUTH. 
THE GREATEST JEWISH EMPIRE SINCE "Hate" to "Jews" is "...anyone revealing [H: And p l e a s e  tell t h e m  CONTACTsent you 
DAVID. IN THE 9TH c e n t u r y  it w a s  p a i n t e d  their crimes to the public." The insane a n d  give t h e m  o u r  address  a n d  p h o n e  n u m -  
on the shield o f  DAVID EL ROY (DAVID THE Jewish hatred of humanity is  never called ber. YOU f e e l  alone? How do you t h i n k  the 
KING), a KHAZAR JEW w h o  led a fa i led  'hate" in THEIR press-and THEIR press IS black brothers  FEEL?] 
Z i o n i s t  crusade  to recapture  the holy city o f  THE MONOPOLY press in America-[H: And Salu. 

Notes On Prophecy By 
Scallion & Cayce 

6/12/94 11 & W2 HATONN gifted humans-or for that matter, aliens or 
robotoids. 

CHANGES If you have not been made privy to 
Scallion's map after projected upheavals (of 

I have already written about "changes", the U.S.), I suggest you avail yourselves of a 
how it IS, and on more subjects than we can copy and study it carefully. Then I suggest 
name. I shall not focus on revelations or you go back and read SIPAPUODYSSEY[see 
fortune-telling-now or ever. I have also Back Page for ordering information]. Doris 
given you the possibilities of finding very thought herself to simply be writing a dia- 
good information and speculation persons logue for a movie script-but I think you will 
to attend. Why do I say "speculation"? find it most interesting relative to other 
Because information i s  given to receivers "reports". I will always effort to give you 
which is  valid, timely (even seeming to be insight as presented to me as to urgent 
prophetic and  often IS) and worthy of exten- warnings but  I remind you-the time for 
sive attention. Why would ONE person a t  preparation against all things expected is  
this keyboard be the ONLY set  of fingers to NOW since you can't do it yesterday, if 
offer such insight? Dharma doesn't even indeed you did not. Yes, readers, the major 
claim to be anything, not psychic, not any- thrust beyond writing here in this location 
thing save a typist. Well, she  i s  more, but  is  for later circumstances as expected-to 
she  remembers not and it i s  fine for she does establish good business of a major VARIETY 
her job and others are supposed to do theirs. of talents and product-for both survival 

beyond major changes of the Earth itself 
FOR INSTANCE: and against a need to sustain during and 

GORDON-MICHAEL SCALLION after upheavals of political change. 
There WILL BE change-even if only to- 

I have told you before to pay attention to ward more negative circumstance. But 
his  offerings-he is  valid to the  extent he "HERE" the job is not to chart human maps 
can be. [Editor's note: For more information and predict individual places of either physi- 
on Gordon-Michael Scallion's uisions, see cal safety or maturity. We do this as we can 
his monthly Earth Changes Report; call: do so-but guidance must be an individual 
603-399-491 6 or write: Matrix Institute, P.O. feeling of truth and thrust-not based on 
Box87, Westmoreland, NH03467. Andtell what Jr .  i s  doing or Mary Jones is doing 
them CONTACT sent  you! ] He does not down the street-unless, of course, they 
input man-controlled properties into his have kept informed and you haven't both- 
projections to. any great extent so he  does ered! GET PREPARED FOR WHATEVER IS 
what a good receiver should do-he projects PROJECTED AND EXPECTED IN YOUR LO- 
what he  sees and  i s  told and allows the time CATION. IN COASTAL CALIFORNIA IT IS 
to fulfill the expectations. No one is going to OBVIOUSLY FOR MAJOR EARTH SHAKINGS 
know the moment of such massive upheav- AND YOU HAVE HAD WARNING AFTER 
als as he can see coming. I do not focus on WARNING AND THAT IS THE BEST ANY 
the one with him for that  is  not MY task-to BEING CAN DO FOR YOU. 
evolve or chart  courses for all psychically- Let's move on now to information which 

even I find most interesting. I have NO 
information as to who sent this so the best 
I can do is document resource exactly as it 
appears-and HOPE it will keep u s  out of 
the court! 

I shall really "try" to keep out  of this 
because it comes from Edgar Cayce and he 
did quite well before I came along to play in 
the word-games. 

[QUOTING:] 

THE TIME AND 
TIMES AND HALF TIMES 

ARE AT AN END 
by Edgar Cayce 

Excerpted by Sybil Huffman 

FOR: Sponsoring Members of the ASSO- 
CIATION FOR RESEARCH AND ENLIGHTEN- 
MENT, INCORPORATED. Virginia Beach, 
Virginia, April 19 57. 
[H: K e e p  this in mind as you r e a d  

along. T h i s  c o m p i l a t i o n  was done a-way 
b a c k  in S p r i n g  1957 but the r e a d i n g s  are 
all the way back to the early 1930s. That 
in i t a e l f  should shake you up-LOTS!] 

294-D-70 6-30-36 
These CHANGES IN THE EARTH will come 

to pass, for the time and times and half 
times (Rev. 12: 14) are at an end, and there 
begin those periods for the readjustments. 
For how hath He given? 'The righteous 
shall inherit the Earth." 

Hast thou, my brethren, a heritage in the 
Earth? 

* * *  
364-SC-3 6-28-32 
Q- 10. He said He would come again. What 
about His second coming? 
A-10. The time no one knows. Even as He 
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gave, not even the Son Himself. Only the ies. To them it shall be given. and these combinations make for the re- 
Father. Not until His enemies-and the Q- 1. What are the world changes to placements in the various activities. 
Earth-are wholly in subjection to His will, come physically? If there are the greater activities in 
His powers. A- 1. The Earth will be broken up in [Mounts] Vesuvius or Pelee, then the south- 
9-11. Are we entering the period of prepara- many places. The early portion will see a ern coast of California-and the areas be- 
tion for His coming? change in the physical aspect of the West tween Salt Lake and the southern portions 
- 1 1  Entering the test period (1932), Coast of America. of Nevada-may expect, within the three 
rather. There will be open waters appear in the months following same, an inundation * northern portions of Greenland. (caused) by the earthquakes. But these, as 

There will be new lands seen off the we find, are to be more in the Southern than 
262-49 7-9-33 Caribbean Sea, and drv land will appear. in the Northern Hemisphere. 
9-3. What is meant by 'the day of the Lord There will be the falling away in India of 
is near at  hand"? much of the material suffering that has * * *  
A-3. That as has been promised through the been brought on a troubled people. 
prophets and the sages of old, the time- (There will be the reduction of one risen 31 1-MS-7 4-9-32 
and half time-has been and is being ful- to power in central Europe to naught. The 4-12. How soon will the changes in the 
fiied in this dav and generation, and that young king son will reign.) Earth's activity begin to be apparent? 
soon there will again appear in the Earth In America, in the political forces, we see A- 12. When there is the first breaking up of 
that one through whom many will be are-stabilization of the powers of the peoples some conditions in the South Sea (that's 
called to meet those that are preparing in their own hands--a breaking up of the South Pacific, to be sure), and those as 
the way for His day in the Earth. [H: rings, the cliques, in many places. [H: This apparent in the sinking or rising of that 
Hummnnn-nn!] The Lord, then, will come, should give you joy!] which is almost opposite to it, or in the 
'even as ye have seen Him go." South America shall be shaken from the Mediterranean, and the [Mount] Etna area. 
9-4. How soon? uppermost portion to the end, and in the Then we may know it has begun. 
A-4. When those that are His have made the Antarctic off the Tierra del Fuego land, and 4-14. Will there be any physical changes in 
way clear, passable, for Him to come. a strait with rushing waters. [Funk & the Earth's surface in North America? If so, 

Wagnalls New College Standard Dictionary, what sections will be affected, and how? 
* * 1 94 7: Tierra del Fuego. An archipelago A- 14. All over the country we will find many 

south of South America, belonging to Chile physical changes of a minor or greater de- 
5749-4 8-6-33 and to the Argentine Republic; separated gree. The greater change, as we will find, in 

For, He shall come as  ye have seen Him from the mainland by the Strait of Magellan.] America, will be the North Atlantic Sea- 
go, in the bodv He occupied in Galilee. The 4-2. To what country is the reference made board. Watch New York! 
body that He formed, that was crucified on regarding the young king? Q- 16. What, if any, changes will take place 
the Cross, that rose from the tomb, that A-2. Germany. around Norfolk area, Virginia? 
walked by the sea, that appeared to Simeon, A-4. Explain the relation between the infor- A- 16. No material, that would be effective 
that appeared to Philip, that appeared to I, mation just given regarding Germany and to the area, other than would eventually 
even John. the changes for this year (1934), and the become more beneficial-in a port, or the 
9-7. When Jesus the Christ comes the informationalreadygiventhroughthischan- like. 
second time, will He set up His kingdom on nel on Hitler. * * *  #a * * *  - 
Earth and will it be an everlasting kingdom? A-4 Read that, my children, that has been 
A-7. Read His promises in that ye have given: that there was, the destiny for the 311-MS-8 8-6-32 
written of His words (Holy Bible), even as I man, if he did not allow imperialism to enter 4-29. Are there to be physical changes in 
gave. He shall rule for a thousand years. in-and it is entering-hence must be called the Earth's surface in Alabama? 
Then shall Satan be loosed again for a sea- into question. A-29. Not for some period yet. 
son. * * *  9-30. When will the changes begin? 

Don't think that there will not be trouble, A-30. Thirty-six to thirty-eight. 
but those who put their trust wholly in the 1641 Q-3 1. What part of the State will be af- 
Lord will not come up missing-but will find Q. What great change or the beginning of fected? 
conditions, circumstances, activities, some- what change, if any, is to take place in the A-31. The northwestern part, and the ex- 
way and somehow, much to be thankful for. Earth in the year 2000 to 2001 A.D.? treme southwestern part. 

A. When there is a shifting of the poles. Or 
* * *  a new cycle begins. [H: Please, thoughtful * * *  

3976-15 1-19-34 ponderers-there is, after all, the word 3 11-MS-9 11- 19-32 
A s  to the changes physical again: the Uor" in the preceding.] 9-14. Are the physical changes in Alabama 

Earth will be broken up in the western predicted for 1936-38 to be gradual or sud- 
portion of America. * * *  den changes? 

The greater portion of Japan must go A- 14. Gradual. 
into the sea. 270-B-26 1936 Q- 15. What form will they take? 

The upper portion of Europe will be Q-20. What is the primary cause of earth- A-15. To be sure, that may depend upon 
changed as  in the twinkling of an eye. quakes? Will San Francisco suffer from much that deals with metaphysical as  well 

Land will appear off the East Coast of such a catastrophe this year (1936)? [H: as what people call actual or in truth! For, 
America. Boy, you guys surely don't change much, as understood-or should be [understood] 

There will be the upheavals in the Arctic do you? Still are wanting fortune-tell- by the entity-there are those conditions 
and in the Antarctic that will make for the erst] that in the activity of individuals, in line of 
eruption of volcanoes in the Torrid areas, A-20. We do not find that this particular thought and endeavor, keep oft many a city 
and there will be the shifting then of the district (San Francisco) in the present year and many a land intact through their appli- 
poles-so that where there has been those will suffer the great material damages that cation of the spiritual laws in their associa- 
of a frigid or the semi-tropical will become have been experienced heretofore. While tions with individuals. This will take more of 
the more tropical and moss and fern will portions of the country will be affected, we the form here in the change, as we find, 
grdw. find these will be farther east than San through the sinking of portions, with the 

And these will begin in those periods in Francisco-or those south, where there has following up of the inundations by this over- 
'58 to '98, when these will be proclaimed as not been heretofore the greater activity. flow. 
the periods when His Light will be seen The causes of these, of course, are the Q-16. When will the physical changes start 
again in the clouds. [H: Hummmnnnnn- movements about the Earth, that is, inter- in Norfolk and vicinity? 
rainbow lights maybe?] nally-and the cosmic activity or influence A-16. This would be nearer to '58 than to 

A s  to times, as to seasons, as to places, of other planetary forces and stars and their '38 or '36, as we fmd. 
alone is it given to those who have named relationships produce or bring about the t * +  

the Name-and who bear the Mark of those activities of the elementals of the Earth, that 554 1-2 7-27-32 
of His calling and His election in their bod- is, the Earth, the Air, the Fire, the Water- With the years that are to come, condi- 
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tions that are to arise, as we find, eventu- The waters of the lakes (Great Lakes) will or water from same, but from the surround- 
ally-andthiswithin the next 30years (1932- empty into the Gulf (Gulf of Mexico), rather ing waters-because of the life in same) [H: 
62)-Norfolk, with its environs, is to be the than the waterway over which such discus- That "Life" happens to  be cells we call 
chief port on the East Coast, thisnot except- sions have been recently made .... "drias" from which is derived Gaiandriana 
ing Philadelphia or New York; the second Then the area where the entity (1 152) is (drianas and drios) along with other such 
being rather in the New England area. now located (Virginia Beach) will be among adaptable and frequency-alterable life- 

[H: Right here I want to  stop and the safety lands, as will be portions of what forms. Because of the totally negative 
REMIND YOU OF YOUR LESSONS! Why is now Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, and much reasons for searching these places for 
does i t  appear that  these "prophets" or of the southern portion of Canada, and the greedy purposes of total humanistic ex- 
"seers" are "OFF"? They aren't. What eastern portion of Canada; while the west- pression-the presentation of such assis- 
happens is that YOU don't understand ern land, much of that is to be disturbed, in tance has come through other channels 
Utime" or "space" except as you count i t  this land, as, of course, much in other lands. than that area. The search for the gold is 
in some calendar measurements. A per- Q. Virginia Beach is to be safe, then? all but legendary and many a wanton 
son, such as Cayce "sees" and he DOES A. It is the center, and the only seaport group has been lost to the "devil" in 
NOT "see" in calendar pictures. A re- and center, of the White Brotherhood. [H: those waters.] and a center for archaeologi- 
ceiver-sees what is happening-and i t  is VERY IMPORTANT POINT!] cal research. And, as such activities are 
ALWAYS connected to  sequential hap- begun, there will be found much more gold 
penings. If the questions were different * * *  in the lands under the sea than there is in 
such as "how and when do you see this 948-3 6-28-40 the world circulation today! 
happening?" you would get more gener- Before that the entity was in the Atlantean And as  to how, this should be considered 
alieation and "descriptive" responses. land during the period of the second break- seriously from many varied angles that ex- 
However, a direct question in YOUR vo- ing up, when the islands-or Poseidia-be- ist. For, as  understood, there are those 
cabulary is voiced and the energy is obli- came the main portion of the activities .... conditions as related to the varied powers 
gated to  effort to  respond AS ASKED. In that experience the entity was among that are 'in power" or in affluence as re- 
This is exactly WHY I will not answer, the children of the Law of One who accepted specting activities of any nature there. And 
longer, your questions as to  exact time of and forsook much of those activities be- as they exist in the present there are some 
anything. I will offer what others seem to  cause of its close associations and compan- complicationsfor agreements, contracts, the 
see or think and if i t  is in the general area ionships with one of the sons of Belial. lettings of this, that, or the other. 
of what I see and expect-we'll offer what This brought consternation to the entity, But this should not be left alone; it should 
we can. The point, readers, is the general and also those influences the application or be considered from many angles. Also aid 
concept and ongoing sequential events- use of which brought destruction to the may be induced from the varied societies 
and IT IS THOSE FOR WHICH YOU MUST land. that have been formed for the study of geo- 
PREPARE. A t  the least, you will have And Poseidia will be among the first por- logical and archaeological activities, or such. 
some supplies on hand and can feel a bit tions of Atlantis to  rise again. Expect it in For much will be found. 
of comfort every time your geologists tell sixty-eight and sixty-nine. And, as  may be known, when the changes 
you t o  expect the "Big One". begin, these portions will rise among the 

I "personally" do not even care what * * * first. 
"Johnw was given for i t  only gave others * * *  
a chance to  have their own versions of 364-3 2-16-32 
the 'virions". I suggest we simply go The position as the continent Atlantis 5053-L-1 
with the promises of GOD! Then, and occupied, is that as between the Gulf of Remember that those principles incul- 
only then, can you have valid expecta- Mexico on the one hand and the Mediterra- cated in the Declaration [of Independence] 
tions. And, furthermore, you can CRE- nean upon the other. Evidences of this lost are eternal, and in them lies the HOPE OF 
ATE a different and far more pleasant and civilization are to be found in the Pyrenees THE WORLD. All men must recognize them 
beautiful changeover.] and Morocco on the one hand; British Hon- if they are to remain together as brethren. 
9-3. What is the future of Virginia Beach? duras, Yucatan and America upon the other. In that they all need be of one mind, but they 
A-3. This, as we find, would require a great There are some protruding portions within must all be of one purpose, one hope, each 
deal of speculation on the part of individu- this that must have at one time or another loving his neighbor as  himself. 
als. A s  we would find, and as we would give, been a portion of this great continent. The 
of all the resorts that are in the East Coast, British West Indies or the Bahamas, and a * * 
Virginia Beach will be the first and the portion of same that may be seen in the June 22, 1944 
longest-lasting of the increasing of the popu- present-if the geological survey would be In Russia there comes the HOPE OF 
lation, valuation, and activities. Hence, as made in some of these-especially, or nota- THE WORLD, not as that  sometimes 
we would give, the future is good. bly, in Bimini [Funk Ck Wagnalls New Col- termed of t h e  Communistic, of the  

lege Standard Dictionary, 1 94 7: Bimini. Bolshevktic; NO. But freedom; freedom! 
* t t  Either of two small islands of the Bahama that each man will live for his fellow man! 

group, fabled to contain athe fountain of The principle has been born. I t  will take 
1152-MS-3 1941 youth" sought by Ponce de Leon.] (H: Also years for it to  be crystalieed, but out of 

A s  to conditions in the geography of the around the general area of what is recog- Russia comes again the hope of the world. 
world, of the country, changes here are nieed as  the Devil's Triangle. You have Guided by what? That friendship with 
gradually coming about. not the remotest idea what is going on the nation that  hath even set  on i ts  

Many portions of the East Coast will be "down there" under the sea, so I suggest present monetary unit, "In God We Trust." 
disturbed, as  well as  many portions of the you not mark this one off just because (Do ye use that in thine own heart when 
West Coast, as well as  the central portion of you didn't "see" a continent rising out of you pay your just debts? Do ye use that 
the United States. the sea.] in thy prayer when ye send thy mission- 

In the next few years, lands will appear t * aries to  other lands? "1 give it, for in God 
in the Atlantic as  well as in the Pacific. And 587-4 7- 1-35 we trust." Not for the other fifty cents 
what is the coast line now of many a land will 9-5. Could the well in Bimini be promoted either!) 
be the bed of the ocean. Even many of the and reconstructed? * * *  
battle fields of the present (1941) will be A-5. There has been much given through 
ocean, will be the seas, the bays, the lands this source as to how that particular portion April 28, 194 1 
over which the new order will carry on their of what was the Atlantean period might be Strifes will arise through the period. 
trade as  one with another. developed. While it would make for much Watch for them near Davis Strait (between 

Portions of the now East Coast of New outlay in money, as  ordinarily termed, there Greenland and Canada) in the attempts 
York, or New York City itself, will in the main are certain interests that would join in such there for the keeping of the life line to a land 
disappear. This will be another generation, an undertaking. For it could be established open. 
though, here; while the southern portions of as  a center for two particular purposes-a Watch for them in Libya and in Egypt, in 
Carolina, Georgia, these will disappear. This regeneration for those with certain types of Ankara and in Syria, through the straits 
will be much sooner. individual ailments (not only from the well, about those areas above Australia, in the 
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Indian Ocean and the  Persian Gulf. hanger-on, or one upon whom your brother- as must in  the next generation come to other 
Ye say t ha t  these  a r e  of the  sea;  yes-for the Lord, thy Christ-may depend? lands. 

there  shal l  t h e  breaking up be, unt i l  there ....( Atlantis?) .... [H: 'Atlantis* is NOT my * * * 
a r e  those in  every land tha t  shall  say t ha t  insertion, readers. Do not forget that we are 2329 5- 1-41 (Female, 43 yrs.) 
th i s  or  that shows t he  hand  of Divine Inter- simply copying as the author of same ex- . . ..Apply self, then, to know much of those 
ference, or  t h a t  it is Nature taking a hand,  or  cerpted from original readings or whatever. records written upon those tablets, that were 
t ha t  i t  is the  natural consequence of good People had to take notes FOR Cayce. My apar t  of the entity's experience [in Egypt]. For 
judgments. insertions will always appear in bold print these were records made by the entity itself- 

But in all of these, let each declare Whom within brackets.] In the land of the present preserved with the physical being of the en- 
ye will serve; a nation, a man, a state, OR THY nativity, during those early periods when there tity. Make them practical, though, in the 
GOD? were the diverse changes, as would be looked experience of individuals in the occidental 

For to Him ye must look for comfort that ye in the present, that will come wain. In por- thought, and not from the oriental. But there 
know that  comes. All that i s  of a temporal tions of what is now Ohio, the entity was a s u n  are the needs for the purging of body, of mind, 
nature-this. too. must pass awav; yet there worshipper but  one who worked in cloth, wear- so that-through the mind and the laying on of 
remains the comfort for those who declare ing of camel's hair and those things having to hands-the entity may bring to others that of 
themselves, 'Let others do as they may, for as do with creating of clothes from the long- health, hope, and understanding. 
for me, I will serve the living God." haired animals in those particular periods. Q-7 Where are those records or tablets made 

In the period, too, there will be the break- The name then was Ekl. of that Egyptian experience, which I might 
ing of agreements, the declaring of stands by study? 
groups will be known, and bring-to some- * * *  A-7. In the tomb of Records, as indicated. For 
consternation. the entity's tomb then was a part of the Hall of 

But FEAR NOT ye that influence that may 3648-L- 1 1-24-44 (Female, 27 yrs.) Records, which has  not yet been uncovered. I t  
destroy the body. Rather give praise and glory Changes are due to be wrought in the lies between-or along that entrance from the 
to Him who may SAVE BOTH BODY AND SOUL Earth through the period of the entity's so- Sphinx to the temple, or the pyramid-in a 
to everlasting joy. journ. pyramid, of course, of its own. 

[H: Please, also, remember that these are 9-8. Through what channels of the A.R.E. may 
* * * individual readings and are certainly taken the entity gain the most? 

out of context herein. I t  is fine but if you A-8. As it begins its further preparation and 
3976-15 1-19-34 fail to  realize the intent of the speaker-you activity, seek through those channelsforguid- 

As to those things that deal with the men- may well misinterpret the intent.] ance-as it is felt that i t  i s  needed; or begin 
tal of the Earth, these shall call upon the with the interpreting of the tablets. For, 
mountains to cover them. As ye have seen * * *  remember, there are 32 of these plates! 
those in  lowly places raised to those of power Q-9. Is  it indicated as to when, approximately, 
i n  the political, in the  machinery of nations' 3653-L- 1 1-7-44 (Female, born 6- 19- 15) these tablets may be discovered, or uncov- 
activities, so shall you see those in high places What a n  unusual record-and one of those ered? 
reduced and calling on  the waters of darkness who might be termed as physically the moth- A-9. By 1958. 
to cover them. ers of the world1 For the entity was one of Q- 10. How may I find those records, or should 

And those that,  i n  the inmost recesses of those in  the Ark .... I wait-or must I wait? 
themselves, have not awakened to the spiri- For as has  been given from the beginning, A- 10. You will find the records by that chan- 
tual  t ru ths  that  are to be given, and those who the deluge was not a myth (as many would nel as indicated, as these may be obtained 
have acted in  the  capacity of teachers among have you believe) but  a period when man had MENTALLY. 
men, the  rottenness of those that have minis- so belittled himselfwith the cares ofthe world, As for the physical records-it will be nec- 
tered in places will be brought to light, and with the deceitfulness of his own knowledge essary to wait until the full time has  come for 
turmoil and strife shall enter. and power, as to require that there be a return the breaking u p  of much that has  been in the 

And, as there i s  the wavering of those that to h is  dependence wholly-physically and nature of selfish motives in the world. For, 
would enter as emissaries, as teachers from mentally-upon the Creative Forces. remember, these records were made from the 
the throne of Life, the throne of Light, the Will this entity see such again occur in the angle of WORLD movements. So must thy 
throne of Immortality, and wage war in  the air Earth? Will it be among those who may be activities be in the present of the universal 
with those of darkness, then know ye that the given those directions as to how, where, the approach, but  as applied to the individual. 
ARMAGEDDON is at hand. elect may be preserved for the replenishing Keep the faith. Know that the ability lies 

For with t he  great numbers of the gather- again of the Earth? within self. 
ing of the hosts  of those that  have hindered Remember, not b~ water--for it is the As ye were then the offspring of, and the 
and would make for man and his  weaknesses mother of life in the Earth-but rather by the helpmate to, that one who bore such an influ- 
stumbling-blocks, they shall wage war with element, fire. ence upon the movements ofmankind through 
the Spirits of Light, that come unto the Earth .... The entity-as the wife ofason of Noah- that period, so may thy power, thy might, thy 
for th is  awakening, that have been and are became among the eight souls in the Ark, in love, thy faith, thy abilities do much for man- 
being called by those of the sons of men into the preparation and in the endurance thereof, kind in these dark hours again. 
the service of the  living God. For He, as ye and in  whose experiences gained in the activi- Hold fast to the faith of thy fathers. 
have been told, is not the God of the dead, not ties through the Earth's influence. The name 
the God of those that have forsaken Him, but then was Maran .  * 
those that  love His coming, and that love His 
associations among men-The God of the liv- * * * 3575-L- 1 1-20-44 (Female, 43 yrs.) 
ing, the  God of LIFE! For, HE IS LIFE. 364-SE- 1 1 Before that  the entity was in the Egyptian 

Yet, as time draws nigh when changes are land when there were those periods of discus- 
* * *  to come about, there may be the opening of sions among the peoples from Atlantis and the 

those three places where the records are one, Natives, regarding those conditions which 
2780-1-1 12- 1 1-43 (Male, 10 yrs.) to those that  are the initiates in the knowledge arose. 

.... there ha s  come-now-and will come at of the One God: The temple ... will rise again; The entity was of the Atlanteans who set 
the close of this  next year (1944) the period also there will be the opening of the temple of about to preserve records, to make for the 
when there will be no part of the globe where records in  Egypt; and those records that were variations that were a part of the activities 
man h a s  not had the opportunity to hear, 'The put  into the  heart of the Atlantean land may especially assigned to the peoples of Atlantis. 
Lord, He is God." also be found there. The records are one. For the entity came with those groups who 

And, as has been indicated, when this were to establish the Hall or House of Records, 
period has been accomplished, then the NEW * * *  and the entity directly or indirectly may be 
ERA, the NEW AGE, is to begin. [H: This does among those who will yet bring these to light- 
not mean: THE NEW AGE MOVEMENT AS 3209-L-2 (Female, 51 yrs.) when the present disturbances (World War 11) 
RELIGION. This MEANS a new portion or Before that the eqtity was in Atlantis when through those particular areas have againgiven 
phase of cycle changing.] Will ye be apa r t  of there were the periods of the first upheavals privilege for the searching for the sacred 
it, or will ye let it pass by r y d  be merely a and the destructions that came to the land- records of the Atlanteans. The entity may 
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help. The name then was Acmelwen. 

195-L-2 
The base of the Sphinx was laid out in 

channels; and in the corner facing the Pyra- 
mid of Gizeh may be found the wording of how 
this was founded, giving the history of the first 
invading ruler and the ascension of Araaraart 
to that position. 

364-SC-5 
From the right forepaw [of the Sphinx] 

there runs a passage to the entrance of the 
record Chamber, or Record House, where the 
records are still to be uncovered. 

This may not be entered without an under- 
standing, for those that were left as guards 
may not be passed until after a period of their 
regeneration in the Mount, or the FIFTH ROOT 
RACE begins. 

294- 
.... This building on the Pyramid lasted for 

a period of 100 years, as now termed. It was 
formed according to that which had been 
worked out by Ra-Ta in the Mount, as related 
to the position of the stars about which this 
particular solar system circles in its activity- 
going towards what? That same name to which 
the priest was banished, Libya-or the con- 
stellation of Libra. 

It is not fitting, then, that these must 
return? 

This priest Ra, now Edgar Cayce, may de- 
velop himself to be in that position or capacity 
of a liberator of the world, in its relationships 
to individuals in those periods to come. For he 
must enter again at that period-or in 1998. 

294-D-70 6-30-36 
On the night of March 3, 1936, while re- 

turning to Virginia Beach from Detroit on the 
train, Edgar Cayce had the following dream: 

He had been born again in 2 100 A.D. in 
Nebraska. The sea apparently covered all of 
the western part of the country, as the city 
where he lived was on the coast. The family 
name was a strange one. A t  an  early age as 
a child he declared himself to be Edgar 
Cayce who had lived two hundred years 
before. 

Scientists, men with long beards, little 
hair, and thick glasses were called in to ob- 
serve the child. They decided to visit the 
places where he said he had been born, lived, 
and worked-in Kentucky, Alabama, NewYork, 
Michigan, and Virginia. Taking the child with 
them the group of scientists visited these 
places in a long, cigar-shaped, metal flying 
ship which moved at high speed. 

Water covered part of Alabama. Norfolk, 
Virginia, had become an immense seaport. 
New York had been destroyed either by war or 
an earthquake and was being rebuilt. Indus- 
tries were scattered over the countryside. Most 
of the houses were of glass. 

Many records of Edgar Cayce's work were 
discovered and collected. The group returned 
to Nebraska, taking the records with them for 
study. 

On June 30, 1936, a reading was given in Make thy will, then, one with His. Be not 
which an interpretation of Mr. Cayce's dream- afraid. 
experience was requested. The answer fol- That is the interpretation; that the periods 
lows: from the material angle, as visioned, are to 

These experiences, as  has oft been indi- come to pass matters not to the soul, but do 
cated, come to the body in those manners in thy duty TODAY! TOMORROW will care for 
which there may be help, strength, for periods itself. 
when doubt or fear may have arisen. A s  in this These changes in the Earth will come to 
experience, there were about the entity those pass, for THE TIME AND TIMES AND HALF 
influences which appeared to make for such a TIMES ARE AT AN END, and there begins 
record of confusion as to appear to the mate- those periods for the readjustments. For how 
rial or mental-minded as  a doubting or fearing hath He given? 'The righteous shall inherit 
of those sources which caused the periods the Earth." 
through which the entitv was passinn in that - - - 

period. HAST THOU. MY BRETHREN, 
And the vision was that there might be A HERITAGE I N  THE EARTH? 

strength, that there might be an understand- 
ing, &at though the moment may appear dark, Rev. 12:14 "....where she [Earth] is nour- 
though there may be periods of the misinter- ished for a time, and times, and half a time.. . ." 
preting of purposes, even these will be turned 
into that which will be the very proof itself in 
the experiences of the entity and those whom 
the entity might, whom the entity would, in its 
experience through the Earth plane, help, and 
those to whom the entity might give hope and 
understanding. 

This then is the interpretation. A s  has 
been given, 'Fear not." Keep the faith; for 
those that be with thee are greater than those 
that would hinder. [H: Dharma, do you think 
you could please hold to this thought also? 
How about the rest of you who are set upon 
and each day such changes and assaults 
come about as to cause you to live in a 
whirlwind? God is with you, chelas of HIS 
Brotherhood. WE who serve HIM shall pre- 
vail and within this knowledge and Truth ye 
must hold firm within your faith within HIM 
for in that way, ONLY, can we serve ALL who 
have need in this changing adventure.] 
Though the very heavens fall, thouah the 
Earth shall be changed, though the heavens 
shall pass, the promises in HIM are sure and 
will stand-as in that day-as the proof of thy 
activity in the lives and hearts of thy fellow 
men. 

For indeed and in truth ye know, 'As ye do 
it unto thy fellow man, ye do it unto thy God, 
to thyself." For, with self effaced, God may 
indeed glorify thee and make thee stand as 
one who is called for a purpose in thy dealings, 
in thy relationships with thy fellow man. 

Be not unmindful that He is nigh unto thee 
in every trial, in every temptation, and hath 
not willed that thou shouldst perish. 

Dan. 7:25 '....until a time and times and 
the dividing of time." 

Dan. 12:7 '....it shall be for a time, times, 
and a half.. . all these things shall be fin- 
ished." 

Dan. 12: 13 'But go thou thy way till the 
end BE: for thou shalt rest, and stand in thy 
lot at the end of the days." 

[END OF QUOTING] 

I don't know how old this paper might be so  
I can only suggest that, if you care for more 
like this, you inquire from the Association For 
Research 86 Enlightenment (P.O. Box 595, 
Virginia Beach, VA 2345 1; 800-368-2727) cr  
the A.R.E. Bookstore (P.O. Box 656, Virginia 
Beach, VA 2345 1; 800-723- 1 112). 

Do I sanction everything from Edgar Cayce's 
records? NO. But remember, ones came 
AFTER Cayce and before he 'left" he had the 
same pressures upon him as do all of Gods 
"chi1luns"-survival! 

Thank you for another long day and, please, 
I implore you again: hold the faith for the time 
is at hand for these things to come to pass- 
and that means we shall garner SUCCESS 
from our labors. 'The righteous shall inherit 
the Earthl" Surprise! Surprise1 For 'Be it ever 
so humble-there is simply NO PLACE LIKE 
HOME!" 

Salu, precious friends. And to our enemy 
(we have only one): Thy days are numbered in 
thy goings and in thy comings. The infinite is 
ever more durable than the finite wherein the 
absence of Lighted God lays claim. 
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t rust  or a corporation is  the best form of unlike corporations, don't have to pay the 
ownership. From one end of the country to State for their existence, so if you know how 
the other, I have heard why one is  better to set u p  a trust, or can find someone that is  
than  the other. We are professionals in the not going to overcharge you, they can be 
world of corporations and not in the world of very inexpensive. I have found however, 
trusts,  so with that in mind, we will share that  most promoters of trusts overcharge 
with you some of the understandings that for their services and their trust  packages. 
we have gained in our exposure to both. And some recent evidence suggests 'shady 

When deciding whether to work with a operatorsw even 'turning in" their clients. 
t rust  or a corporation, one needs to con- Because of the courts' past decisions 
sider carefully all of the given specifics of the allowing creditors and the IRS access to 
situation that  they are considering using trusts, we would advise not using trusts 
the t rust  or corporation in. Some of these except in specific situations and not by 
specifics are cost, public exposure, privacy, themselves. We have not run  into a case yet 

C - C o r m o r a t i o n  vs- S - C o r m o r a t f l o n  use  of the entity, and tax position. There where a properly run  Nevada Corporation 
are, h o ~ e v e r ,  some situations where a com- h a s  been broken into by the courts. This 

There i s  a lot of discussion in the world of bination of trusts and corporations work does not mean that this will be the case in 
corporations about which type of corpora- well together. the future, but with so many large corpora- 
tion i s  the best. There are  two primary types From a lay perspective, corporations are tions in this country operating and success- 
of for-profit corporations with respect to generally much more accepted and under- fully separating the liability of a corporation 
taxa t ion ,  t h e  C - C o r ~ o r a t i o n  a n d  t h e  stood. Unlike trusts, there are very few and its owners, the odds are that Nevada 
'subchapter S" Cor~oration. Both of these different types of corporations. When set- corporations will maintain their strength 
types of corporations have their advantages ting up  a corporation, you are confronted into the future. Call Nevada Corporate Head- 
in different circumstances and should be with "Profit or Non-Profitw and 'C-Corp. or quarters, Inc. directly a t  1-800-398-1077 
viewed from your specific needs. S-Corp." When looking a t  trusts, it can for more information. NCH, Inc., P.O. Box 

~ f t e r  the Tax Reform Act of 1986 went become quite confusing deciding which type 27740, L a s  Vegas, NV 8 9  126. 
into effect, many corporations changed from i s  best for your situation. There are Living ***ORDER OUR COMPLETE NEVADA 
C-Corporations to S-Corporations. An S- Trusts, Common Law Trusts, A-B Trusts, CORPORATION MANUAL TODAY FOR 
Corporation allows the profits and losses of Grantor 8s Non-Grantor Trusts. Statutorv $27.95. CALL 1-800-398- 1077. 

the  payroll taxes of a corporation. This is  
done by having the owners of the corpora- 
tion pay themselves a low salary and a high 
dividend. This lowers payroll taxes because 
there are no  payroll taxes on dividends. 
This can be used to a limited extent but  if 
t he  proportions of these two are way out of 
line, the IRS will come in and reapportion 
them and you will be stuck with their out- 
come. 

The real deciding factor of which type of 
corporation to use is  when it comes to your 
personal privacy. Every corporation that  
elects "subchapter S" will be letting the IRS 
and the State that  they operate in know who 
the  owners of the corporation are. Because 
all profits and losses flow through to the 
owners, there is  no privacy in this struc- 
ture. If you are  incorporated in Nevada and 
se t  u p  a C-Corporation, ownership i s  com- 
pletely hidden. Remember that Nevada is 
the  only state that  does not require that the 
owners be listed on any state records. For 
this  reason alone we avoid S-Corporations 
altogether. 

thecorporation to flow-directly through to and Non-Statutory Trusts, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ b l ~  
the owners/ stockholders of the corporation Revocable Trusts, Business Trusts-ajso 
without being taxed at the corporate level called Unincorporated Business Organiza- 
f i s t .  This eliminates the potential for double tions (UBOs), and the list goes on. From this 
taxation. Double taxation occurs when the perspective alone, you can see how there i s  
corporation h a s  profits that are taxed and much more to be aware of when working 
then those profits are later paid out to stock- with a trust. It is  very important to work 
holders in the form of dividends on which with a n  experienced individual when creat- 
they are then taxed again. This problem can ing a trust. 
be easily dealt with by eliminating or defer- One of the most serious concerns that we 
ring profits through good money manage- have about either form of ownership, is how 
ment. each i s  viewed by the courts. Clearly, corpo- 

S-Cor~orat ions are also generally lim- rations are better understood by the courts 
ited to calendar Year ends (i-e., no 'Fiscal" than trusts, but this alone does not neces- 
year) - However, this can be changed if you sarily mean they are better. One of the most 
can prove to the IRS that  you have a good alarming articles that I've read regarding 
business reason to make your year end the asset protection strength of today's more 
during a different month. All C-Corpora- popular trusts,  was written in the Low pro- 
tions can elect to make their ~ e a r - e n d  date jile, October 1993 newsletter. This article, 
any month that  they choose. entitled 'Some Trusts Can't Be Trustedw, 

S-Corporations are often used to k ~ e r  went into the recent boom of trust ~ r o m o t -  

Trusts vs. Corporations 

- 
MORE READING 

FOR GENERAL BACKGROUND INFOR- 
MATIONABOUT PRIVACY, THE VALUE 
OF NEVADA CORPORATIONS, THE 
MASSIVE DECEPTION OF THE FED- 
ERAL RESERVE AND ITS IRS EXTOR- 
TION RACKET, AND THE GENERAL 
TRUTH BEHIND OUR MODERN ECO- 
NOMIC MALAISE, SEETHE PHOENIX 
JOURNALS: (#4) SPIRAL TO ECO- 
NOMIC DISASTER, (#lo) PRIVACY 
IN A FISHBOWL, (# 16) YOU CAN - 
SLAY THE DRAGON, AND (# 17) THE 
NAKED f See Back Pagefor 
ordetina information. 

Time and again we are  asked whether a 

. A 

ers  around the country. 
The t rusts  that are being most commonly 

sold by these promoters are called: Common 
Law, Massachusetts BusinessTrusts, UBOs, 
Pure, Equity and Family Preservation Trusts. 
The article states that "Promoters of such 
t rusts  misrepresent the law and conceal 
that  courts have consistently ruled that 
such t rus ts  were shams lacking in economic 
substance and invalid for tax purposes.' 
This last statement, about trusts being in- 
valid for tax purposes, caught my attention 
because so many patriots today use these 
t rusts  to protect their assets when taking a 
stand against taxation. Because these trusts 
are used commonly by tax protesters and 
the untaxed, I fear for their future. The 
article went on to say that  'The courts have 
repeatedly ruled that these trusts provide 
absolutely no liability protection against the 
claims of personal creditors or the IRS." 

With this in mind, let's continue. Once 
a n  individual becomes experienced with 
t rusts  and corporations, there are benefits 
to layering assets with multiple t rusts  and 
corporations where ownership of an asset is  
meant to be obscured. It is my opinion that 
t rusts  do have their place. Trusts are less 
expensive to create and maintain. Trusts, 

"Oka y... who put the shoe polish 
on the eyepiece?" 
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THE SPOTLIGHT. 
"Wisdom is the principal thing; therefore get wisdom: and with all thy getting, get ~nders tand ing .~-mom~ss  4:7 

VOLUME IOI NUMBER 24 June 13,1994 SINGLE COPY PRICE 85" 

CONFIRMED: POWs MURDERED 
U.S. Knew 
About Red 
War Crimes 

From a former gen- 
eral who served the 
Ministry of  Defense of 
what was communist 
and Soviet-dominated 
Czechoslovakia during 
the so-called Cold War, 
The SPOTLIGHT has 
liearned the grim f d e  crf 
hundreds of  American LEONID BRE2SDUiW . . . Gave human testing his seal - 
prisoners of war never of approval. 
accounted for b y  corn- counterintelligenceandtheeconomy. 

NEARLY IGNORED munist forees frc;m the Yet, when Gen. Sejna defected to 
Korean and Vietnam the Unihd States in 1968 the result- 
wars. 

- T O T B E m -  

BY MIKE BLAIR 
General Major J a n  Sejna, the 

highest ranking communist official 
ever to defect to the United States, 
knew about the torture of American 
POWs by the communists. Captured 
American soldiers were used as 
guinea pigs in horrible medical 
experiments-acts than can be 
described only as  war crimes. The 
U.S. government was informed of 
these facts and not only did not 
complain, but has, over the years, 
helped these war criminals and their 
governments. 

Here, for the first time, are the 
gruesome details. 

Gen. Sejna, in addition to serving as 
chief of staff in the Czechoslovak 
Defense Ministry prior to his defection 
to the United States in 1968, was also 
a member of the nation's Communist 
Party Central Committee, served on 
the National Assembly and the 
Presidium, was a member of the 
bureau of the Main Political Admin- 
istration, served as first secretary of 
the party at  the Ministry of Defense 
and was secretary of the Defense 
Council, the highest authority in the 

ing intelligence coup went practically 
unnoticed--even, unbelievably, within 
the top secret corridors and offices of 
the Central Intelligence Agency. 

He was never debriefed on decep- 
tion, i.e., efforts of the communist bloc 
states to deceive the West. 

Instead, his debriefing was only 
cursory and by January 1969, report- 
edly under the orders of Henry Kissin- 
ger, national security advisor to the 

communist system of government in ALEXEI KOSYGIN 
dealing with matters of national . . . Emphasized the need to in- 
security, deception, in telligence, crease funding for human testing. 

dreds of those men, brutally murdered by inhuman communist 
leaders in heinous medical experiments, all of which has long 
been known and concealed by callous U.S. leaders, unwilling to 
deal with the truth. It is not the fate of ail those still missing, but  
many of them. 

Following World War 11, defeated German and Japanese leaders, 
accused of similar atrocities, stood in the dock of so-cailed "inter- 
national tribunals" and many ultimately were hanged. 

Those responsible for the torturous murder of hundreds of 
American POWs and MIAs of the Korean and Vietnam wars have 
escaped such a fate, either due to natural deaths through the 
passage of time, duplicity of U.S. leaders more willing to ignore 
their heinous crimes and now, as in the case of the former Soviet 
Union, Red China and Vietnam, by embracing them as @new 
friends" of America. 

A number of these sub-humans, however, will not escape the 
light of day. They will be named here. 

In this story, made possible through the research of Dr. Joseph D. 
Douglaee Jr., a consultant on defense security matters and former 
deputy director of the Tactical Technology Office in the Advanced 
Research Projects Agency of the Department of Defense, the fate of 
these murdered Americans is revealed by a former top general of the 
Czechoslovakian Defeme NLinistry. He also held some of the highest 
posts in the now deposed communist regime that ruled that 
enslaved nation for more thsn four decades. 

General Major Jan Sejna (pronounced Chain-ah) slipped away 
to the West February 28, 1968 and is the highest-ranking Eastern 
Bloc official ever to defect. 

Is his story true? 
For the past 16 years, and still today, Gen. Sejna has been 

employed as an advisor/analyst for the U.S. Defense Intelligence 
Agency @LA). 

It is no small irony that the DIA has been the U.S. intelligence 
agency charged by successive White House administrations to 
determine the fate of America's POWs and MIAs, those who never 
came home. 

and we felz it imperative to stuxre this excellent: investiga- 
tive journalism of Mike Blair with our readers. This article 
is yet another confinnation for most of you t u b  are weld 
aware of what Commander Hatonn has said about our 
older POWs and how they have been treated b y  our own 
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then new president, Richard M. 
Nixon, Sejna's debriefing was ordered 
halted. 

The CIA moved Sejna to  the  
Catskills regon of upstate New York, 
where he was given "a new lifen as the 
operator of a res taurant ,  which 
shortly went bankrupt. 

In despair, Sejna wrote to then-CIA 
Dlr-r Richard Helms apd outhed 
his dilemma, and the spy-chief called 
him back to Wa&ingtm in December 
1969, where Sejna felt he  would be 
more valuable, particularly in helping 
to give the agency some guidance on 
how to handle high-ranking defectors, 
his situation being a case in point 
about how not to do it. 

According to SPOTLIGHT sources, 
he was placed in the hands of Ray 
Rocca, deputy for research for James 
J. Angleton, the agency's long-time 
chief of counterintelligence. 

Ultimately, after Angleton's ouster 
from the CIA, Sejna found himself 
with the Defense Intelligence Agency 
(DLA). 
REMAINED IN OBSCURITY 

There, the former Czech general 
languished in obscurity until three 
years ago, when efforts to account for 
America's missing POWs and MIAs 
reached a high point and Dr. Joseph 
D. D o u g h  Jr ,  a long-time consultant 
on defense and security matters,  
recalled having been told years earlier 
by Sejna of American POWs being 
used by the communists in top secret 
medir.al experiments. 

Going back to Sejna, Douglass 
learned the reasons why the U.S. 
government had for years been 
dragging its heels on reso lv~ng  tht. 
POW/MIA Issue. 
The murde3. of American POW8 by 

the communists in horrible medical 
experiments, using them a s  human 
guinea pigs to test new chemical and 
biological warfare agents, even to 
determine the extent to which the 
human body can deal with in- 
creasingly high levels of atomic 
radiation, made the POWMIA issue a 
matter of dealing with war crimes. 
But how can war crimes be dealt with 
when no government will call for a 
war crimes tribunal? 

The Soviet Union, North Korea, 
Vietnam, Czechoslovakia, East 
Germany and other communist states 
involved in the atrocities did not lie 
prostrate a t  the feet of viebrious U.S. 
forces, as did the Japanese and West 
Germans a t  the end of World War 11. 

In addition, in successive admin- 
istrations since World War 11, the 
White House, State Department and 
U.S. intelligence agencies had been 
under the influence of foreign ele- 
ments, as recently highlighted by the 
expasure of long-time "molen Aldrich 
Ames, who from 1986 to 1989 served 

chief of counter-intelhgence for the 
CIA'S Soviet Division. 

Therefore, there was a reluctance to 
deal effectively with the transgres- 
sions of any of the so-called "socialist," 
i.e., communist, states. 
GRISLY EXPERIMENTS 

The Soviets, in collusion with the 
North Vietnamese, North Koreans, 

Red Chinese. Czechs. East Germans 
and others, had murdered hundreds 
of GIs who were, according to Sejna 
and now revealed by Douglass, "used 
as subjects in testing the effectiveness 
of military intelligence drugs, in- 
cluding a wide variety of mind-control 
and behavior-modification drugs, 
which . . . were used during the Kore- 
an War to cause American servicemen 
to speak out on the 'evils' of capitalism 
and the 'benefits' of communism. 

"The Soviets exwsed GIs to atomic 
detonations to de'termine how much 
atomic radiation was needed to kill or 
incapacitate a man. Lethal doses were 
administered and the? the GIs were 
watched to determine how long sol- 
diers could function and to learn if 
there were any drugs that  could be 
used to prolong their ability to per- 
form military tasks before perman- 
ently succumbing to the radiation. 
Tests to determine the  long-term 
consequences of sub-lethal dose levels 
also were run. 

"Experiments were conducted in 
military hospitals in North Korea 
during the K o m  War and in military 
hospitals in Laos and North Vietnam 
during the Vietnam War. American 
POWs were also moved to the Soviet 
Union for experimental purposes from 
North Korea following the end of the 
Korean War and from Laos and North 
Vietnam during the Vietnam War." 
BUILT CREMATORIUM 

In North Korea, a hospital was built 
to conduct the experiments on the 
helpless Americans and a crematorium 
was erected nearby to dispose of those 
who died or were killed when no longer 
useful-to eradicate the evidence. 

After the Korean War, those who 
were being used in experiments not 
yet completed or  who were still  
sufficiently healthy to be of further 

NIKlTA KHRUSHCmV . . . Said an agreement had been 
reached with North Vietnam for 
using U.S. POWs for experi- 
mentation. 
- - - - - -- - - 
value--"roughly 100 GIs," according 
to Sejna-were shipped by air to the 
Soviet Union for further torment, via 
Prague, Czechoslovakia, in order to 
conceal a direct link with the USSR. 

Those of no further value a t  the 

North Korean hospital were killed 
and sent to the crematorium. No one 
knows how many, except, perhaps, 
those in charge. 

In the USSR, the GIs were injected 
with radioactive isotopes, while others 
were "exposed . . . to radiation levels 
of 100 rem (Roentgen equivalent man) 
and higher and then tested It01 
determine the  effects of different 
drugs on the surviving GIs, to learn if 
some of the radiation effect5 could be 
temporarily countered with drugs, 
thus extending their usefulness, and 
to determine how long the soldiers 
who were exposed a t  the higher levels 
could survive." 

Other data were obtained by 'secur- 
ing GIs a t  spaced intervals along the 
ground and then subjecting them to 
the full force and fiuy of actual atomic 
bomb explosions a t  Soviet atomic test 
ranges." 

Then came the Vietnam War and 
new subjects for the Soviet-directed 
testing. 
VlCTtMS OF 'TESTS 

Like with the  Korean War GIs, 
Vietnam War POW8 found them- 
selves the victims of tests to deter- 
mine the effectiveness of new germ 
warfare agents and chemicals. 

Hundreds of Americans were sent 
to the  Soviet Union for the  tests, 
again via Prague to cover their trail, 
but now also through North Korea. 

Red Chinese and Soviet officials 
fought about sharing information 
from the  tests  conducted by each 
other. 

Experiments were conducted to  
determine the physiological and psy- 
chological effects of electromagnetic 
radiation-low frequency to micro- 
waves-on the  American POWs. 
Noted were such effects a s  impair- 
ment of memory, totally-erased task- 
oriented training and numerous 
physical effects such as  heart  fib- 
rillations and cellular disorders. 

'While there is no accurate count of 
the number of Americans who ended 
up as Soviet guinea pigs," Douglass 
said, "the number from the Korean 
War would approach, if not exceed, 
1,000 and, from the Vietnam War, a t  
least several hundred, likely over 500. 

"How many from World War I1 
[who fell into Soviet hands after b e i i  
liberated' from German and Japanese 
POW camps1 met th is  fate and  
whether it would have been better or 
worse than those who perished in  
communist slave labor camps is any- 
one's guess. Russia isn't telling and 
the U.S. government isn't asking." 
+MISERESFONSBLE 

Who gave the  orders for these 
atrocities? 

Soviet President Alexei Kosygin, 
according to  Sejna, a s  related to  
Douglass, 'emphasized the need to 
increase funding in these projects" a t  
a meeting of the  Warsaw Pact  
Political Consultative Commission in 
the spring of 1962. 

Soviet General Secretary Nikita 
Khrushchev attended a meeting of the 
Consultative Commission in l a te  
1963 or 1964, at which h e  said an  
agreement had been reached with 

North Vietnam regarding using the 
POWs fix the experiments. 

A later Soviet general secretary, 
Leonid Brezhnev, gave the human 
testing hitl seal of approval. 

General Major Kalashnik of the  
Soviet Main Political Administration 
in 1956 lectured the  Czech military 
about the importance of the project, 
and Soviet General Aleksandr Kus- 
chev urged the North Vietnamese to 
cooperate with t h e  Soviet experi- 
ments. 

Soviet Marshal Matvey V. Zak- 
harov, t h e  chief of t h e  Red Army 
General Staff, was personally respon- 
sible for the experiments on the Soviet 
end during the Vietnam War. Soviet 
General AI. Antonov, deputy chief of 
the Red Army General Staff, while 
overseeing t h e  t ranspor t  of U.S. 
POWs from Vietnam to the Soviet 
Union, declined to allow the North 
Koreans to  conduct experiments 
during a stopover there. 

Other Soviet officials who worked 
on the  project included General 
Aleksey Yepishev of the Main Political 
Administration and who headed the 
KGB interests in the experiments un- 
der KGB Gen. Mironov. Serge Petu- 
chov represented the Red Army intel- 
ligence (GRU) in working out details. 
GmMANCONNEC7K)N 

Gen. Heinz Hofiann,  the East Ger- 
man defense minister, told Sejna while 
the two were on a ftshing trip in 1964 
that drugs tested on American Viet- 
nam War POWs were "one thousand 
percent more effective than physical 
means of persuasion [torture]." 

During the  Vietnam War, t h e  
Czechs worked on experiments in 
Laos with Laotian Gen. Sin Ka-po, 
who headed the communist Pathet 
Lao, and  General Kong-le, who 
headed "neutralist" forces in Laos. 

Czech General Staff Deputy 
Director Col. Rudolf Babka was in 
charge of the overall operations of the 
Czech hospital in North Korea during 
the Korean War. The hospital was 
established by the  Construction 
Administration which operated under 
t h e  authority of Deputy Defense 
Minister Ferdinan Svobda and i ts  
chief was a Col. Rohac. 

The hospital was actually run by 
Col. Professor Dr. Dufek, who, along 
with Col. Babka, discussed the  
operations there with Sejna. A Dr. 
Plzak, who was in charge of newrole 
gical research a t  the Czech Central 
Military Hospital in Prague, was an 
assistant of Dufek, who was a former 
Soviet citizen who had emigrated to 
Czechoslovakia and  was a hear t  
specialist a t  the  Central Military 
Hospital. 

Some.18 Czech doctors and 20 
Soviet doctors were involved in the 
experiments a t  the  North Korean 
hospital. The Czech doctors came from 
the Central Military Hospital, the 
College for Military Dodors and the 
Czech Air Force Scientific Research 
Institute a t  Hradack ICralove. 

During t h e  Vietnam War, 15 
doctors and eight scientists connected 

--b 
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Correspondent's Reflections 
6/29/94 RICK MARTIN 

Within the haze of the upside down world of that which, for most, differs from 
everything which has come before; in a world where black is white, up is down, and 
inside is outside; in a world of clandestine encounters, half-truths and innuendo, 
it occasionally becomes difficult to rationally evaluate that which is unfolding. In 
the arena of world-class assassins, what & normal? What is reasonable? 

Within this illusion of God's play unfolding before our very eyes, written on the 
sands of time, is it wise to question? Or rather, to blindly accept the play as written rather 
than taking pen in hand as co-author to a script which is malleable rather than fured? 

What is  one day or two or ten within the fabric of time which is itself an illusion 
experienced only here, now, with us  as  experiencers? What once was out of the 
question becomes the commonplace, and the commonplace is then re-examined for 
deeper meaning. 

~ e t  me give an example of what Ism talking about so that you, too, may come to 
understand the outlandish nature of that which now seems normal. On assignment 
in the Carson City, Nevada area (covering the ongoing Ronn Jackson sagaL I had 
occasion to take an hour or two respite. And during this break a conversation arose 
with a woman in her 40s who appeared as "open" and "normal" as anyone could 
appear. When she queried as to what I do, naturally I replied that I write for a 
newspaper called CONTACT and am on assignment. When she delved further it was 
a lesson, for me, in how far on the fringe I have moved, how crazy the words must 
sound to the relatively uninformed. 

Prefacing any commentary with, "You won't believe me," I explained about the 
Committee of 16's assassin named Jackson, and her eyes grew wide a s  racoons' and 
she said, 'How fantastic to really meet someone who lives on the edge like Robert 
Ludlum writes about." Going further, I explain in brief about the Committee of 16, 
M J -  12, Montauk and time travel, ETs, etc. "You probably fit right in there in 
Southern California," came the reply with a slight grin. 

As  I reflect on my time with Jackson in prison and the mouth-to-ear recountings, 
what seems to me plausible and probable, sounds absolutely nuts to most. Why is 
it reasonable for me to assume, for example, that Alternative 3 wasn't just 
someone's theory; it was actually executed? why does the idea seem plausible that 
several of our nation's Founding Fathers are still living--and are functioning on a 
very real, very active committee of global import? 

Beneath the veil of forgetfulness it is not enough to simply say, "Just knod- 
the mind seeks answers, directions that the path taken not be one of error or 
hardship but rather one to fulfillment, completion, and to radiance. 

To 'trust in Godw is no passive position wherein it will 'all be taken care of", but 
rather it is the inner knowing that, within God, all things are possible; within His 
wondrous Creation-so, too, each is responsible for doing their part within the 
choices presented for learning. 

Involved k working out details of 
with the (3- Academy of%ienm the experimente on the POW8 were 
were involved i n  the POW experi- C& Resident Antonin Nov0t;ny and 
men@ @ m d d  in the h'bt u .  Prime Minister Josef Lenert, accord- 
ORDWEbSHUTm ing to Sejna. 

The Swiet Defenae Council decided 
to shut down the North Korean 
hospital in 1954, coordinating the 
effort with the Czech Minister of 
Defense, Gen. Bohimir Lomsky, and 
other members of the Czech Wfense 
C o d .  

Other Czech officials linked to the 
experiments on the captured GIs 
included Gen. Otakar Rytir, then chief 
of the Czech General Staff; Gen. 
Oldrich Burda, chief of Czech military 
intelligence; Vladimir Koucky, 
secretary for foreign policy of the 
Czech Central Committee; Gen. 
Vaclav Prchlik, chief of the Main 
Political Administration; Gen. Lt. 
Enem Chlad, chief of Rear Services of 
the General Staff; Gen. Maj. M. 
Cerny, head of the Health Adminis- 
tration; Josef Rudma, Grst deputy to 
the Ministry of the Interior, and Gen. YUfU DUBENSKI 
Vasil Laolo, deputy chief of military . Documents reveal Soviets 
intelligence in charge of strategic held Axnerican prisoners as early 
hte-. m May 1948. 

So, at what point 
does the active par- 
ticipation in the co- " 
crration of the play 
become interfering 
and pushing the 
river? How do you 
know? Against what 
yardstick is  this 
evaluation mea- 
sured? Where is the 
line drawn between 
taking conscious ac- 
tion and blowing it? 
But then-choices 
must be made, ac- 
tions taken, assign- 
ments completed and 
new options explored. 
The cycle continues 
to unfold in its never 
ending beauty and 
mystery. 

There are times 
when it is enough to 
ask the questions. 
When the answers 
come, it is even better. 
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JOURNALS OF THE WEEK-BOOK REVIEW 
"When You KNOW, I t  Can Make All The Difference: 

Y o u  Can Help Yourself  And Your Loved O n e s  To Understand" 
Successfully taking charge of your quest . Find out how the ADL solicits its 

for KNOWLEDGE brings you into the dimension 
of the "informed" and in so doing comes great joy. own statistics. 

In our review of this week's JOURNALS we .The ADL and its actions against 
have selected four which offer a cross-section of 
information, related to this week's CONTACT, 
which may help to put important pieces of the 
Modern World puzzle into perspective. First 
there must come TRUTH, and then, with action, 
is the realization that KNOWLEDGE IS POWERI 

Take a look at the highlights for these 
four of Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn's JOURNALS. 

THE TRILLION DOLUR LIE: 
THE HOLOCAUST, VOL. 1 (#39) : 

"The force behind the lie, the 
cause of the lie, and the Prince of 
Deceit: The Anti-Christ!" -Hatonn 

Discover the truth about the Israeli 
Mossad connections. 
Find out why Zionism is not Judaism, 
and the s c q  aims of Zionism. 
Explanation of the term "Jew", the when, 
where, and what. The history of the use 
of the word "Jew". 
Israel is not economically self-suficient, 
and relies upon foreign assistance. Find 
out how this tiny leech of a country 
bleeds other nations. 
Another view of the Protocols of Zion from 
the Talmud. 
How the Anti-Defamation League exer- 
cises control of virtually all of the media. 
Learn who are and who are not 'Jews" 
and why it is important to know the 
surprising answer to this question. 

Atso 
The latest update on the geological activ- 
ity of the planet and how it is being 
controlled. 

*The Protocols of Zion. 
-IIIIIIIIII,IIIIIII 

'It i s  the time of sorting of that and 
those who serve their own needs above 
and beyond that of mankind and God, 
and the adjustments of selves to that 
which IS." -Hatonn 

*Learn the  t r u e  history of the  
Illuminized High Freemasonry. 
Discover how Freemasonry created the 
Federal Reserve System. 

+ Find out about the Council on For- 
eign Relations connections to Free- 
masonry. 
Understand the Masonic symbols on 
the American one-dollar-bill from 1782 
until today. 

A Zso . Water purification. 
The art of global politics. 
A closer look a t  the CFR and the United 
Nations. . Hatonn's comments on the Waco, 
Texas shoot out. 

- 

"As you read the JOURNAL please be 
warned that the contents are going to be 
shocking, incredible and then difficult to 
find fill realization of how far down the 
slide you have slipped in your worthy, 
blessed nation." H a t o n n  

Discover why we are experiencing a 
rising tide of racism. 
Why is it rarely noted when signifi- 
cant affronts and outright assaults 
are committed by the ADL against 
other citizens? 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIII-I-I- 

loyal patriots. 
Secret System allows judges to con- 
trol juries; Judges are guilty of 
jury-tampering in most court cases. 

ALSO 
Learn about the Seven Noahide Laws 
and 'Public Law 102- 14". 

+ The silencing of police officers. 
The scary Newstates of America 
Constitution. 
Understanding the mystery of free 
will. 

NO THORNLESS ROSEG t R 7 0 )  

'Stock must be taken of the many 
facets of that which IS, that which 
SEEMS TO BE, and who is assaulted, 
who acts without knowing, and a call 
to *Stop Denial'." -Hatonn 

Learn about the CIA, CAN, ADL, 
KGB, MOSSAD, BATF and FBI. 
Will the  "REAL" crooks please 
stand up? 

.The ADL is  firmly linked to the 
WAC0 massacre. 

A Zso 
Plague-what you should know 
about it and how to avoid it. 
Do you know your Constitution is 
suspended? 
What you need to know about the 
Railroad leases. . Mutant bacteria are raising con- 
cerns among scientists. 
.II-IIIIII--II------ 

YES! Please rush me these JOURNALS on smart survival. I understand that if I order the four JOURNALS together, my cost will be U.S. $5.50 
each, plus shipping and handling. If I select from one to three JOURNALS, my cost will be U.S. $6.00 each, plus shipping and handling. i 
Ship to: (Please Print) 
Name I 

Address I 
City State Zip I 

THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE: The Holocaust, Vol. I 
THE BEST OF TIMES; THE WORST OF TIMES 
THE BEAST AT WORK 

4 books, add $5.50; single books, add $2.50 
additional. Canada & Mexico, add $7.50 for 

" 

JOURNAL 

METHOD OF PAYMENR U.S. funds on&. No C.0.D.s 
- Enclosed is my check or money order payable to 

Phoeniw Souroe Distributors. Charge to my v i s a 0  
~ a s t e r ~ a r d O  Discover 
Account Number 
signature 
Exp. Date 

- HOW MANY I TOTAL 

Telephone (daytime) I 
I I I 

ORDER TOLL FREE: 1-800-800-5565 
Canadians, call 1-805-822-9655 

Mail to: Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc. 
P.O. Box 27353 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89 126 1 
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New Gaia Products 
SPELT cellular invaders like viruses. Think of it as a ther, the damagedvirus feeds the Gaiandriana 

"pac-man" operation of sorts. However, be- unified cells and the circulating mitochon- 
Spelt is the most ancient and very best grain. yond that, the Gaiandriana are capable of dria. 

Spelta is a grain of its own unique being. It is the stimulating cellular structural repairs due to Healthy cells are not affected because they 
bestfiberresource,andhaslargeamountsofB-17 damage caused by, for instance, free radicals lack the zinc-centered protein cap on the vi- 
(anti-carcinoma). It is the grain GOD gave to the and cumulative levels of so-called 'back- rus. 
planet as 'manna" when humans were placed ground" radiation in our modern environment. These 'Gaia" compounds have an effect on 
upon it. Healthy DNA and RNA within the nuclei of our cancer cells because they stop an enzyme on 

Spelt was brought from the Middle East more cells then lead to properly formed and concen- the cancer cells from producing a'messenger" 
than 9,000 years ago; it is awell tested product. It trated enzymes, upon which healthy cellular molecule that blocks a second enzyme from 
has since spread over the European Continent. function depends. attacking the cancer cell's DNA. The com- 
Veryrecently, Spelthasenjoyedrenewedpopular- Gaiandriana liquid is made entirely from pounds (Gaia) have been seen to actually take 
ity in Europe as a result oftranslationsofmystical wholesome natural ingredients. out leukemia, breast, brain and colon cancer 
writings of the 12th century healer, St. Hildegard cells. We have no claim to anything other than 
of Bingen, who praised Spelt as the grain best AOUAGAIA stating that people utilizing these simple and 
tolerated by the body. The Old Testament men- natural substances do show improved well- 
tions Spelt in Exodus 9:31, 32 and Ezekiel 4:9. Complementary to the Gaiandriana prod- being and do report feeling generally and, 

Today it is used in the West in much the same uct, AquaGaia is also a non-alcoholic health often remarkably, improved as to state of 
way as wheat; one main distinction is that the tonic which provides basic 'foods" to help health, thought processes and stamina. 
people with allergies to wheat frequently do not cells, weakened by the stresses of modern life, The obvious conclusion is that there might 
react to Spelt Although Spelt contains gluten, to return to a state of healthy function. well be good reports of better health and faster 
those with gluten sensitivity, even celiacs, can AquaGaia contains mitochondria. These recovery, following infection by other viruses, 
usually tolerate it. In addition, Spelt is appreci- are the major biochemical energy 'processors" than those mentioned above. Allviruses known 
ated as much for itshearty nut-like flavor as for its within cellular metabolism. First, enzymes react in generally the same manner. 
healing qualities. begin the breakdown process of organic nutri- It is known that many diseases are due to 

The grain berry grows an exceptionally thick ents (like fats, carbohydrates and proteins) to retroviral DNA and these are the most affected 
husk that protects it from pollutants and insects. intermediate substances such as amino and viruses by the Gaia-chondrianas (living crys- 
It is stored with its husk intact, so it remains pyruvic acids. Then, in the next 'bucket bri- tal forms). We, again, make no medical claims- 
fresher. Thus, unlike other grains, it is not nor- gadea step, these various acid molecules are we are simply reporting in an effort to explain 
mally treated wi th  pesticides or other chemicals. processed within the mitochondria to release WHAT takes place within the cellular struc- 
The strong, protective husk may also be a meta- chemical energy recognized asadenosine triph- tures of living organisms. 
phorical signature of this grain's capacity to osphate (ATP) . 
strengthen immunity. S ' l t  contains special car- About 95% of the energy needed to 'run NOTE 
bohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which are an the machinery" that keeps each cell going and 
important factor in blood clotting and stimulating healthy is produced in the mitochondria. If any product you receive has an unpleas- 
the body's immune system. Unfortunately, the mitochondria are particu- ant odor - it is from the finishing culture 

Spelt is richly endowed with nutrients. in gen- larly damaged by free radicals and cumulative process. Leave the bottle open to air and it will 
eral, it is higher in protein, fat and fiber than most levels of so-called 'background" radiation in quickly dissipate. Then, depending on taste 
varieties of wheat. An important feature is its our modern environment. These compromised and preference-refrigerate after opening and 
highly water-soluble fiber, which dissolves easily mitochondria, like half-dead batteries, then reclo sing. 
and allows for efficient nutrient assimilation by lead to impaired cellular functioning and IMPORTANT: Do not mix t h e  two, 
the body. Spelt also contains essential amino health. Thus is the importance of AquaGaia, Gaiandriana and AquaGaia, together for stor- 
acids, which combine with the protein in S p l t  with its assirnilatable supply of healthy mitochon- age as the AquaGaia (mitochondria) are ag- 
constitute a source for human plasma To use dria- like 'hsh batteried' for the body's cells. gressive and begin t o  "eat* the Gaiandriana 
Spelt in baked goods, cereals and other dishes The better our cells function, the greater is for fuel. Once ingested, they go about their 
calling for wheat or other grains, substitute it one the stamina returned to our internal defense appointed tasks, but in bottle prisons they 
for one. You wil l  likely always have to add gluten systems, and the better we can counter the are not particularly compatible once the 
(from wheat) to give satisfactory yeast products. constant onslaught of biological and viral in- available fuel supply is exhausted. Juices 

At a major clinic in Konstanz, Germany, Spelt vaders. are excellent t o  take with the AquaGaia 
has been used as an adjunct in the treatment of because the mitochondria must have the 
many disorders, especially chronic digestive prob- 21 11198 #2 HATOHI fuel derived from same, the most effective 
lems of all kinds, chronic infections (herpes, AIDS), juice being from the tropical *Guavaw fruit. 
nerve and bone disorders (Parkinson's disease, GNAlVDRIAIPA & AOUAGCNA Any juice is fine, however, mnd 1. most 
Alzheimer's disease, mthritis), cancer and antibi- pleasant to  intake. Diabetics should utilize 
otic side effects. To help in understanding the workings of whatever juices are available on their food 

these organic 'pac-men" you must realize that plan t o  keep within the  safe guidelines for 
QAIABDRIANA there is a protein covering 'cap" on viruses. calories and other requirements. 

The protein cap is centered on a charged zinc The most innocuous and easy intake 
Gai=drianaisanon-alcoholichealthtonic atom and is the part of the virus that recog- available is simply a f a r  drops under the 

which provides basic 'foods" to help cells, nizes and binds to DNA-in turn allowing the tongme, both products taken at  the same 
weakened by the stresses of modem life, to .bus to reproduce. time or at  different times of the day. Once 
return to a state of health. AquaGaia, in conjunction with the the  "initial" program is completed, and the 

The better our cells function, the @eater is Gaiandriana, knock out the zinc atom (a simple ma4 ntenance level of intake L being fob 
the stamina returned to our internal defense 'charge" change), which renders the protein lowed, certainly the drops under the tongue 
systems, and the better we can counter the ineffective. This is a breakdown of 'parts" of are the  least annoying t o  any daily regimen. 
constant onslaught of biological and viral in- the Gaiandri=a male-female DNA structure 
vaders. The end result is a feeling of well- which releases many working variants but GaiaLlrrte 
being by, of course, being well. frees the Gaiandrionettes or 'killers* to take 

The Gaiandriana (commonly referred to as =that zinc atom and pass right into the GaiaLyte is brought forth ftom Kargasok 
'chondriana" in the Biological literature) are affected cell. Without the 'cap", the virus Tea. This IS the basic component of MO-GU 
capable of intelligent, organized attack against cannot reproduce and infect more cells-fur- tea as we have used the tea by that name. The 
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GaiaLyte i s  a fully integrated electrolytic liq- six ounces of Gaiandriana and double up on the 
uid. The 'drinkw i s  a 'concentratew (3 to 1 GaiaLyte-you willprobablynote positive response 
minimum-as much to one a s  you like maxi- in about an hour. Remember-you are activating 
mum). It contains EVERYTHING supplemen- the enhanced immune system and it takes a while 
tal to Gaiandriana-INCLUDING A GROWING- to accomplish this task. 
PROGRAMMING BASE OFGAIANDRIANAAND 
BASIC DRIANAS. It also contains enough ALOE JUICE 
Carbragaia to equal a full schedule of what is (Whole Leaf, Cold Pressed 
being used in  Mexico-(shark-fin cartilage). If Aloe Vera Concentrate) 
you are using MO-GU-keep on-it can only 
enhance your full-rounded intake-but it  WILL Aloe Vera has along and impressive history that 
NOT be the same. However, the "new" drink spans hundreds of centuries, countries and cul- 
will supply all you need without it. This is NOT tures, and appears in countless'folkremedie$ as a 
A MEDICAL PROGRAM OF ANY KIND. We are plant revered for its healing qualities. 
not physicians as in Medical Doctor; we are AloeJdaisadole-leafconcentratepr@ 
not anything-except hopefully, sharers of in- fi-om the freshly harvestedleaves ofthe Barbadensis 
formation. Miner Aloe Vera plant Ala Jula guarantees a 

The GaiaLyte has  a full spectrum of vita- minimumof 10,000mg. ofmucopolysacdmidesper 
mins, minerals, Ginkgo, Echinacea, Chlorella, liter. 
Oxygenators, Aloe Vera-everything necessary The nutdents reported in Aloe Vera include 
to "programD the cells in the tea membrane mucopolysaccharides and polysaccharides 
AND the Gaiandriana included. This does not (glucomannans), glycoproteins, glucose, mannose, 
replace the Gaiandriana used otherwise. This galactose, xylose, arabinose, tannins, steroids, or- 
i s  a PERFECT medium to enhance the ability ganic acids, antibiotic principles, glucuronic adds, 
of the Gaiandriana you already take to en- enzymes (ox ide ,  catalase and amylase), trace sug- 
hance it self-reinforcement fuel, if you will. ars, calcium oxalate, a protein containing 18 amino 

You can dilute the concentrate with water acids, ?wound healing" hormones, biogenic stimula- 
AND/or anything you like. May we recom- tors, saponins, vitaminsB1, B2, niacin, B6, choline, 
mend apple juice and/or Cranberry. The apple folk acid, chloride, sulfate, iron, calcium, copper, 
juice is to flush out the gallbladder and the sodium, potassium, silicon, manganese, plus many 
cranberry juice flushes out the bladder (urine). other metabolism-assisting components. 
You may use  as much as you like of either OR 
both and we would hope you would do so on a CHLORELLA 
continuing basis because of the value of these 
two products and their focus of use. Chlorella is anutritionally balanced whole food 

We believe you will find it a very tasty and contributes to the health and growth of human 
beverage but we ask that no matter how 'goodD, cells like no single vitamin or mineral possibly can. 
just keep to the 'program" amounts or you Chlorella is extremely high in protein (60%) and 
may find yourself a bit 'woozy" immediately contains more than 20 vitamins and m h d s ,  19 of 
after intake. This is  due more to the Aloe Vera the 22 essential and non-essential amino h d q  
present than the tea itself-but as you know, enymesandchlorehgrovPthfactor. Itisoneofthe 
even the MO-GU tea can make you quite light- richest sources of RNA and DNA known and has 
headed. There i s  no alcohol in the beverage twentytimesasmuchchlofophyUas~ 10times 
although you may very well think so a s  the more than other edible algae including spirulina, 
body rushes to uptake the fuel supply. This i s  and 10 times more than barley grass. 
not amedical-chemical concoction so you could Chlonlla is a natural vitality enhancer. The 
take the entire bottle without damage or haz- vitamins found in chlorella cells include: vitamin C, 
ard-but you might well not feel so great for a provitaminA,B-carotene,chlorophyll-A,chlorophyll- 
bit afterward and i t  is totally UNNECESSARY B, thiamine (Bl), riboflavin (B2), pyridoxine (B6), 
for any expected positive response. niacin (B3), pantothenic acid, folic acid, vitamin B- 

This is not like taking an antibiotic with flu or 12, biotin, choline, vitamin K, PABA, lipoic acid, 
sore-throat. This is  a well-body systemic en- inositol andpara-aminobenzoic acid. The m i n d  
hancement. It sometimes, as with other persons' include: phosphorus, potassium, iodine, magne- 
elixir-takes weeks or months to feel any differ- sium, sulphur, iron, calcium, manganese, copper, 
ence. ONCE balanced, however, you will note that zinc and cobalt. 
at onset of infection, cold, etc., ifyou take around The amino acids include: lysine, histidine, argi- 

SPELT FLOUR 

nine, aspartic acid, threoinine, serine, glutamic 
acid, proline, &cine, alanine, cystine, valine, 
methionine, isoleucine, leucine, tyrsine, pheny- 
lalanine, omithine, tryptophan. 

The suggested daily consumption is 3 grams 
Per day. 

ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS 
(with American Ginseng) 

In recent years few medicinal plants 
have garnered as much attention as 
Echinacea (Echinacea Purpurea and 
Echinacea AngustuoNa). 

Echinacea is a non-specific ntimu- 
lant to the immune system. Claims for 
Echinacea include: stimulation of leuko- 
cytes, mud antibiotic activity, mti-in- 
flammatory activity, stimulation of the 
adrenal cortex, stimulation of the proper- 
din-complement system, interferon-like 
activity, stimulation of general cellular 
immunity, and antiviral activity. Inter- 
nal preparations are said to  assist in 
alleviating cold and flu symptoms, respira- 
tory infections, and arthritis, to name a fen. 

Goldenseal (Hydrastis Canadensts) is 
among the most popular herbs in the 
American health food market. Uses are 
numerous, including but not limited to: 
antiseptic, hemostatic, diuretic, laxa- 
tive, and tonic/ anti-inflammatory for the 
mucous membranes, hemorrhoids, nasal 
congestion, mouth and gum sores and 
eye afflictions. 

Few medicinal plants in the world 
possess Ginseng's near-legendary status. 
Dating back thousands of years, its his- 
tory of use in the Orient records thera- 
peutic properties so wide ranging that it 
was first dismissed by Western doctors 
as a upmacerw. When fatigued, Ginseng 
reportedly restorcs both physical and 
mental functions to  peak efficiency and, 
with regular use, improves resistance to  
disease and stress. American Ginseng's 
genus name is Panax QuinquefoZius. 

Over 40,000 species of mushrooma 
exist, many of which are used as medi- 
cines. Of particular note are such rem- 
edies as penicillin- and ergot-based ex- 
tracts used in migraine treatment, to  
name a few. Extensive research has been 
done with one mushroom in particular, 
namely, Reishi. This mushroom is now 
considered a tried and true immune sys- 
tem fortifier. 

SUPER OXY TODDY 

Made from pure Aloe Vera juice from 
organic Aloe Vera plants, this product i s  
oxygen-enhanced with 35% food grade hy- 
drogen peroxide, minerals, whole Aloe Vera 
pulp, 60 colloidal plant minerals (an aque- 
ous  solution), and natural flavors. 

One ounce of Oxy Toddy contains ap- 
proximately 20 drops of 35% food grade 
hydrogen peroxide. This product contains 
no sugar, fillers or starches and is cold 
processed to ensure maximum enzymatic 
activity. 

To order 
call.. . 
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Hydrogen Peroxide Use For \@ New Gaga product 
Water Purification 

To purify water (of viruses as well as bacteria and other ' Gaia-mm [see 31 1/94 CONTACT, P. 10, for description] 
critters) for drinking purposes, use 10 drops of 35% Food 
Crade Hydrogen Peroxide per gallon of water and agitate 
container enough to mix well. 

Locating the 35% Food Crade Hydrogen Peroxide can be 
a problem a s  the Elite effort to close down everything that 
promotes health, from products to therapies. Food Grade Since i t  will be several weeks before the first o f  these 
Hydrogen Peroxide is necessary as the drugstore (3%) products become available to  order, w lease keep your e y e  on  
variety contains additives and stabilizers not good for th is  box for availability updates! 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1IIIII-IIIII-I- 

New Gaia Products 1994 Order Form ** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES: 

FOR:CA.WA.OR.AZ. I FORTHERESTOF 
MT, UT, i ~ ,  do, NM, CONTINENTAL USA 
WY, NV 
5 0-100 58.00 

(Please Print) 5 401-500 510.00 5 401-500 512.00 
5501-600 511.00 5 501-600 913.00 

Name Date 
I 

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES 

New Clara Products, 
P.O. Box 2771 0, 

rmz 
Street Address For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates. 

* For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates. 
Cityflown State/Prov. Zip Code All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing 

5 101-200 57.00 5 101-200 

for specific rates as rates vary greatly. 
Daytime Phone No. When ordering cases of product call for shipplng rates. 

I Las Vegas, NV 891 26 
(639-4242) 

Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover) Expiration Date 

Signature For Credit Card Orders 

l tern 

$9.00 
$ 201 -300 58.00 5 201 -300 $1 0.00 

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR 
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAIN- 
TENANCE PACKAGES. CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS. 

GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract) 

SUPER OXY (1 qt.) (CHERRY-BERRY) 
(CRANBERRY-APPLE) 

SUPER OXY (1 gal.) (CHERRY) (CRANBERRY) 

5 301-400 59.00 5 301-400 $1 1 .OO 

$24.95 

5 18.00 

$60.00 

4 IDS. W S I WHO‘E SPELT KERNELS 10  Ibs. @ $1, --, .-. , - - - . -  - - -  

WHOLE GRAIN 2 Ibs. O Sl.ZS/lb. 

SPELT FLOUR 4 Ibs. O $1 ." "' 
D 1 L -  1 C *  

GAlA SPELT BREAD MIX (whole Wheat & Spelt) 

GAIA SPELT BREAD MIX (Pure Spelt) 

TOTAL THIS COLUMN 

.ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR CONTACT SUBSCRIBERS ONLY. 
.ASK ABOUT OUR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. 

.ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER ALOE PRODUCTS. 

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR A I L  NON- 
BREAD or PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE PACKAGES. -- N e u  Gaia Products. 

$ 3.50 

S 3.50 

I 1 Bottle Calandriana (1 qt.) I SlS 

, 
o I",. w r I .25/lb. 

PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE 

1 Bottle AquaGaia (1  qt.j 
2 Bottles CalaLyte (2 liters each) 
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix 
5 Audio-cassettes 

MAINTENANCE PACKAGE 
1 Bottle Caiandriana ( I  qt.) 
2 Bottles CaiaLyte (2 liters each) 
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix 

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND (2 02.) 
NICOTINE-CAFFEINE-ALCOHOL-. 
SUCROSE-STARCH- 
CAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK 

s 5.00 
S 10.00 
S 180.00 - 

I for 
CONTACT 

subscribers 

0.00 

only. h 
for WNTACl 
subscribers 

S 6.00ea. 

Please make 
all checks and 
money orders 
payable to: 
New Gaia Products, 
P.O. Box 2 77 1 0, 
Las Vegas, NV 1 89126 

TOTAL THlS COLUMN 

TOTAL FROM OTHER COLUMN 

SALES TAX Nevada residents only, 
add 7% 

1 
SHIPPING & HANDLING 

SUB TOTAL 

I TOTAL ENCLOSED I I I 

i 
? 
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES 19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 57. GOD. TOO. HAS A PLAN 2000.1 -~ p~ -, 
CALLED THE PHOENIX JOURNALS -0. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION DIVINE p h  VOL.II 
AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO AS- 9 1. CREATION, THE SACRED 58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO 
SIST MAN TO BECOME AWARE O F  UNIVERSE THE PIT O F  FIRE 
LONG-SANDINGDECEPTIONSAND 9 3 .  BURNT OFFERINGS 59. 'REALIT  ALSO HAS A 
OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS 9 4 .  SHROUDS OFTHE SEVENTH DRUM-BEAT! 
SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES. SINGLE SEAL 60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS 
JOURNALS ARE $6.00, ANY 4 JOUR- *25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 6 1. PUPPY-DOG TALES 
NALSARE$5.50 EACH, 10 OR MORE *26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY 
J~URNAL~ ARE $5.00 EACH THE ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY 63. THE BEST O F  TIMES 
(Shipping extra - see right). NAME: KHAZARS 64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN 
*These marked JOURNALS are out 27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 
of stock until further notice. OWNER MANUAL 66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLmCS 

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 9 8 .  OPERATION SHANSTORM 67. THE BEAST AT WORK 
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME -9. END OFTHE MASQUERADE 68. ECSTASY T O  AGONY 

IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA 38. THE DARK CHARADE 69. TATTERED PAGES 
3. SPACEGATE, THE VEIL R E  39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 70. NO THORNLESS ROSES 

MOVED THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 71. COALESCENCE 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISAS- 40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 72. CANDLELIGHT 

TER THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I1 73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS 
*S.FROM HERETO ARMAGEDDON 41. THE DESTRUCTION O F  A VOL. I 

6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET PLANET--ZIONISM IS RAC- 74. MYSTERIES O F  RADIANCE 
FROM HELL ISM UNFOLDED VOL. I1 

7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES 
9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS 43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I VOL. I11 

*lo. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I1 76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. N 
*l 1. CRY O F  THE PHOENIX 45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. 111 77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME 
*12. CRUCIFIXION O F  THE P H O E  46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 78. IRON A~~~~~ AM- 

NIX 48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 79. MARCHINGTO ZOG 
*13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET 49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 80. TRUIH FROM THE ZOG BOG 
*14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, 50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 81. RUSSIAN ROULFITE 

PILLAGE AND PLUNDER O F  5 1. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VI1 82. RFnREMENTREREATS 
THE PHOENIX 52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 83. POIlTICAL PSYCHOS 

15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION 53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 84. CHANGING PERSPECTNES 
*16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 54. THE FUNNEL'S NECK 85. SHOCK THERAPY 
'*I?'. THE NAKED PHOENIX 55. MARCHING TO ZION 86. MISSING THE IIFEBOAT?? 
-18. BLOOD AND ASHES 56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY 87. IN GOD'S NAME AWAKEN! 

PHOENIX SOURCE 
DISTRIBUTORS, I ~ ~ .  
Post Office Box 27353 

La8 Vegas, Nevada 89126 
1-800-800-5565 
Canadians call  
1-805-822-9655 

(Mastercard, VISA, 
Discover) 

Phoenix Source 
Dist r ibutors  

SHIPPING 
CHARGES: 

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii) 
UPES3.75 1 st title, $1 .00 ea add'l 

Bookrate-$2.50 1st tkle, 11.00 ea add'l 
Priority-$3.40 1 st title, $1 .00 ea addl 

A W K A  & HAWAII 
~ookrate-$2.50 1 st title, $1.00 ea add7 
Riorlty-$3.40 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add'l 

UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1 st title, $1 ea add'l 
CANADA 6 MEXICO 

Surface-$3.00 1 st title. $1 .SO ea addl 
Airbook-$4.50 1st title. $2.00 ea addl 

FOREIGN 
surface-$3.00 1 st title, $1 .So ea add7 

Airbook-S8.00 per title estimate 
(Please allow 5-8 weeks for delivery 

on all book orders) 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 
Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone to 
1-800-800-5565. Subscription rates are: $20 for 13 issues (US); $22 (Canada/ 
Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $40 (US); $44 (Canada/Mexico); $60 
(Foreign); or 52 issues for $75 (US); $80 (Canada/Mexico)_; $1 10 (Foreign). 

Copyright Statement 

copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for remainabsolutelyunchanged. For 
100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS post- commercial purposes, reproduc- 
paid Continental U.S. For Alaska, HI, tion is strictly forbidden unless 
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or and until permission is granted in 
write for shipping charges. writing by CONTACT, INC. 
Single copies o f  back issues of CON- 
TACT, THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are 
$1.50 each. Quantity back issue prices are as follows: 1-10 dp ie s  $1.50 
each; 1 1-50 copies $15.00; 5 1-1 00 copies $25.00. Shipping included, 
postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign 

r 

HOTLINE 
805-822-0202 

This is a service for 
our dedicated readers. 
Today's Watch tele- 
phone hotline carries 
the latest news and 
comments from Corn- 
mander Hatonn's most 
recent writings. This is 
our way of keeping 
informed about fast- 
breaking n e w s  and  
events. 

The message ma- 
chine will answer after 
2 rings if there are any 
new messages for that 
day, and after 4 rings if 
not. Thus daily callers 
can hang up after 2 rings 
and save toll charges if 
no new message has 
been recorded. The 
message update(s1, if 
any, occur by 6 PM Pa- 
cific Time. 

TELEPHONE 
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